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Report Outline
This integrated report was written to transparently and systematically disclose the management outcomes, 
activities, and mid-to-long term strategies of DSME, from an ESG perspective, to stakeholders. Information 
regarding sustainable management and subject matter from annual reports was combined to provide 
stakeholders with an easier understanding of the financial and nonfinancial outcomes and activities for 
improving the sustainable management and corporate values of the company.

Standard for Writing the Report
The present report was written based on the core options of the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) standards. 
Moreover, it referenced the IR framework of IIRC (International Integrated Reporting Council) and contains 
content on fulfillment activities for achieving UN SDGs. It also considered the industrial standards from the 
SASB (Sustainability Accounting Standards Board) in order to select key issues befitting the characteristics of 
the industry and even incorporated recommendations from TCFD.

Report Scope and Boundaries
The report scope is aimed at the sustainable activities and outcomes of the head office and domestic places 
of business, and some of the data includes places of business overseas. The financial outcomes were drawn 
up based on the consolidated standards of the K-IFRS.

Report Period
The report contains outcomes from January 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021, and some of the content contains 
data from the first half of 2022. The main quantitative data reflects results from the past 5 years. 

Report Cycle
Annual(Last report published in June, 2021)

Report Reliability
The present report underwent third party verification by ‘DNV Business Assurance Korea Ltd.’, an independent 
verification agency, to secure its reliability. The verification standards are ‘VeriSustain’, and the results can be 
found on pages 62~63.
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Message from the Blue Board
To the stakeholders of DSME,
ESG management is at the core of raising the corporate value of 
DSME in the changing capitalist structure. The most fundamental 
and important factor to ESG management is communication with 
stakeholders through credible disclosure of information. We, on 
the company’s Blue Board, will work hard for the sustained future 
development of DSME by sharing its vision, securing information 
transparency, and in this way, promoting the soundness of its decision-
making process. We will meet difficulties with proper perspectives and 
work hard to fulfill our roles by establishing processes befitting those 
goals.
The Blue Board shares the goal of unlocking DSME’s hidden potential 
and creating a better company. We will keep working step by step, 
with long drawn breaths, to bring about an environment where DSME 
members can feel rewarded, proud, and satisfied. The Blue Board 
shares DSME’s journey toward sustainable management values.
Thank you.

CEO’s & Blue Board Message
changing market situations, such as increasing demand for eco-friendly 
ships and rising ship prices, and due to the confirmed technological 
superiority of our products, the company was able to receive orders 
that went well over its business plan targets. We exceeded the order 
targets in our annual management plans by 41%, and this year we 
are steadily continuing that positive trend. We consider this to be a 
favorable sign that points to the end of the downturn in the market 
that had plagued the shipbuilding industry and the beginning of a new 
virtuous cycle.
Esteemed stakeholders! DSME is a company that grew by overcoming 
numerous difficulties and management restrictions since its founding 
in 1973. This growth was possible because the company values 
technology and people and pursues a unique corporate culture 
where friendly and cooperative attitudes are considered ordinary. This 
inherent DNA is the prime factor for sustainable management. How 
do you feel about creating opportunities by increasing soundness 
and transparency in decision making, developing solutions to the 
climate crisis, and focusing on and communicating much more with 
the people who surround us? In the not-too-distant future, DSME will 
develop past the point where it simply meets social expectations.
To this end, starting this year, the company will begin implementing 
a medium-term plan with the goal of taking a leap into the practice 
of ESG management in the next three years; beginning with building 
an ESG management foundation. During this process, all employees 
will acclimatize to the ESG management style and we will create an 
environment that enables our ESG management to spread even to our 
suppliers. We will disclose and communicate these goals and results 
transparently and gradually to you, our stakeholders.
In an era of ESG management, DSME promises to create sustainable 
management values that go beyond your expectations and the needs of 
the times by balancing risk management, discovering new opportunity 
elements, and focusing on long-term future values. I have faith that you 
will travel with us on DSME’s journey.

CEO Message
To our esteemed stakeholders,
I am very glad to communicate to you, the stakeholders, the results of the 
sustainable management we have carried out for the past year, our future 
plans, and our strategies, in the form of an integrated report for 2022.
Following my inauguration as CEO this year, I established as one of our 
top-priority management tasks the building of an ESG management 
foundation that will increase the future value and sustainability of the 
company. We are now focusing on implementing what I prepared and 
proposed as the inaugural head of the ESG Administration that was 
launched in June of last year. In particular, this year we are planning 
on activating a comprehensive decision-making system for sustainable 
management by establishing an ESG committee as part of the Board of 
Directors(BOD), and in the second half of the year we will prepare an ESG 
management diagnosis and building an ESG implementation system. 
Throughout this process, I aim to share our value-oriented corporate 
goals and vision, and serve as a leader who provides steady stewardship 
of the company.
The year 2021 was filled with difficulties for DSME. The COVID-19 
pandemic, continuing into its second year, increased unstable factors for 
personnel and supply chains, and the extreme drought in orders during 
the prior two years sharply decreased revenue. Crucially, the company 
had to endure the worst adverse factor in the form of skyrocketing 
steel plate costs—the raw material with the greatest proportion and 
importance in the shipbuilding industry. Ultimately, we were unable 
to build on the success of a period of four straight years of surpluses 
that had been achieved through the sweat and toil of our employees 
amidst the difficult management environment that had existed until 
then, and we had to report losses to our stakeholders that included 
a large appropriation. Management feels strongly responsible for 
the results of having failed to take sufficient action against a rapidly 
changing environment. Furthermore, I realize that the most important 
task entrusted to me is to build a solid sustainable management system 
that remains steady in the face of any changes in the management 
environment.
Fortunately, the year 2021 brought us hopeful results as well. Amidst 

The CEO with Blue Board Director (in charge of ESG), Engineer Da-seul Lee

June 2022 
DSME Blue Board

June 2022 
DSME CEO and President

Du-seon Park 
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Type 2021

1. Revenue 4,486,586

    Commercial ship 3,687,973
    Energy plant and Naval & Special ship 740,287
    Other 58,326

2. Operating income (losses) △1,754,651

3. Net income (losses) △1,699,829

4. Total assets 10,623,210

5. Total debt 8,405,626

6. Total capitalization 2,217,583

7. Debt ratio 379%

HQ (Okpo Shipyard)
Building ships, offshore units, and special ships
3370, Geoje-daero, Geoje-si, Gyeongsangnam-do	
Seoul Office
Business and sales, management support, 
among other tasks
14, Sejong-daero, Jung-gu, Seoul	

Siheung R&D Campus
Research and development
96, Baegot 2-ro, Siheung-si, Gyeonggi-do

Company Status

Company Name	 Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering Co., Ltd

CEO	 Du-seon Park

Foundation Date	 October 11, 1973

Location of	 3370, Geoje-daero, Geoje-si, Gyeongsangnam-do  
Headquarters	  (Aju-dong)

Places of Business

Key Businesses or Products
Location

Key Businesses or Products

Location

Key Businesses or Products
Location

Key Businesses

Summary of Financial Performance  

Stakeholder Distribution  

Commercial Ship
Building various ships 
including LNG carriers, 
LPG carriers, container 
ships, and oil tankers

Energy Plant
New and renewable energy-related 
products such as: offshore units including 
drill ships, FPSO units, floating type 
structures, and fixed platform production 
units, as well as WTIVs

Naval & Special Ship
Building special ships, such 
as: destroyers, frigates, 
submarines, warships, and 
auxiliary ships

Type 2019 2020 2021

Ships

 LNG* carriers 10

36.9
(27

vessels)

9

54.4
(31

vessels)

15

76.3
(55

vessels)

 LPG* carriers 2 1 9

 Container ships 5 12 20

 Oil tankers 10 9 11

Energy 
plants

 FP*/FPU* 1 2.0 - - 1 6.3

 FPSO* - - - - 1 9.8

 WTIV* and  Other - - - 0.4 2 6.6

Naval & Special Ship and 
others 6 22.2 4 1.9 2 9.6

Total 40 61.1 35 56.7 61 108.6

Total 36,499

Number of Employees As of Dec. 31, 2021

Total 8,809
$23.69billion

Office worker
3,704

Other  181

Production technicians  
4,924

New Orders

Backlog of Orders

1,153

-276

50

7,471

Stockholders and investors
(Cost of interest)

Government 
(Corporate tax)

Community
(Donations)

Suppliers 
(Key raw material purchasing costs 

(purchases)

Employees 
(Employee pay)

(Unit: 100 million KRW)

(Unit: 1 million KRW)

LPGC  12

Container  32
Tanker  18

Drillship  4

FP/FPU  2
FPSO  1 LNGC  28

WTIV  2

Naval &
Special ship and others  17

28,101

*LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas)
  LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas,)
  FP (Fixed Platform)
  FPU (Floating Production Unit)
  FPSO (Floating Production Storage and Offloading)
  WTIV (Wind Turbine Installation Vessel)

Number 
of Vessels

Number 
of Vessels

Number 
of Vessels

Subtotal Subtotal Subtotal

As of Dec. 31, 2021 (unit: vessels and units)
Money amount: $23.69 billion

116 vessels and units
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2022 Prospects

Commercial Ship Business 

Although it looks like the overall number of orders in 2022 will decrease 
from the previous year as a result of the base effect from the large 
number of orders placed in the previous year, the company expects 
the number of orders to exceed the average shipbuilding tonnage 
of the past 10 years. Energy costs have risen considerably due to the 
misalignment of supply and demand resulting from low converted 
investment in new and renewable energy and the depression in 
investment in fossil fuels, and accordingly, the increase in demand 
for LNG, crude oil, and petroleum products is expected to serve as a 
positive factor with regard to orders for LNG carriers and oil tankers. 
In particular, a positive market environment is underway for the LNG 
carrier market, with increasing ton-miles as a result of increased 
exports to the US and the limited amount of traffic on the Panama 
Canal, resulting in a situation where there is increased demand for 
global LNG carriers due to energy transition. Moreover, with the rising 
problem of the energy supply and demand imbalance between Europe 

and Russia, the diversifying of LNG suppliers has come to the fore as an 
essential issue, and the EU, by classifying natural gas as ‘green energy,’ 
along with nuclear energy, is expected to propel the use of LNG for 
longer terms than expected.
New building prices continue to trend upward due to the impact of 
cost elements from rising thick plate costs, along with the decrease in 
the number of available slots at large shipyards, with the Clarkson’s 
Newbuilding Price Index climbing up to 154 points—its highest since 
the first half of 2009. Along with rising production costs, the decrease 
in available building slots at large shipyards is expected to develop a 
favorable market focusing on LNG carriers and container ships, which 
command strong demand. Although it has recently appeared that high 
freight rates and raw materials prices, serving as the main factor for 
the rise in ship prices, have faltered, new building prices are expected 
to continue their upward trend following the consistent increase in the 
backlog of orders at shipyards.

Stronger environmental regulations aimed at reducing carbon 
emissions are a worldwide trend, with the ESG investment trend 
showing gradual expansion. The EEXI (Energy Efficiency Existing Index) 
and CII (Carbon Intensity Indicator) are expected to be applied to 
existing vessels starting from 2023, and consequently the demand for 
eco-friendly ships to replace older vessels, along with the demand 
for building ships equipped with new technology aimed at being 
compliant with stronger environmental regulations, is expected to 
continue. Furthermore, the stronger environmental regulations are 
markedly impacting the popularization of LNG-fueled ships and 
are allowing for excellent premiums for eco-ships. As the search for 
alternative fuels—such as hydrogen, ammonia, and methanol—gets 
underway, these circumstances are expected to bring about a greater 
number of orders for large Korean shipbuilders, which boast excellent 
technology.
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Energy Plant Business 

Following the continuing increase in the national defense budget and improvement expenses for national 
defense, as well as the goal of the South Korean navy to build an ocean going/smart navy to protect maritime 
sovereignty, it looks like the domestic naval vessel market will continue to attract orders for large naval vessels, 
specifically, next-generation destroyers, frigates, and submarines that provide protection to light aircraft 
carriers—a topic of keen interest for the media lately. Also, eco-friendly energy policy for carbon neutrality 
has resulted in increased demand for SOVs (service operation vessel), and thus, the company is pushing 
for entry into relevant fields based on its capabilities in the special ship business. The company is closely 
cooperating with government and military agencies, such as the Defense Acquisition Program Administration 
and the Navy, with the purpose of serving as a defense industry shipyard that is considered with priority when 
strengthening naval power, based on the company’s record of successfully delivering cutting-edge surface 
vessels and submarines.
The overseas naval vessel market is experiencing continuing demand for new naval vessels as a result of 
modernizing fleets, and the intensifying global demand for carbon reduction is expected to increase the 
demand for eco-friendly, highly-efficient naval vessels that apply eco-friendly fuel propulsion technology. 
However, the issue of appropriating budgets based on stabilizing public welfare in accordance with the 
prolonging of the COVID-19 pandemic is causing budget shortages for many countries, so that the immediate 
order of naval vessels may be somewhat delayed. Nevertheless, mid-to-long term demand in relevant 
countries is expected to gradually expand and materialize because fundamental demand is still present.

Naval & Special Ship Business

High international oil prices are expected to continue for the time being due to supply chain setbacks from 
the spread of COVID-19 variants, the geopolitical conflict in Europe, and the uncertainty of supply. Amidst such 
tight supply and demand conditions, upstream oil and gas investments are likely to expand while oil prices 
skyrocket due to the failure to recover fossil fuel investment as a result of Russian sanctions, the decrease in 
excess capacity for oil-producing countries, and global decarbonization trends.
Market circumstances for drilling units are improving due to scrapped ships and the decrease in rig supply 
following active mergers and acquisitions between drilling rig companies. However, until drilling unit 
utilization rates rise further and hold, drilling rig companies are expected to focus on securing the profitability 
of their existing drilling units, so it seems like it will take a considerable amount of time for new building 
orders to resume. If oil prices remain steady, production unit projects are expected to resume, focusing on 
floating units in Brazil and the North Sea, along with the NOCs (national oil companies) in the Middle East.
Following worldwide energy transition trends aimed at achieving zero-carbon emissions and the return of 
eco-friendly energy policy in the US, there has been surging interest in renewable energy. As an alternative for 
achieving an eco-friendly, carbon neutral economy, the demand for offshore wind power is increasing every 
year, and high utilization rates for WTIVs are expected to continue for a while. It seems like the product market 
associated with offshore wind power will gradually increase following expanding demand for WTIVs, offshore 
substation for offshore wind power, and floating wind power projects.
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DSME Shandong Co., Ltd. (DSSC)	 Bajiao-Zhen, Yantai-Kaifaqu, Shandong-Sheng, China	 Manufacturing ship block parts    
DK Maritime S.A.	 53rd Street East, Urbanization Obarrio, MMG Tower, 16th Floor, 	 Maritime cargo transport	 	
	 Panama, the Republic of Panama	
DSME Kazakhstan LLP	 Office no.16, 18th floor, 5B, Business Center “Nurly Tau”Al-Farabi	 Managing maritime 
	 Av.17/1, Almaty city, 050059, Kazakhstan	 project building contracts
D&H Solutions AS	 Verkstedveien 3, 0277 Oslo P.O.Box 157, 0212 Oslo, Norway	 Manufacturing offshore units
	 	 and managing mining lots
PT DSME Indonesia	 Tempo Scan Tower Lt. 30~31 Jl. H.R. Rasuna Said Kav.3~4	 General engineering
	 Jakarta 12950 Indonesia	
DSME OFFSHORE ENGINEERING Co.	 16340 Park Ten Place, Suite 100 Houston, TX 77084	 Offshore plant engineering

Global Network

Type	                                     Location       Main Function/Business Type Company Name	                                       Address                                                                                                       Main Business Type

Daewoo Shipbuilding 	 HQ (Okpo Shipyard)	 Geoje, 	 Building ships, offshore units,
& Marine Engineering	 	 Gyeongnam	 and special ships

	 Seoul Office	 Seoul	 Business

	 Siheung R&D	 Siheung, 	 Research and development
	 Campus	 Gyeonggi

DSME Information & Consulting	 Geoje,	 Integrated consulting for 
	 	 Gyeongnam	 computers and system building

Daehan Shipbuilding Co., Ltd.	 Haenam, 	 Building steel vessels
	 	 Jeonnam

Samwoo Heavy Industries CO., Ltd.	 Gwangyang,	 Manufacturing ship components
	 	 Jeonnam	 	

Domestic Places of Business Overseas Corporations

Perth 
Branch

D&H Solutions AS
Oslo Branch

London Branch

Greece Branch

Abu Dhabi Branch

Tokyo Branch

DSSC

DSME Kazakhstan LLP

Seoul Office

Daehan Shipbuilding

HQ(Okpo Shipyard)
DSME Information and Consulting

DSME OFFSHORE 
ENGINEERING Co.
Houston Branch

DK Maritime S.A.

Luanda Branch

Domestic Places of Business - 6

Overseas Corporations - 6

Overseas Branches - 10

Siheung R&D Campus

Singapore 
Branch

PT DSME Indonesia
Jakarta Branch

Samwoo Heavy 
Industry
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Value Creation Process
 Input Output

Financial Capital

Manufactured Capital

Intellectual Capital

Natural Capital

Human Resources

Social & Relationship Capital

Financial Capital

Manufactured Capital

Intellectual Capital

Natural Capital

Human Resources

Social & Relationship Capital

Assets: 10.6 trillion KRW
Debts: 8.4 trillion KRW
Capital: 2.2 trillion KRW
Capital stock: 541.5 billion KRW

Production area: 4,900,000m2

Refer to other production capacity business reports
Tangible assets: 3.5 trillion KRW
Investment amount in key facilities: 
101.6 billion KRW

Research personnel: 373
Ordinary research and development expense: 
20.34 billion KRW
Research facility investment: 11.90 billion KRW

ISO 14001, 50001 acquisition
Energy consumption:  5,416TJ
Industrial water use:  2,297,929 Ton
Investments related to the environment: 9.36 
billion KRW

Number of employees (female): 8,809 (374)
Union membership: 4,925
Training hours: 400,000MH (45H per capital)

Community volunteer group participants: 
2,431

Revenue: 4.5 trillion KRW
Operating income: -1.8 trillion KRW
Net income: -1.7 trillion KRW

Number of delivered ships: 44 ships 
(32 ships, 1 offshore unit, 11 special ships)
Shipbuilding tonnage: 1,530,000 CGT
Shipbuilding production for offshore units and 
special ships: 2,540,000 MH
Production uptime: 14,617,000 MH
Backlog of orders: 
$23.69 billion (116 ships and units)

Patent applications: 536 (domestic, overseas)
Digital transformation (DX) training: 
6,491 (5 fields, overlaps included)

GHG emissions: 296,766tco2eq
Recycled wastewater: 162,025 Ton
Recycled waste: 20,137 Ton

Yearly number of people to complete training: 
42,000
Fatal incident rate: 0% (2019~2021; 3 years in a 
row)
LTIR (Lost Time Incident Rate): 0.14 (based on 
200,000 working hours)

Donations: 118,226,000 KRW
Scholarships: 11,800,000 KRW
Environmental preservation activities: 
51 people (113 hours)
Social welfare activities: 924 people (4,960 hours)

‧Maximizing production efficiency
‧	Creating a production environment 

that prioritizes safety
‧	Instituting environmental 

friendliness

‧	Offering anticipatory 
directions and preventive risk 
management

‧	Establishing a foundation for 
sustainable management

‧	Improving cost 
competitiveness and 
managing project profits and 
losses

‧	Early adoption of future technology 
and eco-friendly technology

‧	Attracting and maintaining creative 
and innovative personnel

‧	Technological innovation and digital 
transformation

‧	Market analysis and 
preemptive responses to 
client needs

‧	Diversifying product 
portfolios

‧	Securing global business 
management capability

‧	Stabilizing supply chain risk 
    management and operation
‧	Building a partnership with company suppliers
‧	Localizing major tools and materials

‧	Settling Internal Accounting Control
‧	Managing liquidity
‧	Active disclosure and communication with 

investors

Production

Strategy and Management

R&D and Technology

Sales and Business 
Management

Procurement and Support Finance and Accounting

From offshore drilling/production units to modular 
plants on land, the company has solid business 
performance competitiveness across all products. 
Following rapidly changing global market trends, 
the company is focusing on supplying the 
product market relevant to new and renewable 
energy, such as WTIVs, based on the company’s 
experience in constructing various offshore units.

DSME maintains an unrivaled position in the 
domestic surface (warships, support ships) 
and underwater vessel market. Having been 
recognized for its excellent technology by 
overseas markets including Southeast Asia, 
Southwest Asia, and the Middle East, DSME 
continues to receive orders for new building 
and depot maintenance projects.

A field that mainly produces mega 
ships that serve as the core of 
global distribution. The company is 
equipped with the best technology 
and has the highest competitiveness 
in the world for the entire field of ship 
production, not just for LNG carriers, 
container ships, and oil tankers.

Energy Plant Naval & Special ShipCommercial Ship

 Business Activities

Key Business Sectors
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Sustainable Management Implementation Strategies
Sustainable Management Implementation Directions
DSME established the ESG Committee, which consists of 4 outside directors and 1 inside director chosen from 

the BOD in May 2022. In addition, by means of organizational restructuring in late March 2022, the company 

put Corporate Strategy & Planning Unit as a control tower organization tasked to take charge of establishing 

and implementing the company’s sustainable management strategy, and designated Sustained Growth & 

Strategic Planning Department dedicated organization to enhance the implementation system of ESG. The 

ESG Administration, launched in 2021, will perform the role of tackling various ESG issues and create agendas 

that will be forwarded for reporting and approval by the BOD (ESG Committee), the supreme decision-making 

organization.

In the second half of 2022, tasks for building an ESG management foundation, such as ESG management 

diagnosis, and building an ESG implementation system, will be performed by centering on such decision-

making systems, implementation organizations, and ESG Administration.

CEO     

Corporate Strategy & 
Planning Unit

Sustained growth & Strategic 
Planning Department Environmental 

Subcommittee
Social 

Subcommittee
Governance 

Subcommittee

Report and Support

Operation and Support

Vision and Core Values 

Information Disclosure Principles for Sustainable Management

ESG Office
Corporate Management 

Division
Corporate Strategy & 

Planning Division

Clarity Reliability Balance Timeliness

Containing information 
to stakeholders that is 
understandable and 

assessable 

Containing information 
capable of being verified 

and examined by a 
third party

Providing balanced 
information that considers 

both positive and 
negative aspects

Providing information 
so that stakeholders can 
make timely decisions

Strategic 
Focus

Core 
Values

There are shared values that guide the thoughts and actions 
of all DSME members and form the unchanging foundation 
of DSME’s corporate culture

Values that are rooted in DSME’s core values but 
also have the flexibility to adapt to changes in the 
internal or the external environment
- Manifestation of the core values based on  	
  environmental changes

A set of principles expressed through our 
actions
- Manifestation of action values

As a leading shipbuilder, we pursue technological excellence to lead the 
market and achieve sustainable growth

Trust and Passion (Trust through communication and transparency, 
Passion through actualization and sense of duty)

Vision

Reform constitutions and systems, Preemptive prepare for the future,
Talent Management and Technology DSME,
Build trust and co-prosperity partnerships

Core Values 

Action Values

Action Principles

Trust 
and 

Passion

Communication
Transparency
Sense of duty
Actualization

Belief
Action
Result

ESG Committee
(BOD)

ESG Administration
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Materiality Assessment
Through a process of materiality assessment, DSME drew out key 

issues linked to the sustainable management of the company and 

assessed how these issues impacted business and the interest level 

of stakeholders. This way, DSME was able to select 5 material topics. 

The present report discloses the current state of management, 

implementation results, and future plans for the selected topics. 

Identical content will be incorporated into future management plans 

and strategies in order to contribute to the increase in future value of 

DSME.

Material Topics Materiality Assessment Results and Matrix

Material Topic Selection Process

Material Topics

Stage 1: Identify Issues

Stage 2: Evaluate Issues

Stage 3: Select Topics

Stage 4: Report and Obtain Approval

Drawing out key issues that impact sustainable management results 
for the company by reviewing issues of international initiative and 
overseas assessment institutions, such as GRI, UN SDGs, MSCI, and 
SUSTAINALYTICS, and by analyzing the same industry and media data

Performing an assessment① on the level of interest from stakeholders 
on those issues and an assessment② of their impact on business
① Incorporating external stakeholder surveys 
② 	Employee surveys + Impact assessment of revenue, cost, risk, and 

reputation

Selecting material topics by aggregating upper-level issues according 
to the assessment results

Reporting and obtaining approval for the management materiality 
assessment results and material topic selection results

1	 Opportunities in Eco-Friendly Products & 
	 Clean Technology	
2	 Human Capital Development	
3	 Access to Communications	
4	 Product Safety & Quality	
5	 Labor Management	

6	 Sustainable Supply Chain	
7	 Low-Carbon Product	
8	 Climate Change & Carbon Emissions	
9	 Responsibility to Clients	
10	 Health & Safety	

11	 Business Ethics	
12	 Corporate Governance	
13	 Internal Accounting Control	
14	 Opportunities in Green Shipyards	
15	 Privacy & Data Security	
16	 Opportunities in Green Buildings	
17	 Toxic Emissions & Waste	
18	 Marine Ecosystems & Biodiversity	

Rank	 Interest	 Impact	Material Topic	 GRI Topic	 UN SDGs	 Stakeholders	 Report Location

1st	 3rd	 1th	 Opportunities in Eco-Friendly 	 -	 7.3, 12.2, 14.1	 Clients, shareholders and investment	 21~22
	 	 	 Products & Clean Technology	 	 	 institutions, suppliers

2nd	 1th	 4th	 Human Capital Development 	 401-2, 404-1~3	 3.3, 3.4, 4.4, 8.5 	 Employees	 35~36, Factbook

3rd	 2nd	 3rd	 Access to Communications	 201-1, 203-1, 204-1	 -	 Clients, shareholders and investment, 	 09, 40~42
	 	 	 	 	 	 institutions, employees, suppliers, 
	 	 	 	 	 	 the local community, 
	 	 	 	 	 	 the government and the business world	

4th	 5th	 2nd	 Product Safety & Quality	 -	 7.3, 12.2	 Clients, employees, suppliers	 17~18

5th	 4th	 8th	 Labor Management	 412-2	 3.3, 3.4	 Employees	 38

Median Topics

General Topics

Level of Impact on Business
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Material Topics and Current State of Response

① 	Opportunities in Eco-Friendly 
Products & Clean Technology

⑦ Low-Carbon Product

② Human Capital Development
⑤ Labor Management

③ Access to Communications

④ Product Safety & Quality
⑨ Responsibility to Clients

⑥ Sustainable Supply Chains

⑧ Climate Change & Carbon 	
     Emissions

⑩ Health & Safety
 

 Response by DSME

The company is leading the way in improving the eco-friendly 
competitiveness of its flagship products by developing clean 
technologies, such as ships running on eco-friendly fuels, in an 
attempt to tackle climate change and environmental regulations. The 
company is also leading the way in developing eco-friendly products 
including WTIVs.

The company recognizes developing core skills, maintaining 
personnel, and strengthening employee competence as core items 
for corporate management. The company pushes forward activities 
for creating a healthy corporate culture and relationship between 
management and staff.
The company is strengthening communication with stakeholders 
including employees, clients, suppliers, the local community, and 
shareholders, spreading a culture of fair trade and shared growth 
with suppliers, and encouraging activities that can contribute to the 
community.
The company is equipped with a quality management system (ISO 
9001, ISO 29001, ISO 3834 certification) to improve product safety and 
quality. The company strengthens a sense of responsibility toward 
its clients by means of customer service after delivery, in addition 
to product safety risk assessments and monitoring. This way, the 
company is doing its utmost to form relationships built on trust with 
clients.
The company is responding to the rise in raw materials prices and the 
risk to materials supply due to the COVID-19 pandemic and geopolitical 
risks. The company is also working hard to respond to potential risks 
such as human rights violations, unsafe working environments, low 
pay, and discrimination issues at raw materials suppliers.
The company promotes the reduction of energy usage and carbon 
emissions in order to be part of the response to the climate crisis. 
Declaring support for TCFD, the company is working hard for transparent 
information disclosure based on its recommendations.
The company has established HSE as the top-most core value for 
company management. The company works hard to provide the best 
level of support with regard to safe workplace facilities and employee 
health.

 Main Results of 2021

‧NRS®  was awarded the 2021 Jang Young-sil Award
‧	Rate of product orders that apply clean tech: 60% (based on 

monetary amount)
‧Patent applications: 563 (domestic and overseas, 16% 	
    increase compared to 2021 plans (462)
‧Percentage of R&D to Revenue: 1.6%

‧Training hours per employee: 45H
‧Training expenses per employee: 246,000 KRW
‧Voluntary retirement rate: 1.1%
‧Union membership rate: 100%

‧	Regular meetings between the Blue Board and the CEO: 10 
times at the Okpo Shipyard, 4 times at the Seoul Office, and 4 
times at the Siheung R&D Campus

‧	The impact of supplier employee retention: roughly 5,120 
workers

‧Customer quality satisfaction: 8.0 (+0.2 over 2020)
‧Number of preventive and corrective actions taken by 	 	
	 internal audit of quality management system: 226 	 	
	 (action rate 100%) 

‧Partners contributed to the joint labor welfare fund: KRW 1 billion
‧Contribution of special fund for win-win cooperation: KRW 5 billion
‧	Localization rate: 68% (average for LNG carriers, container 

ships, oil tankers)

‧	Energy usage: 5,416 TJ (16% reduction compared to 2020) 
‧	GHG emissions: 296,766 tCO2eq 
	 (18% reduction compared to 2020) 

‧Achieved a 0% fatal incident rate for 3 straight years
‧	LTIR (lost time incident rate): 0.14 (based on 200,000 work 

hours)
‧	Health checkup rate: 100%

Material Topics

ISO 9001
ISO 29001

ISO 3834

Main Activities of 2021

‧	First time application of NRS® 	
	 (Nitrogen Refrigerant System) on two LNG-FSUs
‧Expanding the ship types that have new clean technologies, 	
	 such as ALS, DS4 platforms, and high manganese steel 	
	 tanks applied.

‧Changing systems in step with company circumstances, 	
	 such as reorganizing the core skills system and applying a 	
	 multi-rater pilot.

‧	Running a ‘Blue Board’ aimed at increasing communication 
between management and staff.

‧Supporting the retaining of personnel to overcome short-	
	 term shortages at suppliers.

‧Opening Digital Production Center(Smart Production 	
    Management Center, Smart Sea Trail Center) to improve 	
	 product quality and monitor a safe production environment
‧Acquisition of ISO 3834 (certification of welding quality 	
	 system of metal material) 

‧Supporting a special fund for win-win cooperation with 	
	 suppliers and businesses involved in shipbuilding and 	
	 marine engineering tools and materials
‧Continuing to push for localizing tools and materials and 	
	 applying this localization process to the building of ships
‧Establishment of infrastructure for measuring power 	
	 consumption by area (factory, organization, etc.)
	 : Effect of reducing energy consumption and greenhouse 	
	 gas emissions
‧ 	Elevating the organization in charge of health and safety by 

establishing an HSE management office and strengthening 
its roles

‧ 	Engaging in activities to counter infectious diseases among 
employees
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UN SDGs Implementation Status
DSME is promoting activities related to its goals in line with a directive that promotes both the company’s areas of business and sustainable management, with the aim of contributing to the achievement of the SDGs suggested 

by the UN. Through continued participation as well as lasting concern, the company plans on stepping up the implementation of these goals by establishing strategic implementation tasks and expanding connected goals.

[3.3]  	Ending infectious diseases 
like AIDS, tuberculosis, and 
malaria; preventing hepatitis, 
waterborne diseases, and other 
infectious diseases

[3.4]  	Reducing deaths from diseases 
by means of prevention and 
treatment. Improving well-being

[3.9]	 	Considerably reducing 
the number of deaths and 
diseases from pollution

[9.4]  	Improving resource use 
efficiency, adopting 
clean and eco-friendly 
technologies and an 
identical industrial 
process 

[4.4]  	Increasing the number of 
adolescents and adults with 
technical or occupational 
skills

[12.2]  	Sustainable 
management of natural 
resources and their 
efficient use

[6.3] 	Improving water quality by 
reducing pollution, minimizing 
the emission of harmful 
substances, and cutting in half 
the rate of wastewater

[13.2]  	Integrating climate 
change response 
measures into national 
policy, strategy, and 
planning

[7.3]  	Improving global energy 
efficiency twofold by 2030	

[14.1]  	Preventing a variety of 
marine pollution that 
occurs from land-based 
activities

[8.3] 		Production activities, 
creating quality jobs, and 
encouraging the growth of 
small and medium-sized 
businesses 

[8.5] 	Full and productive 
employment for men and 
women, including young 
adults and people with 
disabilities

[16.5]  	Drastically reducing all 
levels of corruption, 
including bribes

Guaranteeing 
health and 
improving 
welfare across 
all age groups

Building social 
infrastructure, 
promoting 
sustainable 
industrialization

Providing 
quality 
comprehensive 
education and 
opportunities for 
lifelong learning

Guaranteeing 
sustainable 
consumption 
and modes of 
production

Combating 
the impact of 
climate change, 
and emergency 
measuresn

Providing 
sustainable 
energy at an 
affordable price

Sustainable 
preservation 
efforts for ocean, 
sea, marine 
resources

Sustainable 
economic 
growth, and 
quality job and 
employment 
security

Promoting a 
peaceful and 
inclusive society, 
promoting justice 
for all, and 
building effective 
and responsible 
systems

‧	Environmental management system 
certification (ISO14001)

‧	Advancing health management systems 
by developing an integrated health 
management system

‧	Running a systematic COVID-19 
response system

‧	Promoting smart shipyards 
through digital transformation 
(DX)

‧	Work revolution (promoting 
office productivity innovation)

‧	Operating a technical training center
‧	Offering an education program for 

improving job competence for the full 
cycle of the work period

‧	Offering education programs for 
developing DX (digital transformation) skills

‧Offering reemployment support training

‧	Research and development 
focusing on the LNG field; 
specifically, natural gas re-
liquefaction devices and 
natural gas fuel supply systems

‧	Managing a quantitative index related 
to water quality, industrial water use, 
wastewater treatment and recycling

‧	Building a comprehensive 
management system for energy 
& GHGs

‧	Maintaining ISO14001, 
ISO50001 certifications

‧	Movement for putting into 
practice the 3Rs

   (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) 

‧	Developing and commercializing an 
energy saving device for ships

‧	Applying an air lubrication system
‧	Applying smart ship platforms (DS4)

‧	Achieved zero administrative 
punishments related to water 
environments for 4 straight years

‧	Managing the seawater quality 
within the company

‧	Developing and 
commercializing eco-friendly 
ship technologies based on 
IMO rules

‧	Maintaining international safety standard 
ISO45001 certification

‧	Supporting supplier safety activities
‧	Activities for creating a healthy corporate 

culture (Blue Board, organizational 
health diagnosis, a culture of giving 
others compliments)

‧	Building sustainable supply chains by 
funding suppliers and localizing tools 
and materials

‧	Providing support to employees with 
disabilities and foreign employees 

‧	Operating staggered office hours for 
maternity protection

‧	Practicing ethics and 
compliance management

‧	Forming and running a sound, 
transparent board

▶▶ 	Environmental 
management 

   p. 23
▶ 	Safety and health 

management  
   P. 32

▶▶ 	Promoting digital 
transformation  

   P. 52
▶ 	Office productivity 

innovation  
   P. 53

▶ Talent     	
 Management

   P. 35
▶ 	Promoting digital 

transformation 
   P. 52

▶ 	Opportunities in 
clean technologies 

	  P. 21

▶ 	Environmental 
management 

   P. 23
▶ Factbook 

▶ 	Environmental 
Management  

   P. 23

▶ 	Opportunities in 
clean technologies  

   P. 21

▶ 	Environmental 
Management 

   P. 23
▶ 		Opportunities in 

clean technologies 
   P. 21▶ 	Safety and health 

management 
	   P. 32
▶ 	Creating a healthy 

corporate culture 
P. 50

▶ 	Sustainable supply 
chains  P. 39

▶ 	Human rights 
management  	
P. 38

▶ Business Ethics
	   P. 46
▶ Governance
   P. 44

UN SDGs UN SDGsSpecific Goals Specific GoalsKey Activities Key ActivitiesReport Location Report Location

Guaranteeing 
water and 
sanitation, along 
with sustainable 
management
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Stakeholder Communication
DSME shares its interest in business management performance, future value, and sustainable growth through transparent and authentic communication with a variety of stakeholders including clients, shareholders/investors, 

employees, suppliers, and members of the community. The company is thus establishing active solutions and a future-oriented development plan toward issues derived on the basis of mutual trust. In addition, DSME carries out 

communication activities in accordance with the characteristics of each stakeholder and plans on actively reflecting their opinions in its key corporate strategy.

Clients

Shareholders and 
Investment Institutions

Government and 
the Business World

Employees

Suppliers

Community Members

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

‧	Improving client communication and 
satisfaction

‧	Product and service quality
‧	Developing eco-friendly, high-

efficiency products

‧	Client satisfaction and VOC surveys
‧International expos and conferences
‧	Client company visits (operating 

branches)

‧Business performance
‧	Company value and the possibility of 

sustainable management
‧	Reasonable distribution of business 

results

‧	Investor relations
‧	General meeting of shareholders 

and disclosure activities
‧	Investor conference calls

‧	Improving employment security and 
the quality of life

‧	Managing workplace safety and 
employee health

‧	Healthy management-labor relations 
and corporate culture

‧	Business information sessions, card 
news, DSME’s internal newsletter, 
Haeoreum-teo

‧	Operating the Blue Board 

‧Fair trade and shared growth
‧	Creating a sustainable supply chain

‧Association of in-house suppliers
‧	Global Tower (supplier consultative 

group)

‧	Strengthening communication and 
contributing to the community

‧	Managing pollution and harmful 
substance emissions

‧	Various regional briefings and 
meetings

‧	Various community contribution 
activities

‧	Fair market competition
‧	Strengthening industrial 

competitiveness
‧	Securing sound governance

‧	Various association and academic 
society activities

‧	Conferences and meetings
‧	Meetings for exchanging views on 

practical affairs within the industry

Key Issues Communication ActivitiesStakeholder Group
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Stakeholder Interviews

            Supplier _ Noksan Enterprise CEO Soo-oh Kwon (president of the in-house Suppliers’ Association)
DSME’s win-win cooperation policy involves supporting the retention of personnel during periods of underload and 
also funding the joint labor and welfare fund. These have helped suppliers tremendously. We are also receiving 
educational and advisory support with regard to the recently strengthened safety regulations (Occupational Safety 
and Health Act, Serious Accidents Punishment Act) and changed labor laws-something I am grateful for. We hope 
you continue to create a sustainable tomorrow with suppliers by means of continuing support and help. The entire 
shipbuilding industry has recently experienced difficulties in procuring personnel, so we hope your shipyard helps 
create a place where young people want to work by modernizing the work environment and improving welfare 
systems, thereby leading the way in sustainable management.

            Supplier _ MYOUNG JIN TSR CEO Si-young Cho
The lecture held at DSME by legal experts on the Enforcement Ordinance 
of the Serious Accidents Punishment Act was a huge help thanks to its 
considerable specificity. We are working hard at creating a much safer 
workplace by referencing the lecture materials. This is such an important role 
in terms of corporate social responsibility, and I believe DSME is setting a 
good example in this regard. Furthermore, DSME’s regular visits for inspecting 
and assessing the industrial safety and health of key suppliers are conducted 
under a mindset of finding problems from the standpoint of suppliers and 
thinking about solutions together. They have been a huge help rather than an 
occasion for pointing out flaws and serving reprimands. Although interest and 
responsibility toward ESG management are trending upward across society, 
for many suppliers it is difficult to independently engage in it on their own. I 
believe it would be a tremendous benefit if DSME could provide realistic ESG 
management guidelines along with training support.

            Academia _ professor of  Dept. of Naval Architecture and Ocean 	 	
	 Engineering at Seoul National University, Yong-hwan Kim
Environmental issues are already the biggest topic in the shipbuilding and 
marine engineering industry, and the imperative to act is clear. It is essential 
for companies to continue their efforts in creating green shipyards by means 
of consistent development of decarbonization technology, the design and 
production of eco-friendly products (ships, offshore plants), eco-friendly 
production facilities, and production automation. I believe this is effectively 
underway. On the other hand, management must firmly recognize their social 
responsibility. Due to the recent economic downturn, DSME is at the center 
of the negative perception held toward the shipbuilding industry. Therefore, 
DSME must recognize that its social responsibility is heavier than at other 
companies, and management needs to put forth effort to dispel concerns. 
Although DSME continues to face limitations in terms of the scope allowed 
for activities by management due to being under the supervision of creditors-
contrary to private companies-efforts need to be made to increase managerial 
autonomy, and consequently, the sense of responsibility on the part of 
management. It is also necessary to strengthen management transparency.
I believe there are many positives to the eco-friendly drive surrounding 
the ESG issue for the domestic shipbuilding industry. However, I believe 
that the company needs to make efforts to improve their corporate image 
by communicating with the outside world rather than settling for positive 
judgements about society and governance.

            Labor union _ policy planning director Jae-sung Cho
Characteristically, the shipbuilding industry delivers products after a 2-year or 3-year production period followi ng 
the receiving of an order. Because the industry requires a long production period, future predictions are extremely 
important. In order to create a structure that can make accurate predictions and sustained profits, it is extremely 
important to pre-invest in future technologies, facilities, and human resources in accordance with production 
plans. A simple look at competitors reveals that many results were achieved thanks to preemptive investment in a 
sustainable future in the form of developing ecofriendly/AI-related technologies to take charge of the future of the 
shipbuilding industry. The company must work hard to catch up.
Furthermore, people are the most important element in the shipbuilding industry as no ships can be built 
without people. However, due to the uncertainty surrounding the future of the company, skilled personnel in core 
technologies, secured and developed with much difficulty, are leaving the company. This brain drain will accelerate 
without realistically improved payments and staff treatment, and the issue requires a solution. Environmental 
management and corporate social responsibility ultimately depend on people. First and foremost, the company 
must gain the trust of employees, maintain cooperative relationships with partners, including suppliers and 
members of the community, and thereby fulfill its social responsibility.

            Investment institution _ team leader Dong-hun Lee at Daishin Securities 
It is necessary to find a middle ground for proceeding with the privatization of DSME from a governance structure 
standpoint, and to stabilize the governance structure so as to achieve bigger aims. It is time to stabilize the 
governance structure in order to field responses to changes in market environments, such as eco-friendly ships, 
autonomous navigation, and changes in fuels. It is necessary to put forth the effort to draw out an amicable 
agreement on privatization between government, management and labor, and foreign and domestic stakeholders. 
I also ask you to broaden your field of environmental investment. Although DSME has developed a variety of 
new businesses in the past, in addition to shipbuilding, offshore plants, and special ships, it has cut back on 
its businesses through restructuring due to the downturn in the shipbuilding industry and management crises. 
I believe DSME tends to be passive toward new investment as a result of past experiences. Diversified fields of 
investment are appearing with an increasing degree of connectivity between energy rotation, ships, and new and 
renewable energy in the shipbuilding and marine engineering sector. As DSME has been a leader in the field of 
LNG carriers, I hope you continue your role as a pioneer in the global shipbuilding and marine engineering sector 
by expanding investment to new fields and technologies.
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Quality Management 
DSME operates a Quality Management System based on ISO 9001, ISO 29001, and ISO 3834 certifications. The 

company sets yearly quality management policies and shares them with its employees. The company continues 

to refine its Quality Management System so that it may respond to various risks and opportunities based on 

an understanding of the organization’s situation as well as the characteristics and needs of its stakeholders in 

connection with quality. By conducting regular internal audit, the company continues to improve the processes 

associated with its Quality Management System.

Furthermore, the company provides services that aim to maintain customer satisfaction in accordance with each 

lifecycle of a given product, from the stage of receiving ship orders to the stage of maintenance after delivery. The 

company regularly monitors quality and evaluation results with regard to its products, services, and technology 

through the customer communication channel Voice of Customer (VOC) and promptly takes active improvement 

measures in response to customer complaints.

Shipyard General Manager

Production Support Unit

Quality Management Division

Quality Planning Part

Structure Quality 
Management 
Department

Ship Outfitting 
Quality Management 

Department

Offshore Outfitting 
Quality Management 

Department

Materials Quality 
Management 
Department

Painting Quality 
Management 
Department

Quality Management Implementation System                                                                                                                    

Implementation Organization

Category
New evaluations

Regular evaluations

Supervising Department

Procurement,
Co-prosperity 	
Planning Department

Procurement Planning 
Department

Quality Management 	
Division

Co-prosperity	
Planning Department

Procurement	
Planning Department

Steel Outfitting Materials 
Procurement Department

Period

At all times

2 times/year

1 time/half a year

1 time/ half a year

1 time/year

2 times/year

Candidates

Outside block/materials suppliers

Outside materials suppliers

Outside block suppliers

Outside block suppliers
In-house suppliers

Outside materials suppliers

Outside materials suppliers 
(steel fitting materials)

Implementation System

Quality Management Council

Quarterly

Supervising organization: Quality Planning Part
Main roles:
‧Quality planning and improvement	      ‧Quality Management System certification
‧Welder qualification management

Scope of application: Okpo Shipyard
Operation performance:
‧Quality Management System certification and operation	
‧Quality Management System internal audit
‧Quality system, quality mindset education	
‧Supplier quality management (new and regular evaluations)
‧Customer Quality Satisfaction surveys

Internal
audits

Production Unit

Engineering & 
Technology Unit

Naval & Special 
Ship Unit

Business Unit

Finance & 
Economy Unit

Shipyard General 
Manager Affiliates

Management 
Support Unit

Total

Number 
of internal 

audits

14

12

7

5

4

3

1

46

Number of Preventive and 
Corrective Measures Issued

(rate of improvement measures)

86 (100%)

88 (100%)

22 (100%)

12 (100%)

10 (100%)

5 (100%)

3 (100%)

226 (100%)

Expected Effects

Improved production quality due to better job education/
training of production personnel

Improved design quality due to better job education/
training of design personnel

Improved organizational performance due to a more 
systematic management of quality targets

Improved business management competence thanks to 
human resource eligibility evaluations

Improved risk management efficiency thanks to process 
performance target management

Improved job competence thanks to better job 
education/training for newly-hired staff

Improved management of deliveries thanks to better job 
education/training for procurement personnel

Quality Management System Operation                                                  

Supplier Quality Management

Main decision-making organization

Operation cycle

Supervising organization and main 
roles

Application scope of ISO system 
and operational performance
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Quality Management Implementation status

In 2022, the main tasks for promoting quality management involve 

integrating risk management throughout the entire company and 

securing quality competitiveness, taking preventive activities and 

issuing stronger responses to environmental changes, achieving 

stronger QM skill competency and competent quality management, 

as well as developing a stronger Supply Chain Management (SCM) 

system and establishing a culture of communication. By anticipating 

quality risks and introducing preventive management measures and 

competent quality control to new business environments, the company 

is aiming to achieve superior quality in its products and services.

Opening Digital Production Center 

DSME is actively adopting IoT technology in its the production capacity in order to improve productivity and product quality, as well as with achieve a safe 

production environment. DSME opened a Digital Production Center in 2021 with the aim of transitioning to a smart shipyard.

The Digital Production Center consists of a Smart Production Management Center wherein drones are used to check in real-time tasks such as the location of 

blocks under construction, and a Smart Sea Trial Center that allows workers to check the status of a ship undergoing a trial run.

The Smart Production Management Center allows workers to check a variety of minute-by-minute updated production information displayed on a large 

screen. When a problem occurs, workers can immediately find a solution and predict uncertainties that may impact production, such as weather factors, and 

respond in advance to risk elements using simulated solutions. These applications contribute to accident prevention thanks to improved productivity and safer 

processes. The company is at the forefront of achieving a sustainable shipyard by using information related to consumption, such as resources available within 

the shipyard and energy usage.

Additionally, the Smart Sea Trial Center performs real-time monitoring and provides technical support by collecting relevant navigation information, such as 

performance per equipment, fuel consumption, and problems for all sea trial ships under construction. In particular, engineers can diagnose problems and 

provide solutions on land, without having to personally embark on a ship. The center also provides VR crew training that replicates an environment identical to 

that on real ships. Furthermore, it also provides solutions that improve fuel efficiency and minimize carbon emissions by analyzing the performance of sea trial 

ships.

The company will continue to promote a transition to becoming a cutting-edge smart shipyard, which involves constantly advancing the Digital Production 

Center, in order to create a future-oriented, sustainable shipyard.

Main Promoted Tasks

Integrating risk 
management 
throughout the entire 
company and securing 
quality competitiveness

Preventive activities 
and issuing stronger 
responses to 
environmental changes

Stronger QM skill 
competency and 
achieving competitive 
quality management

Stronger SCM and 
establishing a culture of 
communication

Main Promoted Activities 

· Operating a preventive risk management system 	 	
	 (One Team) over new ship types/new equipment to 	
	 assure quality in advance
· Maximizing the reduction of production costs through 	
	 quality innovations/improvements and addressing 	
	 the fundamental improvement of chronic problems
· Operating optimal personnel levels relative to 	 	
	 marine project construction and establishing quality 	
	 management systems

· Conducting quality prevention activities and 	 	
	 maximizing the effects of process quality 
	 management 
· Advancing a quality management system for clean 	
	 fueled ships and securing competitiveness
· Operating a subcontractor risk management system 	
	 and building an ESG management-based system

· Improving QM task competence and cultivating 	 	
	 experts in each field
· Advancing quality testing and DX system, maximizing 	
	 work efficiency
· Expanding database quality management/	 	
	 improvement activities

· Providing preventive technological support through 	
	 stronger SCM, securing stable quality
· Establishing an organizational culture that places 		
	 importance on customer-centered communication
· Securing safe inspection sites both inside and outside 	
	 the company, establishing a safe/ethical workplace 	
	 culture

Smart Production Management Center Smart Sea Trial Center

You can check out video of DSME’s 
Digital Production Center here. 
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ESG Promotion Status
Joint Development of an ESG Index Specialized 
to the Shipbuilding Industry
DSME has jointly developed an ESG index specialized to the 

shipbuilding industry with the nonprofit Korean Register (KR). The 

present index applies a weighted value by item based on level of 

importance and the degree of industry association to shipbuilding, 

and consists of 144 questions, including 47 environmental questions, 

43 societal questions, and 54 governance questions. The company 

has conducted an independent diagnostic evaluation simulation 

using the index, and based on the results, it will work harder to be 

a better member of a sustainable society by filling in shortcomings 

in terms of corporate sustainability. Furthermore, the company is 

focusing on developing an index for the ESG diagnosis of suppliers 

in the shipbuilding industry together with KR in order to establish 

the importance of ESG management within the industry. By taking 

a leading role in ESG management, and simultaneously offering 

unsparing support for building an ESG management foundation 

for company suppliers, DSME aims to provide a stepping stone for 

cooperation with its partners.

Selecting an ESG Vision Slogan
DSME is util izing ESG as a growth engine for sustainable 

development. Accordingly, the company is working hard to adopt 

an ESG management system with the aim of achieving corporate 

growth and sustainable development, starting with the company’s 

internal workforce. In 2021, the company selected an ESG vision 

slogan through a contest involving company employees. One grand 

prize-winning entry and two excellence prize-winning entries were 

chosen from a total of 32 entries. After hosting an awards ceremony, 

the ESG vision slogan was made public to company employees. 

The grand prize-winning slogan was ‘DSME, unlocking the future to 

ESG management in shipbuilding and marine engineering,’ which 

is meant to convey the ambition of becoming a major player in ESG 

management by leading and representing the industry based on the 

core values of trust and passion, along with a management trend that 

values technology and skilled personnel. The selected slogan is being 

applied to the entirety of ESG management and internal personnel 

training.

ESG Internalization
DSME is working hard to increase ESG awareness for all members of 

its workforce through a variety of training programs. Offline lectures for 

executives, online non-face-to-face lectures for staff, card news, and 

ESG letters explain the meaning and importance of ESG, increasing ESG 

awareness so that behavior for achieving an eco-friendly and happy 

society are permeated throughout the work lives and everyday lives of 

employees. In 2022, ESG internalization will continue by way of various 

employee education programs and activities.

Executive training

Card news Staff training

ESG letters

Multiple pieces of relevant 
information provided within the 

weekly information report

Underway in 2022

1

2 6

4
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Opportunities in Clean Technologies

IMO Environmental Regulations Roadmap

Initial IMO GHG Strategy
MEPC 72nd

2018

2020

EEDI Phase 2 (-20%)

New Building Vessel

Existing Vessel

EEXI & CII

Ship Type
Tanker

EEDI Phase 3 
(-30% to -50%)

for CTN, LNGC, LPGC, G/C

2022

20,000 DWT-
199,999 DWT

EEXI Reduction
Rate (Jan. 2023-) -20% -15%

200,000 DWT 
and above

EEDI Phase 3 (-30%)
for others

EEDI Phase 4 (-40% to~ -60%)
Expectation

20502023

2025

2030

Gas Carrier LNG Carrier Container ship

-30% -30% -45% -50%

15,000 DWT 
and above

10,000 DWT 
and above

120,000 DWT-
199,999 DWT

200,000 DWT 
and above

Revised IMO GHG Strategy
MEPC 80nd

Carbon Intensity (-40%)
Compared to 2008

Carbon Intensity (-70%)
Total GHG (-50%)
Compared to 2008

Time line Short term Medium term Long term

Building an 
Eco-Friendly Portfolio
Global shipping companies have continued to raise
their demand for clean technologies and eco-friendly
ships in order to respond to stronger environmental
regulations imposed by the IMO. DSME is tackling the
climate crisis and developing technologies and products
that can satisfy client needs. On this basis, it has applied
clean technologies to its products to the tune of 60%
of its order amount in 2021. Furthermore, according to
the company’s clean technology roadmap in response
to the IMO’s environmental regulations roadmap, it is
focusing on research and development capabilities with
the purpose of developing technologies to increase
fuel efficiency and reduce GHG emissions, as well as
commercializing eco-friendly products, such as 
nextgeneration fuel-powered ships and carriers. 

DSME Clean Tech Roadmap

Eco-Friendly Fuel

Technology Type 2021    2022    2023    2024    2025    2026    2027    2028    2029    2030

Eco-friendly 
Fuels

Hybrid 
Systems

Carbon Capture 
and Transport

Wind-assisted 
Propulsion 

Methanol

Ammonia

Hydrogen

ESS

Shaft 
Generator

Additional Wind-
Assisted PropulsionRotor Sail

Methanol
Powered Ship

Ammonia Powered Ship

Liquid Hydrogen Storage and Hydrogen Fuel Cell Propulsion
Technologies

ESS (Evergy
Storage System)

Large Shaft
Generators Hybrid Power System

CO2 Capture Device and
Liquefied CO2 Carriers

Energy Efficiency Improvement Smartship Solution
- Energy Saving Devices
- Shaft Generator
- Air Lubrication System
- Rotor Sail
- Wind Sail

Carbon 
Capture/
Storage

LNG Fueled 
with ESD

Synthetic Fuel

Fuel Cell

O2

Biofuel

H2 H2O
O2

CO2

Carbon Capture

Hydrogen

LH2

Hybrid PropulsionSGM

Ammonia

NH3 Fueled

CO2
Carrier
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Nitrogen Refrigerant System (NRS®) 
‧The system stably maintains cargo tank pressure by re-liquefying 	
	 boil-off gas (BOG) evaporated by external heat ingress during LNG 	
	 transportation in cryogenic condition 
‧The independent refrigeration cycle provides enough re-liquefaction 	
	 capacity with recovered cold energy of BOG that enhances the 	
	 system performance 
‧Automation for stable system operation
‧Initial application on two 360K LNG-FSUs
‧2021 IR52 Jang Young-shil Award

Air Lubrication System (ALS)
‧	An energy saving device to reduce skin friction 

resistance working on a hull by sending air to the 
bottom surface

‧Expected to save fuel oil consumption by 5-7%
‧	Applied to an LNG carrier for the first time in 

November 2019
‧Will be applied to mega container ships, LPG 	
	 carriers, and medium range oil tankers

SG (Shaft Generator) System
‧A power generating system by using the rotational 	
	 force of the vessel’s propulsion engine shaft in 	
	 operation as a clean source of power
‧52 sets have been supplied since the successful 	
	 independent development of a localized product 	
	 in 2019

DAN-V (DSME Autonomous Navigation Vessel) 

‧	A DSME built test vessel for autonomous navigation 
performance tests

DSME Major Eco-Friendly Technology

‧	DSME Smartship Solution (DS4®): Onboard and onshore 
Software packages to support economic, safe, and 
convenient vessel operations. The solution provides 
optimized navigation services such as smart maintenance, 
smart and safe navigation.

‧Applied to over 50 ships
‧	Smart LFS* Management: Achieves automated optimal 

navigation for LNG-fueled ships
‧	Smart BOG** Management: Recommends an optimal 

navigation plan considering optimized operation of re-
liquefaction system to minimize LNG cargo loss

*LNG-fueled Ship
**Boil-off Gas: Natural gas naturally evaporated and gasified   	
   from an LNG tank

MCTIB (High Manganese Based Type B Tank)
‧Successful development of a high manganese steel application 	
	 for extremely low temperatures solution after 5 years of 	
	 research with POSCO and the 5 major ship classification 	
	 societies
‧An economically feasible cryogenic tank which is free from   	
	 sloshing and hull deflections
‧22 ships slated to apply Type B tanks are under contract or in 	
	 the middle of construction
‧High manganese steel is also being applied to Type C LFS 	
	 tanks and 14 VLCCs are under contract for construction (24 	
	 Type C tanks) 

DSME exceeded its annual order targets by roughly 41% after winning orders worth 10.86 

billion USD in 2021, thereby successfully winning more than 10 billion USD in orders for the 

first time since 2014. In particular, the rate of orders that apply clean technologies, such as dual 

fuel propelled ships, LNG carriers, and WTIVs, was more than 60% of the order amount, and 

for ship orders, it was 84%, the highest percentage in the industry. This proves the market is 

acknowledging the company for its technologies involving eco-friendly ships, and the company is 

strengthening its position as the leader in the future development of clean technologies.

Exceeding Order Targets for 2021

Clean 
Technology
Rate of 
Application

60%

Based on ordered money
amount

84%

Based on the number
of Commercial Ships

DS4® DSME Smartship Platform & Solution

Smart Maintenance
Monitoring & Diagnosis 
Remote maintenance

Smart Navigation
Voyage Planning 
Performance Monitoring 
Eco Friendly Operation

Smart Platform
DSME Onboard Platform Open, Flexible 
and Robust Secure Network Inside and 
Outside of Ship Connectivity with 
Various Protocols

Safe Navigation
Navigation Guidance 
Collison Avoidance Support

Remote Fleet Monitoring Voyage Data 
Analysis Optimum Operation Consulting 
3D Based Vessel Monitoring

Onshore Service

SGM

VFD

TR

Main Switchboard

Main Engine

PTO mode
PTI mode/PHT mode(option)
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Environmental Management
DSME is operating an environmental management system based on ISO 14001 and ISO 50001-the international standards for environment and energy 

management-in order to tackle the global climate crisis and minimize its negative impacts on the environment. The company is advancing continued 

environment-improving activities while sharing awareness regarding environmental preservation with its entire staff by complying with increasingly 

stronger environmental regulations and putting into practice 3R measures (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle). Furthermore, DSME is actively advancing energy 

saving measures for electricity, oil, and gas, as well as cutting down GHG emissions, with the goal of building places of business that are eco-friendly and 

feature high-efficiency energy usage. In the future, the company promises to actively take part in the national vision of achieving carbon neutrality by 

2050 through the development of eco-friendly ships and the building of green shipyards. The company also aims to serve as a place of business that will 

institute energy savings and GHG emission reductions by balancing short-term performance and long-term goals based on a mid-to-long term roadmap.

Environmental Management Implementation System 

Implementation Organization

Implementation System

Type Environmental Management Energy Management

Supervising 
organization 
and main roles

Supervising organization: HSE Unit
Main roles
‧	Managing and operating environmental facilities for the entire company 
   (air pollution prevention facilities/clean water center)
‧	Managing air, water, soil, marine pollution, chemicals, and waste
   resources for the entire company
‧	Environmental impact surveys
‧	Government relations, policy, and planning with regard to the environment
‧	Environmental inspection and inadequate item improvement activities
‧	Operating environmental management systems (ISO14001:2015)

Supervising organization: Utility & Equipment Division
Main roles
‧	Energy supply and management for the entire company
‧	Asset (buildings, facilities, equipment) preservation and management 

for the entire company
‧	Supervising energy management (ISO50001) certification
‧	Managing government relations regarding the emissions trading 

system

Application scope 
of ISO system 
and operational 
performance

Scope of application: Okpo Shipyard
Operation performance
‧	Environmental impact assessment for all organizations (including 
    partners) across the company (regular/nonscheduled assessments every 
    year)
‧	Improvement in quarterly performance assessments with regard to 

environmental impact assessments established by each organization
‧	Integrated internal audit of HSE
‧	Integrated external audit of HSE (outside certification agency)
‧	Improvement activities for HSE supervising organizations

Scope of application: Okpo Shipyard
Operation performance
‧	Forming organizations to take part in energy management (once a year)
‧Establishing energy policy and plans
‧Managing energy goal results by each organization
‧Conducting two workshops for dedicated organizations
‧	Implementation and internal training for dedicated organizations
‧Internal audit of energy management
‧	ISO50001 certification audit (renewal audit for 1 year/post-audit for 
    2 years)

Carbon Neutrality & 
Green Shipyard

In an attempt to tackle the climate crisis—the top 
priority task for the survival of the human race—
and to actively take part in NDCs (Nationally 
Determined Contributions), DSME is establishing a 
plan to achieve carbon neutrality by reducing GHG 
emissions and energy consumtion energy. 
In 2022, DSME declared support for TCFD (Task 
Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures), and 
plan to establish a Carbon Neutrality roadmap, and 
prepare the 2050 Carbon Neutrality declaration. HSE Unit Utility & Equipment Division

Environmental Management Department Utility & Equipment Support Department

Shipyard General Manager
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DSME is operating a waste disposal process to reduce the amount of 

waste produced after corporate operations. Relevant organizations 

are establishing waste disposal and management plans and minimize 

the amount of waste by sorting waste. They improve the process by 

analyzing waste performance and devising plans to increase recycling 

rates. The company is tightening sorting work at waste collection 

yards to reduce waste emissions and conducting weight inspections 

when waste collection businesses take waste out. In addition, waste 

treatment companies regularly sign contracts through open bidding, 

on-site inspection and evaluation to prevent unfair practices and 

unethical issues.

Waste Emission Reduction Activities

Installation of VOCs* Reduction Facilities at Paintwork Factories

DSME continues to invest in facilities for reducing air pollutant emissions 
that occur during the product building process, with an aim of protecting 
worker and client health and the environment as well as promoting eco-
friendly work. In particular, the company is installing emissions reduction 
facilities by investing around 60 billion KRW across 5 years to reduce 
VOC emissions that occur in the product paintwork process, with the 
installation rate slated to reach 100% in 2022.

Furthermore, the company opened a VR paintwork training center that 
applies digital technology to the paintwork training process, which not only 
helps develop skilled workers in indoor environments identical to the actual 
workplace but also contributes to the reduction of air pollutant emissions in 
addition to providing reductions in the amount of paint used.

Unit of Business

Waste Disposal Process

1. 	Waste Management and 
Disposal Plans

2. 	Waste Sorting

3. 	Waste Storage 
Management

4. 	Exports

5. Performance Reports

Waste-generating 
Organization  Export Organization Supervising Organization  Disposal Business 

Relevant Government 
Offices

Entering data into 
the waste 

management system

Setting up waste 
management plans

Sorting 

Collection and 
Selection/Storage Allocation

Weighing Data Input

Exports

Performance 
Confirmation

Management Register 

Performance Reports  Acceptance of Reports

Organizing, Storage 

Confirmation Loading 

Writing export 
reports

Settling Accounts 

Managing Stored 
Quantities 

Installation rates for VOCs reduction facilities at paintwork factories

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022(Goal)

100%100%
80%

60%

30%
10%

Setting a waste 
disposal plan

Generated Waste

VR paintwork training video link

*VOCs: Volatile Organic Compounds
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Energy Management 

‧Maintaining ISO50001 certification 

‧Implemented an emissions trading system 

‧Exceeded energy and GHG reduction targets by 16.6%

‧Pilot testing flexible fuel vehicles, trial performance of heavy equipment 

‧Establishment of infrastructure for measuring power consumption by 	

	 area (factory, organization, etc.) (2021~23)

	 : Energy use reduction and greenhouse gas reduction effect

Environmental Management
‧	Ongoing SAP-based transition of the environmental management 

system (2021: water quality/waste completed, 2022: air/chemicals)

‧		Ministry of Environment information disclosure completed and 

certified, ISO14001 certification maintained

‧	Maintaining zero administrative punishments related to water 

environments (from Jan 1, 2018 to the present)

‧	Zero violations according to government agency inspection results

‧	Results of under 30% of the permitted amounts regarding air 

pollution measurements

‧	Voluntarily achieved fine dust reduction goals (2021 emission target: 

5,820t, emission performance: 1,892t)

‧	Resource recycling performance management* Achieved target 

* 	Activities controlling final disposal by increasing recycled material use of waste 
through managing the actual recycled amounts and the final disposal amounts, 
starting from the point when the waste was generated up to the final disposal 
(implemented since 2018)

Main Activities and Results
Employees at DSME undergo environmental education and pollution 

prevention training to prevent environmental pollution during the 

process of conducting corporate activities. The company operates a 

voluntary pollution surveillance system that includes environmental 

pollution prevention facilities and environmental agents at each 

process with an aim to minimize the impact of business on natural 

environments. Moreover, on the basis of ESG management, the 

company is performing tasks according to company environmental 

and energy management policies to minimize carbon emissions and 

achieve pollution-free, green shipbuilding.

Environmental and Energy Management Policies

Environmental Management Policy

‧	 	Taking part in global ESG management by complying with foreign 
and domestic environmental regulations: Taking part in sustainable 
management and independently preventing and inspecting environmental 
pollution elements that are expected to occur throughout all processes

‧	Continuing to develop and apply technologies for achieving carbon 
neutrality: Continuing to develop environmental technologies for 
reducing energy usage

‧	Actively adopting renewable energy and consistently practicing 3R 
practices: Consistently promoting environmental improvements by 
reducing, reusing, and recycling

‧	Inspiring participation and leadership for all staff members
‧	Transparent disclosure of environmental data: Disclosing information at 

all times to guarantee the transparency of environmental policy practices

Energy Management Policy

‧	 	Setting and achieving energy goals: Setting energy management goals 
based on company vision and strategy, and securing information and 
resources necessary to achieving those goals

‧	Designing and purchasing clean energy: Actively incorporating energy 
efficiency and clean technologies into the process of evaluating the 
design or purchase of facilities, equipment, and products

‧	Complying with energy regulations: Identifying and complying with voluntary 
duties including foreign and domestic regulations and treaties, company rules, 
and agreements with clients related to energy use, usage, and efficiency

‧	Improving energy management awareness: Actively supporting the 
entire staff to recognize energy efficiency improvement as a core value 
of production activities, and furthermore, to create corporate value by 
means of active energy management 

Marine Biodiversity
DSME operates environmental ships to prevent the ocean spill of oil 

and waste from ships, offshore facilities, and during the shipbuilding 

process, as well as to prevent post-incident disasters. To prevent 

marine pollution, the company carries out prevention equipment 

maintenance and inspections over functioning conditions, manages 

relevant prevention goods and medicines, and deploys emergency 

and preventative measures necessary when the ocean spill of waste, 

such as oil, has occurred. It also takes measures to prevent the spread 

of waste that occurs at the outfitting/paintwork stage of shipbuilding 

and offshore construction. To prevent the spread of oil slicks due 

to oil leakage when test-running ships, the company is installing oil 

fences. The company is also preventing marine pollution by collecting 

floating materials daily and by actively collecting large amounts of land 

waste inflow as a result of seasonal factors (typhoons). The company 

is also holding regular training in preparation for marine pollution 

emergencies by creating virtual training scenarios for pollution 

accidents. It is also conducting environmental impact assessments per 

organization that allow each organization to manage environmental 

pollution risks.

Removing floating materials from the sea 

Final Disposal Rate Recycled Material 
Use Rate 

Government 
target

Government 
target

Company 
performance

Company 
performance

23.85

60.0846.78

25.02

(Unit: %)(Unit: %)
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Actions for Climate Change
Despite the ‘Net Zero Emissions by 2050 Scenario’ suggested by the 

IEA (International Energy Agency), 2021 recorded the second highest 

increase rate of CO2 emissions after the economy recovered to that of 

an average year from the economic downturn resulting from COVID-19. 

On the other hand, if following the APS** standards based on country-

by-country NDCs* that were newly released at the 26th United Nations 

Climate Change conference (COP26)—convened by the international 

community to jointly counter climate change—the rise in temperature 

is expected to record 2.1℃, a figure lower than the 2.6℃ suggested 

by STEPS***. However, the gap between NZE, APS, and STEPS still 

persists, and circumstances require a more intense global effort.

According to the 6th IPCC regular and special report, humanity 

is greatly impacted by multiple extreme weather changes, and to 

minimize these changes, every community and corporation on the 

planet must closely cooperate to limit the rise in the global average 

temperature to less than 1.5℃ of pre-industrial levels. DSME, as a 

member of diverse stakeholders representing international interests, 

recognizes the coming crisis due to climate change, and in preparation 

for countering its effects, is establishing various action plans, including: 

‘Carbon neutral shipyard by 2050’; ‘Continuing innovation for low-

carbon products and technology’; and ‘Considerations for the use of 

renewable energy.’ In addition to considering all reduction solutions 

at the corporate level, the company plans to promote sustainable 

management activities for the prosperity and wellbeing of societies 

throughout the world.

*NDC: Nationally Determined Contribution—national GHG reduction targets
**APS: Announced Pledges Scenario—a scenario of completely implementing the 	
   NDCs and carbon neutral targets released and pledged by each government
***STEPS: Stated Policies Scenario—a scenario reflecting the policy means and 	
     targets previously announced

TCFD (Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure)

The TCFD was the result of the FSB (Financial Stability Board), a delegation of G20 finance ministers and central bank governors, conducting 

a review on the ways the financial sector could reflect issues related to climate change. Accordingly, the FSB founded the TCFD in 

December 2015 so that stakeholders could better understand the concentration of carbon-related assets in the financial sector and the 

exposure to climate change related risks, based on more available information. Subsequently, after working for a year and a half, the TCFD 

developed an information disclosure framework with international credibility, which could be easily applied by financial disclosure data-

providing agencies, and released a final recommendations report and relevant guidelines in June 2017. The recommendations report urged 

organizations related to climate change to release in detail their management systems, indices, and goals for identifying and managing the 

risks and opportunity elements they face.

TCFD Recommendations Report and Recommended Disclosures

Governance

Disclosure of organizational 
governance regarding climate 

change-related risks and 
opportunities

a) 	Board supervision over 
climate change-related risks 
and opportunity elements

b) Role of management to 
     assess and manage climate 	
	 change-related risks 	
     and opportunity elements

Strategy

Disclosure of how climate change-
related risks and opportunity 

information actually and 
potentially impacts important 

businesses, strategies, and 
financial plans of the organization 

a) 	Explaining climate change-
related risks and opportunity 
elements identified by the 
organization in the short, 
medium, and long terms

b) 	Explaining how climate change-
related risks and opportunity 
elements impact the businesses, 
strategies, and financial plans of 
the organization

c) 	Explaining the resilience of an 
organizational strategy that 
takes into account various 
climate change-related 
scenarios including a scenario 
of 2℃ or less

Risk Management

Disclosure of how the 
organization identifies, 

assesses, and manages climate 
change-related risks

 a) 	Explaining the process of 
identifying and assessing 
climate change-related risks

b) 	Explaining the management 
process for climate change-
related risks

c) 		Explaining how the process 
of identifying, assessing, and 
managing climate change-
related risks is integrated into 
the overall risk management 
system of the organization

Indices and Reduction Targets

Disclosure of indices and 
reduction targets used to assess 

and manage climate change-
related risks and opportunity 
elements if the information is 

financially important

a) 	Disclosure of climate change risk 
and opportunity element indices 
according to the organization’s 
strategy and risk management 
process

b) 	Disclosure of GHG emissions 
and relevant risks for Scope 1 
and 2 (as well as Scope 3, 	
if relevant)

c) 		Explaining tools used by 
the organization to manage 
performance relative to targets 
with regard to climate change-
related risks and opportunity 
elements
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Strategy
DSME analyzes the financial impact of transitional and physical risks by categorizing them into short-term, medium-term, and long-term. 

Subsequently, DSME has completed setting up response plans and uncovering opportunity elements. Transitional risks refer to the risks that are 

feared to occur across business activities, such as business model restructuring and additional costs due to climate change, as a transition is made 

to a new and renewable energy from fossil fuels. Physical risks refer to the serious risks caused by a halt in operation of the company’s shipyards and 

factories, in raw material production areas necessary to the production process, as well as damage incurred to tangible assets and human life.

*Short-term: less than 2 years, Medium-term: 2-10 years, Long-term: 11-30 years

 

Weaker price competitiveness due to 
adopting a carbon tax

Increased costs for GHG emissions trading

Stronger IMO environmental regulations

Increased demand for business portfolio 
transition

Failure risk involved in developing new 
technologies related to the transition to 
clean fuel

Intensifying supply chain chaos due to the 
increasing frequency of worldwide natural 
disasters
Damage to shipyard facilities and increased 
workplace risks due to the increasing frequency 
of natural disasters such as typhoons
Changing rainfall patterns and increasing 
extreme variability to weather patterns

Increased risk to employee health due to 
rising average temperatures

Risk of reduced work area due to rising sea 
levels, and increasing the size of facility 
investment

Risk Type Risk Details DSME Response
 

As a company subject to the allocation of the national greenhouse gas emission trading 
system, the company is compliant with duties to report GHG emissions and energy 
usage for achieving GHG reduction targets. The company is making preparations for 
increasing emission permit costs by managing its GHG emissions.
Additionally, the company is establishing efficiency and energy saving plans regarding 
large emission equipment within the shipyard.
The company continues to develop hull forms to reduce air pollutant emissions 
including nitrogen oxide and sulfur oxide, and aims to develop and commercialize early 
a fuel propulsion system using ammonia and hydrogen, which are next-generation 
clean fuels.
From a long-term perspective, the company needs to transition its existing business 
portfolio due to decreasing demand for oil tankers and oil drilling and production 
units as a result of the transition to new and renewable energy sources. Consequently, 
the company is performing a review over reorganizing its business fields with an eco-
friendly focus.
The company continues to invest in the development of new technologies related to 
the transition to clean fuels. It is overseeing medium-to long-term technology strategies 
and plans by means of a technology committee and a technology roadmap for the 
entire company.
The company is equipped with a permanent management organization for tackling 
supply risks resulting from natural disasters, specifically in regard to raw subsidiary 
materials delivered via overseas supply chains.
Based on company disaster prevention guidelines, the company will enact systematic 
responses following the commands of the typhoon disaster prevention committee 
when there is a forecast that a large typhoon exceeding a certain size will reach landfall.
The company is planning to review how best to minimize outdoor work by means of 
improving overall work efficiency, developing new construction methods, and automation.
The company is aiming to protect the health of employees by expanding rest time 
during lunch, the period with the highest temperatures. The company provides the 
necessary support (air jackets, cold water dispensers) for high-temperature work 
environments.
The company is reviewing work areas and facilities, such as quays, that require 
reinforcement due to rising sea levels. The company regularly reviews investment for 
such reinforcement.

Regulation

Market

Acute

Chronic

Tr
an

sit
io

na
l r

isk
Ph

ys
ica

l r
isk

Financial 
Chronic	

Low

High

High

High

High

High

Medium

Low

High

Low

Governance
BOD Supervision over Climate Change Risks and Opportunity 

Elements 

The DSME ESG Committee serves a pivotal function with regard to 

promoting ESG management activities throughout the company, 

performing final review and decision-making tasks aimed at identifying 

risks and opportunity elements in relation to climate change 

across all fields—environmental, social, and corporate governance. 

Furthermore, the committee communicates the opinion of the 

board regarding regular reporting and approval items. It mulls over 

effective development plans based on constant communication with 

management as well as exercising management and supervision over 

ESG management activities

        

Role of Management to Assess and Manage Climate Change Risks 

and Opportunity Elements

DSME is offering an ESG management vision based on strengthening 

activities that tackle climate change risks, setting the company’s 

direction of promotion and uncovering opportunity elements through 

the foundation of the ESG Administration. DSME makes the effort to 

satisfy various stakeholders both in financial and non-financial terms 

in connection with business and production activities. It implements 

these efforts by incorporating them into its long-term corporate policy.

Category

Mid-
term

Mid-
term

Short-
term

Long-
term

Mid-
term

Mid-
term

Short-
term

Long-
term

Mid-
term

Long-
term

Governance in Response to Climate Change 
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SSP1-Scenarios 1.9 & 2.6

According to the 6th annual report by the IPCC in 2021(IPCC AR6), 

various predictions for changing rising surface temperatures as a result 

of human impact are dubbed SSPs (Shared Socioeconomic Pathways)*. 

Based on these, various scenarios have been formed regarding how 

future economic structures will change following GHG reduction levels 

and whether climate change adaptation measures can be observed 

using the climate change prediction models of each country. State 

leaders who attended the Paris Climate Accords in 2015 promised to 

carry out a phased reduction in GHG emissions in order to prevent the 

temperature from rising more than 2℃ above pre-industrial levels by 

2050. To achieve this target, countries must comply with SSP1-1.9 and 

SSP1-2.6 as presented in IPCC AR6.

*SSP(Shared Socioeconomic Pathways): SSP1 refers to a scenario with the least 	
 emissions, while SSP5 refers to a scenario with the most. The number following 	
 SSP refers to radiative forcing(Radiative forcing: the amount of energy absorbed 	
 by GHG per square meter)

Five Different Scenarios for Future Annual CO2 Emissions (left) and 
Major Factors other than CO2 (right)

Rising Earth Surface Temperatures and Contribution Levels by Major Emissions 
Source According to Each Emissions Scenario

Carbon Dioxide

Methane

Nitrous Oxide

Sulfur Dioxide

Major GHGs other than CO2

Contributing Factors by Air Pollutants and Aerosols

Source: AR6 of IPCC Working Group I

Changes in earth surface temperature during 2081-2100 relative to 1850-1900 (℃)

Total
(predicted)

CO2 GHGs 
other than 

CO2

Aerosols 
and Land 

Use

Total
(predicted)

CO2 GHGs 
other than 

CO2

Aerosols 
and Land 

Use

Total
(predicted)

CO2 GHGs 
other than 

CO2

Aerosols 
and Land 

Use

Total
(predicted)

CO2 GHGs 
other than 

CO2

Aerosols 
and Land 

Use

Total
(predicted)

CO2 GHGs 
other than 

CO2

Aerosols 
and Land 

Use

Near term, 2021~2040 Mid-term, 2041~2060 Long term, 2061~2100

Scenario
Best 

estimate
Very likely

range
Best 

estimate
Very likely

range
Best 

estimate
Very likely

range

SSP1-1.9 1.5 1.2~1.7 1.6 1.2 to 2.0 1.4 1.0 to 1.8

SSP1-2-6 1.5 1.2~1.8 1.7 13 to 2.2 1.8 1.3 to 2.4

SSP2-4.5 1.5 1.2~1.8 2.0 1.6 to 2.5 2.7 2.1 to 3.5

SSP3-7.0 1.5 1.2~1.8 2.1 1.7 to 2.6 3.6 2.8 to 4.6

SSP5-8.5 1.6 1.3~1.9 2.4 1.9 to 3.0 4.4 3.3 to 5.7

(Unit: ℃)

Source: AR6 of IPCC Working Group I

Changes in Earth Surface Temperature for 5 Emission Scenarios
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Indices and Reduction Targets
Since adopting the GHG emissions trading system, DSME has made 

public GHG emissions after completing third party reviews. The 

company will establish a carbon neutrality roadmap in 2022, which 

will include a carbon emissions reduction target by 2030 and a plan 

to reduce energy usage. The company will work hard to release this 

roadmap to stakeholders in an integrated report for the following year.

DSME’s Response

DSME promises to make the following efforts toward contributing to 

the achievement of worldwide targets and NDCs that limit the rise in 

the earth’s temperature to 1.5℃.

Establishing and Implementing a DSME Carbon Neutral Roadmap

In addition to reducing GHGs that occur during the product 

construction process, DSME will make a gradual transition to new and 

renewable energy-based electricity from fossil fuel-based electricity. 

Furthermore, the company will reduce GHG emissions generated from 

distribution activities inside and outside the workplace by converting 

transport and shipping equipment to hydrogen and electric vehicles.

Disclosure of Accurate Carbon Emissions Data

DSME will release quantitative indices that reveal the GHG reduction 

efforts of the company to foreign and domestic stakeholders without 

any omissions, including all information related to DSME’s carbon 

emissions, by taking part in credible initiatives, such as CDP and SBTi. 

This will include GHG emissions falling under Scope 1 and 2 included 

in statements in the National Greenhouse Gas Management System 

(NGMS) and even carbon emissions falling under Scope 3, which refer 

to emissions generated in the distribution process and front-end and 

back-end businesses associated with the company.

Advancing Eco-friendly Products and Technologies

The company will reduce GHG emissions during freight transport by 

focusing on the development and advancement of ships fueled by 

LNG—assessed as an eco-friendly bridge fuel—and also clean fuel 

systems, such as ammonia and hydrogen propulsion. In addition, 

DSME will improve its eco-friendly business capabilities by focusing 

on product development, such as offshore wind, based on original 

technology.

444,610
360,403

296,766

2019 2020 2021

GHG Emissions  (Scope 1 & 2) (Unit: tCO2eq)

Scope 1

Scope 2

	 186,736	 128,236      101,295

	 257,874	 232,167 195,471

2019 2020 2021

GHG Emissions per KRW
Energy Usage per KRW

(Unit: tCO2eq/100 million KRW, based on sales)
(TJ/100 million KRW, based on sales)

GHG emissions (Scope 1+2)

Energy usage

5.35 5.12	

6.62	

0.093 0.091 0.121

2019 2020 2021

Energy Usage (Unit: TJ)

7,749

6,434
5,416
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Safety and Health Management
Safety and Health Management Implementation System
DSME operates a specialized HSE organization so that all its employees can work in the field safely and healthily. In this regard, the company 

appointed the Shipyard General Manager as the chief safety officer (CSO) and elevated the HSE Division post to the office of HSE Unit in 2021 in 

order to continue its record of zero serious incidents and strengthen its safety management system. Moreover, its safety management functions that 

fall under the responsibility of each units were strengthened by separating planning organizations related to safety and health from implementation 

organizations under each units.

CEO

HSE Unit

Safety and Health Association 
of Supplier CEOs

Industrial Safety and Health 
Committee

Shipyard General Manager
(Chief Safety Officer)

Naval & Special Ship 
Production Safety 

Management Department

Production Safety
Management Division

Naval & Special Ship Unit Production Unit Production Support Unit

We at DSME, significantly and valuably contribute to 
everyone’s Life, Safety, Health and Environment!

HSE VISION & CEO POLICY

HSE MISSION

Health & Safety

By making Health, Safety, and Environment (HSE) 
a core value in terms of company management, 
DSME has equipped itself with top-level domestic 
HSE related facilities, equipment, and personnel with 
the aim of becoming incident free, disease free, 
and pollution free. DSME is working hard to reinvent 
itself as the safest, healthiest, and cleanest shipyard 
in the world. Furthermore, DSME has been striving to 
achieve the HSE management vision of ‘Continually 
Fulfill HSE Activities for Incident & Pollution Free’ 
on the basis of establishing an HSE culture, 
systematic management, and instituting care for the 
safety of employees through the establishment of 
a work mindset that prioritizes safety first.

Main decision-making 
organization
Operation cycle
Supervising 
organization and
main roles

Application scope of ISO 
system and operational 
performance

Industrial Safety and Health Committee

Once every quarter
Supervising organization: HSE Unit
Main roles
‧	 	Deliberating over and deciding important 

safety and health items between labor and 
management

Scope of application: Okpo Shipyard
Operation performance
‧	 	HSE management system training across all 

company organizations
‧	 Additional training of new HSE workers
‧	 	Ex post facto review of the HSE management 

system
‧	 	Internal review of the HSE management 

system
‧	 	Monitoring the current operation status of the 

HSE management system for each organization

Continually Fulfill HSE Activities for Incident & Pollution Free
Ensure Shipyard’s Safety and Healthy Work Environment as Top Priority

Implementation OrganizationImplementation System
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Managing Safety and Health Risks
DSME is systematizing safety inspections, safety education, the 

prevention of near-miss incidents, and HSE management programs, 

along with operating a HSE management performance system and 

an incident frequency warning system, by turning the real-time safety 

management status of each organization into indicators. Additionally, 

DSME is instituting serious incident prevention activities using 

specialized personnel for safety diagnosis and operating a variety of 

health promotion programs utilizing company health facilities and 

health professionals so as to look after the safety and health of all 

personnel by preventing serious incidents.

Safety and Health Management Policy

DSME has instituted and is operating the latest safety and health management system by means of ISO 45001 certification, an international safety 

standard. This way, the company is promoting safe, eco-friendly work activities with company partners, with the results of a quarterly internal 

review assessed by an outside review agency each year. Furthermore, DSME continues to inspect the emergency/disaster response manual in its 

HSE Management System Manual, thus strengthening its emergency response training for each ship or building to prevent missteps during actual 

emergency situations. Additionally, by analyzing company incidents over the past 20 years, DSME has established a core activities cycle for eradicating 

serious incidents, which is aimed at full compliance with the 12 Golden Rules, which were enacted as essential preventative measures for serious 

incidents, with the core activities cycle used for effective incident prevention activities.

Current Safety and Health Education Courses

DSME’s Advanced Safety Management Program 

Education 
Recipients 

Employees

Other staff 
including 
partners

Common 
requirement

▶

▶

▶

· Periodic Safety and Health Training 	 1 time / week
· Researcher Safety Awareness 	 3 times / year
  Training 	
· Supervisor Training 	 4 times / year
· New Supplemental Worker Training	 1 time / every 
	 other month
· HSE Instructor Training	 2 times / year
· HSE-dedicated Worker Training 	 3 times / year

· Temporary Visitor Training	 Everyday
· HSSE Induction	 3 times / week
· New Employee Training	 4 times / week
· HSE Level-up Training	 1 time / year

· Onsite Supervisor Training	 39 times
· Safety Behavior Pledge Training	 1 time / every 
	 other month
· VR Experience Training	 2 times / week
· Argon/nitrogen Gas Training	 When requested
· Safety Officer Training	 1 time / year
· Transportation Safety Training	 2 times / week

Course Name Education Period

*TBM: Tool Box Meeting       **JSA: Job Safety Analysis       ***PDCA: Plan, Do, Check, Action

DSME has established an HSE management system by SAP-based workflow which is the first developed in the shipbuilding industry and is managing numerous HSE 
activities, including HSE management performance, safety inspections, HSE advance preparations (risk assessment, TBM*, and JSA**) by organization, so that PDCA*** 
can be systematically implemented through the HSE management section of the DSME Portal.

Safety Management System

For the creation of indicators for prevention of serious incidents, DSME has set up an advance response system following incident frequency management and incident 
frequency indicators. The company is now implementing weekly HSE activities on safety warning level in four stages (normal/caution/danger/serious) for the entire 
company and by production division. It also posts safety warning level for the entire company and by production division on the main page of the DSME Portal.

Developing a safety risk warning system using incident frequency information, in addition to incident prevention activities

By developing various essential training programs, including a training program for improving the safety competency of supervisors in an effort to strengthen HSE leadership, 
as well as VR training program with multiple scenarios (WAH, SIMOPS, crane operation etc.), DSME allows employees to experience virtual safety incidents such as involving 
the moving or installation of structures using virtual cranes. This way, employees are able to familiarize themselves with the proper operation of cranes/signals. Furthermore, 
the training system has been reorganized with a focus on legal requirements, awareness and occupational training, and DSME is conducting a variety of programs, such as 
emotional safety, experiential management by personalized objectives, and participatory training, to increase the quality and effects of the training system

Participatory safety education for improving the safety culture

DSME is sorting out priority targets—such as new suppliers and new employees working for suppliers, who are vulnerable to incidents—and is preventing serious 
incidents by providing intensive in-advance training to them. The company is also providing support for outsourcing safety managers to suppliers. Furthermore, the 
company regularly analyzes the level of safety awareness and field activities at its suppliers and adopts and operates a supplier-level certification system.

Supporting the safety activities of suppliers

After analyzing serious incidents that occurred in the shipyard in the past 20 years, 6 “Do’s” and 6 “Don’ts” were selected. Supervisors are unable to instruct workers to 
do work that violates these 12 Golden Rules, and workers have the right to refuse work if they are instructed to do work that violates them.

Implementing a compliance system for the 12 Golden Rules
(a zero-tolerance policy for violators, prohibited to instruct any work that would violate the 12 GR, promoting the right to refuse unsafe work, etc.)

Thanks to bold investment in industrial incident prevention by management and improved safety mindset on the part of the entire staff, incident rates have 
plummeted in the past 5 years (zero serious incidents and the lowest incident rate for incident related industrial injuries from 2019 to 2021 for the first time in the 
industry), with a consistent record of decreases in the past 10 years. Meanwhile, the company has also satisfied strict safety and health management standards, as 
required by Clients during projects, along with implementing a preemptive response for high-risk activities associated with offshore projects, and has thus improved 
upon zero incident production records while expanding on thorough incident prevention activities.

Safety activity performance and results
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Health Programs
DSME is running a health promotion program for the happy and healthy lives of its employees. Every year, 

the company offers health checkups for all employees as well as general checkups for staff and their spouses 

in cooperation with DSME clinics and general hospitals in the area. Moreover, the company supports better 

health for its employees through two onsite clinics, pharmacy, fitness centers, physiotherapy clinics, and a 

variety of related programs.

Zero Fatal Incidents for Three Straight Years        
DSME registered zero fatal incidents for three straight years, from 2019 to 2021. It was the first time this 

happened since the founding of the company, and it is even more meaningful because it happened during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. More than anything, the safety leadership of the CEO—based on his experiences as the 

CSO—as well as management taking the initiative and leading by example, preemptive investment in safety 

facilities, and active communication with production organizations all played a huge role in achieving zero 

fatal incidents. The efforts that made possible the zero fatal incidents record were the safety activities based 

on a process linking improvement → confirmation → assessment as the foundation of the HSE management 

system, preemptive management using indicators based on safety activities and statistics, safety management 

based on data, better employee safety awareness through education and investment, and active safety 

activities by production organizations.	  Staff aged 35 and older	 	 Staff: general checkup + additional items	
	 /spouses	 	 Spouses: general checkup

Prizes: Grand prize and success souvenirs for successful cases provided through the collection of funds 	
            for each program

	  	 	 The 16 items of the National Health 	
	 	 	 Insurance Service

	  Production workers	 2 time/year	 Work related factors	

Candidates Period Checkup 
RateCheckup Item

Standards for Conducting Health Checkups

Current Health Promotion Programs

Analyzing the Factors Behind Achieving Zero Fatal Incidents

 Programs

Smoking cessation support

Losing body fat

Stopping drinking support

Content

‧	 Running a smoking cessation clinic/providing coun-seling
‧	 Providing smoking cessation products
‧	 Sending text messages encouraging smoking cessation 

‧	 Exercise program (2 courses planned)
‧	 Providing calorie calculators
‧	 Writing an exercise journal/counseling
‧	 Sending text messages encouraging body fat loss

‧	 stopping drinking pledge
‧	 stopping drinking counseling: 1 time/week
‧	 Writing a stopping drinking journal/counseling
‧	 Sending text messages encouraging stopping drinking

Safety 
Leadership by 
Management

Safety 
Systems/

Culture

Safety 
Management 
System 

Production-
leading Self-
Regulated
Safety

Safety Leadership by Management, 
Control Tower
‧The CEO’s Safety Leadership
‧HSE Management Meetings Throughout the Company
‧Continuing Safety Inspections/Improvements

‧Enacting 12 Golden Rules 
‧Running a HSE Ship Engineer System
‧Safety Certification System for Company Suppliers
‧Activities/Prizes for 100 LTI free Days
‧Better Protection of the 5 Vulnerable Safety Groups

Safety Management System Upgrades
‧ISO 45001-based Computerization (SAP)
‧Operation Standards-based Risk Reduction
‧Managing Danger Alarms for Safety Indicators 

General 
checkup

Regular 
checkup

Special 
checkup

*TCO FGP: An energy plant module production project. Biggest volume for a single project in the company’s history (186,000 tons)

‧Running a Safety Commission at Production HQ
‧Expanding Safety Innovation Activities
‧TCO FGP* project achieves 42 million hours of zero 	
    fatality and serious incidents

All employees	 	 1 time/year 100%

100%

100%

1 time/2 years
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Responding to COVID-19 
The WHO declared a pandemic in March of 2020 as COVID-19 began 

spreading worldwide. As a result of the prolonging of the COVID-19 

pandemic, the company began operating a general situation room and 

took action in the form of infection prevention activities and measures 

against the outbreak of confirmed cases in order to protect employees 

and the community. Along with operating a dedicated call center in 

2021, the company increased its responsiveness regarding outbreaks 

of confirmed cases and the prevention of infections spreading within 

the company by adding COVID-19 related functions to a mobile portal 

APP, including entering seating data for the company cafeteria and 

commuter buses. Also, DSME delivered supplies to COVID-19 response 

agencies in the community and is taking action together with local 

hospitals to bring COVID-19 to an end.

Developing a Mobile App 

‧	 	Entering seating information for the cafeteria and commuter buses: To 
identify people in close contact with confirmed cases and take action 
when confirmed cases occur

‧	 	Reporting COVID-19: Immediately checking response measures regarding 
the infection of an individual or a cohabitant through the app

‧	 	Vaccination registration: Increased management power thanks to the 
transition to computerization from hand-writing

Operating a COVID-19 Situation Room Within the Company 

‧		Text messaging with daily confirmed cases, providing information 
through the DSME portal, comprehensive guidelines on government 
policy and company policy

‧		Running a dedicated call center (reporting/registration), setting up 
response guidelines for current COVID-19 trends

→ 	Alleviating employee anxiety and aiding the prevention of COVID-19 
with up-to-date transparent information disclosures

Running a Company Screening Clinic

‧		The company began operating a screening clinic in order to tackle the 
rapid spread of Omicron in 2022. A medical professional personally 
administered rapid antigen tests, and depending on the results, a PCR 
test was utilized at a general hospital or a public health center.

Supporting supplies to COVID-19 response agencies 
in the community
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Pursuing a Company 
Where Employees 
Are Happy

DSME pursues a harmonious balance between its 
growth and the development of its employees, 
considering the talent management as the strength 
behind sustainable corporate competitiveness 
and respects human rights and the diversity of 
its employees. The company is responsive to the 
requests of its employees and operates a variety of 
education programs so that talented individuals with 
competency and expertise can focus on creating 
results. The company concentrates its efforts on 
evaluating existing systems and adopting new 
policies in order to respond to rapidly changing 
corporate management environments. Furthermore, 
DSME dutifully complies with the labor laws of host 
countries where ILO agreements are in force and 
domestic business is being developed. Through active 
communication and negotiation with labor unions, 
the company works hard to build a future-oriented 
and cooperative management-labor relationship.

Talent Management

Employee Education Programs

DSME is setting up a human capital development system aimed at 

developing skilled personnel with competency and expertise befitting 

office and production duties. The company is implementing education 

courses that are appropriate for such a system.

Human Capital Development System

‧	Providing education programs throughout the 

service period so that employees can improve 

their competencies during their tenure and also 

prepare for life after retirement

‧	Improving digital competency and promoting 

a transition toward future-oriented thinking by 

setting up various DX education programs befitting 

the 4th Industrial Revolution

‧	Alleviating the pressure to get promotions by 

reorganizing and simplifying rank, allowing 

employees to focus on creating results, and 

strengthening fairness and objectivity by improving 

the performance evaluation system

Human Capital Development

Office Worker Production Technician

‧New executives training
‧Head of department training
‧Head of part training 
‧Head of department’s coaching 	
    training
‧New head of department training
‧New head of part training
‧Key talent training

New employee training

DX training

Training for low performers

Domestic and international 
study and training

Cyber campus

DSME vision sharing course

Department of contract for 
university degree

Training for promoted personsCompetency training by job 
post and group

Skills training for developing 
business for future offshore 

plants

Experienced employee training

Self-training after work

Training prior to 2 years of retirement

Outside commissioned training

Training prior to 5 years of retirement

Training by organization

Development training for company instructor

‧Innovative leader training 
    for production jobs
‧Practical training for new     	
    foremen
‧Onsite manager training

Leadership 
Training

Training by 
Hierarchy

Occupational 
Training

Extracurricular 
Training

Training 
Articulated 

with University 
Degrees

On-line 
Training
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Reorganizing the Key Talent System

DSME is working hard to select and retain a highly skilled workforce. 

In 2021, DSME examined its existing key talent management system 

to secure a pool of highly skilled personnel. It reorganized its plan for 

supporting and managing key talent with personnel with an aim at 

developing a more systematic management/development process.

Multi-rater Evaluation

DSME continues to ruminate and communicate with employees, and 

examines existing systems with the aim of achieving fair and objective 

performance evaluations. As a means of increasing the fairness of its 

performance evaluations, the company conducted a peer assessment 

system in 2021 as a pilot by incorporating employee opinions. As 

changes are being made from assessments conducted by superiors 

to ones made by personnel with more diversified perspectives, the 

company aims at creating an environment where the entire workforce 

can accept and trust performance evaluation results.

Type   

 Type   

Key Improvements Details

Content

Reorganizing 
the targets for 
selection

Improving 
procedures 
and standards

Stronger 
management & 
development

Assessment 
items

Assessment 
scale

7-point scale

Evaluator size/
selection

Calculating/
using results

Reducing
the selection 
criteria

Expanding the 
size of junior-
level selections

Switching the 
selection body

Supplementing 
selection 
standards

Managing the 
applicant pool

Phased 
education & 
competency 
development

Assistant manager to General manager
(all of 4 staff levels) → Manager and above 
(except for 16 years or more of 
General manager) 
Selecting an identical rate of Junior-level 
(Assistant manager and Manager) and 
Senior-level (Deputy general manager and 
General Manager) → Selecting an identical 
rate of Junior-level (Assistant manager) 
and Senior-level (Manager, Deputy general 
manager, General manager)
Selection by Unit → Selection by Division
* 	Easier to identify and manage/maintain 
   the potential competency of excellent 	
   talent
(Formerly) 5-year performance assessments/
core talent performance, + (Added) 
rewards, disciplinary action + Division 
recommendations 
(achievements, expertise, potential 
competency)
New selections every year → Managing 
applicant pool ins & outs and disclosing the 
selection status to candidates
‧	Education for a portion of selected 

personnel
-	Phased education and development by 
distinguishing positions

-	(Manager) Providing support for costs of 
training outside the company as well as 
for required books

-	(General Manager) Training by pool in 
phases

‧	Support funds for competency development

‧Strategy/planning
‧Work expertise     
‧Response    
‧Development

‧1 department head

‧Made by oneself

‧	The use of department member results 
as a reference during assessment

‧	Confirming individual results and using 
them for developing competency

‧	4 to 9 department members (priority given 
to those in the same part and counselors)

‧Initiative            
‧Responsibility            
‧Cooperation	
‧Mutual respect  

8 competencies 
(2 questions per competency)

360° multi-rater assessment  (minimum 5 to maximum 10)

‧Overall results by combining assessment results 
    →department head/individual results 

‧	A decision was made to incorporate the results of the 
2021 pilot program into evaluations after a review

strengths/shortcomings
(2 questions)

18 questions in total

Job 
competencies

Common 
competencies

By a superior

Self-
assessment

Department 
head

Individual

By a peer

2021 Education Results

Education expenses	 2.212 billion KRW 

	 Officer worker	 72%

	 Production technician	 12%

	 Other	 16%

Education expenses per employee	 246,000 KRW  

	 Officer worker	 440,000 KRW  

	 Production technician	 87,000 KRW  

Education investment rate	 0.05%

Percentage of time operating 	 15.10%

education programs

Rate of operating the training institute	 85%

Number of Training courses	 31 

	 Face-to-face	 23 

	 On-line	 5 

	 Other	 3 

Number of employees who 	 42,000

completed programs

Education opportunities per employee	 4.7

Education hours per employee	 45.0H

Number of education hours	 400,000 MH

Education hours/Production hours	 20.11%

Education satisfaction rate	 4.41 (5-point Scale)
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Establishing a Design Expert Program

DSME institutionally supports competent professional human 

resources, regardless of appointment and age, so as to ensure that 

personnel are able to focus on their work and grow. Following the 

existing research expert system,  the company established a design 

expert program in 2021, offering a two-track (appointee or expert) 

career growth path and vision, so that design engineers could maintain 

and strengthen their expertise while focusing on expert designs even if 

they weren’t appointed. The company continues to evaluate, improve, 

and supplement all details (selection standards and procedures) 

regarding program operation so that the program is run according 

to its goals and is successful in selecting proven engineering human 

resources.

Type   Content

Purpose

Job title

Operation method

Selection scale

Eligibility

Assessment standards

Selection procedure

‧	Inspiring design experts who achieve excellent results to continuously focus on their work and generate results by giving them a 

distinguished level of treatment and a path toward career growth other than by appointment

‧Engineering director

‧A system of job promotion

‧	Maintaining an adequate balance in the number between experts and appointees by considering the total number of personnel and 

those promoted to similar level jobs

‧Granting eligibility based on competency and performance

‧Securing objectivity for the selection process by operating based on quantitative assessments per human resources-design items

‧Stronger qualification reviews including a procedural agreement process (peer assessment) by internal employees

‧Screening supervised by human resources-design, and final confirmation by a human resources committee

Outline of the Design Expert Program

Two-Track Career Path for Design Engineers 

Manager Track Expert Track

Vice President and above

Director
Engineering Director

Engineer
4A level employee

4B level employee

Promotion

Principal Engineer

Senior Engineer
Promotion

Promotion

Promotion
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Human Rights Management and Respecting Diversity
DSME respects the human rights of all its employees. The company 

carries out yearly education programs befitting the characteristics of the 

workplace with the aim of preserving human rights in the workplace 

and improving employee awareness of such rights. The company 

respects and employs a diverse selection of workers from other 

countries as well as those with disabilities at the company’s places of 

business. The company provides support to all these workers so that 

they may be able to adjust and demonstrate their competencies.

Sexual Harassment Prevention and Workplace Bullying 
Prevention Programs
DSME operates an anonymous reporting center where any employee 

can report, without fear, issues related to workplace bullying and 

sexual harassment. Furthermore, the company provides psychological 

counseling at all times in support and for the recovery of victimized 

employees and also operates a deliberations committee consisting of 

union-recommended members and attorneys in order to fairly resolve 

such incidents. Furthermore, the company has set up a permanent 

prevention system to improve employee awareness regarding bullying 

and sexual harassment incidents. The company also advances 

prevention education and awareness-raising activities.

Support Programs for Foreigners and People with Disabilities
‧	Preferentially assigning foreign employees for partners to the 

company dormitories

‧	Supporting culture tours for foreign workers, a program overseen by 

the Geoje Women’s Association

   -2017 to 2019: Provided company buses/water during culture tours

   -2020 to 2021: Provided supplies (masks, tumblers, neck warmers) 

‧	Support program for employees with disabilities: Priority admissions 

when receiving children for the daycare center

The number of employees who 
completed sexual harassment 

prevention + workplace 
bullying prevention courses

Course completion rate

8,471 96.2%

Labor Management
DSME complies with the labor-related regulations and laws of both 

Korea and overseas countries where it conducts business, pursuing 

future-oriented, cooperative relationships between management and 

labor. The company renews collective agreements every two years to 

improve working conditions, engages in yearly wage negotiations, and 

promotes communication and discussions on diversity to improve the 

welfare of company employees.

Current Status of Labor Management Consultative Bodies

Worker percentage 
under the collective 

agreement  

Number of employees 
who are candidates for 

union membership

Percentage of union 
members  

57.1% 4,925 100%

(2021)Current Status of the Labor Union

Issues related to wages, welfare and 
working conditions

Subject matter in accordance with 
article 20 (Matters for Consultation) 
of the Act On The Promotion Of 
Employees’ Participation And 
Cooperation (Improvement of 
productivity and distribution of 
results; recruitment, placement, 
education and training of workers)

Various matters regarding settling 
serious grievances

Improving production safety and 
welfare Improving labor-management 
relations and systems

General labor-management agendas 
regarding employee welfare (meals, 
dorms, uniforms, commuter buses, 
lounges, and shower rooms)

Negotiations regarding industrial 
safety and health

Collective bargaining: 
Once every 2 years
Wage negotiations: 
every year

Once a quarter

At all times

At all times

At all times

Once a quarter

Collective 
bargaining

Serious Grievance 
Committee

Committee for 
Improving Labor 
Management 
Relations

Welfare 
Improvement 
Relations 

Industrial Safety 
and Health 
Committee 

Labor 
Management 
Council 

Collective 
bargaining

Frequency of 
Meetings

Issues related to wages, welfare 
and working conditions

(2021)Education Status
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Sustainable Supply Chains
Supporting the Partner Joint Labor Welfare Fund
DSME is supporting the joint labor welfare fund* with the purpose 

of developing a mutually beneficial relationship with partners in the 

shipbuilding industry. In 2020, the company entered into a business 

agreement with the Geoje municipal government in Gyeongsangnam-

do, which included the stipulation to actively cooperate in order to 

increase the welfare of workers working for in-house partners, in 

addition to creating a joint welfare fund. In 2021, the company donated 

1 billion KRW from the 6.58 billion KRW joint welfare fund to a partner 

welfare project, and currently the company is working hard to provide 

long-term support by planning donations in 2022. 

*The joint labor welfare fund: A fund for various welfare projects including 
assisting funds for housing purchases for workers at partners, as well as tuition, 
scholarships, disaster relief, sports and cultural activities, Worker’s Day events, 
and stability funds.

Implementing a Periodical Partner Evaluation System
DSME is aiming to encourage partners to voluntarily improve their 

competencies and is forming win-win partnerships through fair and 

objective evaluations. DSME performs periodical evaluations twice a 

year by incorporating essential indices for shared growth, including 

an assessment of safety, quality, production, and management 

performance, along with an assessment of credit rating and ethical 

management. Excellent partners selected as a result of the evaluation 

are given an award and incentives.

Implementing a System of Openly Recruiting Partners
DSME is implementing a pool system of pre-qualified partners through 

yearly open recruitment in order to discover excellent partners and 

increase fairness and transparency when selecting partners. In 2021, 

the company carried out 7 open recruitment drives, reviewing 82 

companies. Of these candidates, the company registered 17 excellent 

partners to the pool so as to provide itself the ability to rapidly respond 

to an increase in workload. 

Supporting Partner Employee Retention
DSME is implementing a policy of providing support for partner 

personnel retention. In 2021, during a temporary underload, the 

company operated a ‘win-win policy of providing support for partner 

employee retention’ after recognizing the risk of the loss of partner 

personnel. To implement the paid training leave program supported 

by the government, the company provided support for the securement 

of education sites and communication with related institutions, and 

absorbed a portion of the financial burden borne by partners for 

employee retention. Thus, the effects of this employee retention 

reached about 5,120 workers in 2021, and ultimately, partners were 

able to prevent core human capital from leaving, while the company 

was able to secure production competitiveness in preparation or the 

rapidly increasing number of orders.

Sustainable Supply 
Chains & Community 
Relations
DSME is working hard to build sustainable supply 
chains based on a shared growth vision titled 
‘Creating a competitive corporate ecosystem’. 
DSME is operating a variety of systems involving 
financial, educational, and technological support 
to enhance the competitiveness of its partners. The 
company complies with policies and regulations for 
fair trade and legal subcontracting and is building 
a sustainable management ecosystem by providing 
practical and long-term support to company 
partners based on mutual trust and communication.
Furthermore, as a member of the local community, 
DSME places value on creating a management 
of sharing, and a community of living together, 
which contributes to the development of the local 
economy. To this end, the company is taking part 
in a culture of sharing with local residents in the 
form of scholarships and donations, as well as 
actively engaging in social contribution activities—
such as environmental protection and voluntary 
participation of employees.

Awards ceremony for excellent in-house partners Awards ceremony for excellent outside partners
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Creating a Specialized Complex in the ppuri Industry
DSME is aiming to be designated a specialized complex in the ppuri 

industry* (The Okpo National Industrial ppuri industry complex) with the 

purpose of fulfilling shared growth between large corporations and small 

and medium-sized companies. Out of all of the in-house partners, 60 

companies corresponding to the 6 major ppuri technologies of welding, 

surface treatment, casting, molding, metal forming, and heat treatment 

were registered. The company aspires to strengthen the competitiveness 

of ppuri  companies as well as the connected development of local 

industry.

*Specialized Complex in the ppuri Industry: A project designated and supported 
by the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy for promoting the integration 
of the ppuri  industry, enhancing its competitiveness, and resolving issues 
of location, the project supports collaborative innovation aimed at building 
commonly used facilities and strengthening the competitiveness of the ppuri 
industry.

Providing Special Funds for a Win-win Cooperation Strategy
Together with Gyeongsangnam-do and the Busan municipal government, 

DSME has established a special fund for a win-win cooperation strategy 

in the shipbuilding industry, amounting to 60 billion KRW, for shipyard 

partners and tools and materials businesses. This financial support 

aided tools and materials businesses in the shipbuilding and marine 

engineering industry who were experiencing hardships due to a lack 

of work and funds, and it enabled them to overcome the difficulties at 

hand and recapitalize. For businesses located in Gyeongnam, DSME, 

Gyeongsangnam-do, and Kyongnam Bank contributed a total of 5 billion 

KRW, and the Gyeongnam Credit Guarantee Foundation provided a 

special credit guarantee in an amount below 25 billion KRW, which is 

fivefold of the contribution amount. For companies located in Busan, 

DSME, the Busan municipal government, and Busan Bank contributed 

a total of 5 billion KRW and also a special credit guarantee of 35 billion 

KRW. The company continues to engage in promotional activities so that 

tools and materials companies in the shipbuilding industry who face 

temporary hardship can use such special credit guarantees. Furthermore, 

the company continues to negotiate with participating institutions with 

the aim of relaxing loan qualifications so as to increase participation rates.

Advancing the Localization of Tools and Materials
DSME develops its own technology and produce products through 

domestic companies to reduce supply chain risks from COVID-19 

and skyrocketing raw materials prices. It also continues promoting 

for the localization of tools and materials with an aim to improve the 

competitiveness of domestic businesses by jointly developing products 

with them. 

DSME partners DSME partnersLocal businesses Local businesses

250 200

33.9 45.2

7 17

100 50

74.9 50

22 30

Credit guarantee size (100 million KRW)

Credit guarantee results (100 million KRW)

Credit guarantee size (100 million KRW)

Credit guarantee results (100 million KRW)

Number of businesses Number of businesses

Results                                                                 (As of Feb. 11, 2022)

 (Unit: case)

 (Unit: %)Localization Rate* 
* Based on materials costs

2020

LNG carriers
(174K CBM)

Container ships Oil tankers
(300K DWT)

202020202021 20212021

52 55

(Based on 
18.4K TEU)

80
(Based on 
23K TEU)

70
74 78

Type	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021	

 In development	 7	 7	 14	 13	 22

Development 	 15	 6	 12	 7	 13
completed

Applied to real 	 10	 4	 5	 5	 5
ships

The Gyeongnam RegionThe Busan Region
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Community Relations
Providing Scholarships to Educational Institutions 
within the Region
DSME is providing scholarships to enhance the quality of education 

for children and adolescents within the region. In 2021, the company 

provided 11.8 million KRW in scholarships to a total of 69 educational 

institutions in the region. The company plans on continuing its support 

with the purpose of boosting the morale of children and adolescents 

in the region and helping them take root as healthy future members of 

society and stay on course toward realizing their dreams by continuing 

their studies.

Donation Activities 
DSME donates to social welfare facilities and charities (Geoje City Hope 

Welfare Foundation) in the community by collecting donations from the 

company and employees every year. The company has entered into an 

agreement with the Gyeongnam Blood Center of the Korean Red Cross 

to hold group blood donation events inside the company. Voluntarily 

donated blood donation certificates are delivered to those that urgently 

need them among company and supplier employees and their families. 

In 2021, the company took part in the culture of sharing by donating 

500 certificates to the underprivileged outside the company through the 

Gyeongnam Blood Center.

Educational 
Institutions 

Within Geoje
(A total of 69
institutions)

Elementary schools

Middle schools

High schools

Universities

Special schools

Total

1004 employee 
donations
→31,813,000 KRW

Executives taking 
the initiative and 
setting an example
→3,250,000 KRW	

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0

Number of blood donors

Number of blood donation certificates

	 3,700	 3,800

	 3,800	 3,800

	 3,000	 3,000

	 600	 600

	 600	 600

	 11,700	 11,800

2020 2021

(Unit: thousand KRW)

Employee Donations  	 (2021)

Group Blood Donation Participation Status                             (Since 2009)

Employee 
donations

Welfare facility 
donations

Total

35,063,000 KRW

79,689
thousand KRW

114,752
thousand KRW

Geoje City Hope 
Welfare Foundation

(Accumulated 
donation amount: 

563,000
thousand KRW)

Local social 
welfare facilities

(9 facilities 
including the 
Aikwangwon)

Minister of Health and Welfare citation plaque for blood donations 

1,946

997
837

313

625 665 667 680

386 465
350 468 343

177
53

1,659
1,529

1,774 1,850

1,007

1,491

1,116

1,799

1,469

947

358

    '09  	 '10  	  '11      	'12      '13      '14     '15      '16      '17      '18      '19      '20     '21  
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Volunteer Activities
DSME provides heating oil, improves housing environments, and supplies laundry services to senior citizens living alone in the region through the DSME 

community volunteer group and volunteer groups voluntarily formed by each department. DSME is also engaged in volunteer activities such as cleaning 

up the environment in the region and making mural paintings. The company provides the goods necessary for these volunteer activities and encourages 

employees to undertake volunteer work by operating a social contribution calendar.

Reviving the Local Economy
DSME preferentially uses agricultural and fisheries products produced 

within the region where the company’s places of business are situated. 

The company has entered into win-win agreements with local merchant 

groups to take part in expanding the market for products by local small 

businesses, farmers, and fishermen. The company has also signed business 

agreements with local governments to revitalize the use of E-commerce.

Group Leader 

Administration Office

Deputy Leader 

Head of Management Support Unit

Head of General Affairs Department

Head of External Cooperation & General 
Affairs Division

General Volunteer 
Group

‧Supplying heating 	
    fuel

‧Celebrating senior 	
    citizens birthdays

The Sound of 
Sprouts

‧Sponsoring children 	
    with leukemia

True Love Welfare

‧Sponsoring people 	
    with disabilities

Sharing Technology 
Group

‧Repairing senior 	
    citizens homes

‧Providing foot 	
    massages

Hope Volunteers 
(suspended)

‧Providing senior 	
    citizens baths

‧Handing out facility 	
    lunches

Underwater 
Volunteers

‧Underwater 
    cleanup

Adamjaengi

‧Painting murals

Agricultural and Marine Product Purchases Using Local Businesses  

DSME Community Volunteer Group Organizational Chart

Type	                                            Amount (thousand KRW)

Agricultural	 Regular rice	 	 1,653,398 

Products	 Dried fish	 	 20,950 

	 Kimchi	 	 1,498,018 

Livestock	 Meats	 	 330,245 

Products	 Eggs and other products	 	 253,992 

Marine 	 Fish	 	 35,236

Products

Total	 	 	  3,791,839 

Community Volunteer Group (a total of 2,431 members)

Volunteer Activities

 (2021)
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Sound and Transparent Governance

44 Establishing a Culture of Adhering to Ethical Principles

50 Encourage Challenges for Opportunities

54 Practicing Systematic Risk Management
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Governance
By securing sound decision-making structure and running the BOD 

with transparency, DSME pursues sustainable management activities 

that protect the interests of shareholders and stakeholders and 

enhance the ultimate value of the company. The board consists of 7 

members—3 inside directors and 4 outside directors. 

Thus, the majority of the board are outside directors. Outside 

directors are appointed by a resolution during a general meeting 

of shareholders after Outside Director Candidate Recommendation 

Committee conducts a thorough review of candidates with expert 

knowledge and experience in industries that include management, 

finance and law. The audit committee carries out an audit of how 

the directors and management have performed their duties, along 

with an accounting audit. Evaluations and compensation for directors 

and executives on the board are managed in a fair and transparent 

manner through an independent Compensation Committee. The 

company does not conduct evaluations, having judged that doing 

so would hinder the independence of outside directors. However, 

the company does objectively monitor the activities of outside 

directors by using a factual activities index that includes meeting 

attendance rates and voting on resolution approvals. The company 

is reviewing the adoption of an evaluation program for outside 

directors and a plan to use the results for calculating compensation 

and reappointment with the aim of efficiently operating the board 

and the committees of the board.

Furthermore, in 2022, the company established the ESG committee, 

a decision-making apparatus for ESG management in order to build 

an ESG management foundation. Based on a special regulation 

on gender makeup of boards under the Capital Markets Act, the 

company appointed for the first time a female registered director.

 Main Role

‧	Audit on the execution of work of directors/ 
management and accounting, selection of 
external auditors, and other matters defined 
in applicable laws/articles of incorporation/
internal policy related to audit work 

‧	Managing a candidate pool by recommending 
outside director candidates to be appointed 
through a general meeting of shareholders and 
by verifying candidates at all times

‧	Decision-making procedures concerning 
compensation policy for directors and 
executives, along with designing and operating 
a compensation system and conducting an 
adequacy evaluation

‧	Decision-making on other ESG management 
related tasks, including ESG strategy, planning, 
and investment cases

Committees Inside the BOD                                  
Establishing a Culture 
of Adhering to Ethical 
Principles

DSME has constructed a sound and transparent 
decision-making structure to protect the profits of 
shareholders and stakeholders and improve the 
ultimate value of the company. The company runs 
the BOD with checks and balances by means of 
appointing 57% of board members that are outside 
directors, and establishes a culture of adhering 
to ethical principles and pursuing compliance 
awareness among its employees through ethics and 
compliance management.

Corporate group 
name

DSME

Largest shareholder 
(percentage)

Korea 
Development 
Bank (55.69%)

Minority shareholder 
percentage

27.20%

Ownership                                                              (As of December 31, 2021)

Committee

Audit Committee

Outside Director Candidate 
Recommendation 
Committee

Compensation Committee

ESG Committee
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Dividend Policy
DSME maintains the basic principle of actively returning profits 

generated by the company to shareholders by means of dividends 

and share repurchases. Last year, a complexity of management crises 

continued, including the resurgence of COVID-19 variants, a continuing 

economic downturn, a global supply chain crisis, skyrocketing raw 

materials prices, and a decrease in construction volume. As a result, 

the company unfortunately recorded heavy deficits for the first time 

in 4 years. However, the company also exceeded its order targets for 

the first time in 7 years. DSME believes that the key to shareholder 

returns is first completing a turnaround, and the long-term policy 

for shareholder returns will be communicated to stakeholders after 

reviewing said policy with the utmost priority as soon as outside 

factors, such as market conditions in the shipbuilding industry, are 

restored and a turnaround is achieved.

 	 Number of 	 Compensation	 Average  
	 Members	 Total	 per Member 
Inside directors	 3	 867	 289

Outside directors 	 1	   44	   44	
(excluding audit committee 
members)

Audit committee members	 3	 168	   56

	 	 	 	         

Item 	 2017	 2018	 2019 	 2020	 2021 	 Notes 

Board meetings 	 22	 19	 14	 12	 13	 Including special BOD meetings

Number of resolutions	 65	 38	 27	 23	 25	  

Outside director attendance rate (%)   	 90.3	 89.6	 91.7	 97.9	 96.2	 Average director attendance rate

Board Compensation  	             (As of Dec. 31, 2021, Unit: million KRW)                                                

BOD Operations                                      

 Type

Inside 
directors

Outside 
directors

Name

Du-seon Park

Je-hyouk Woo

Young-ho Lee

In-hyeon Kim

Gyoung-gyu Choi

Bo-won Kim

Min-sup Song

Gender

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

Affiliated 
Committees 
Outside Director Candidate 
Recommendation 
Committee

ESG Committee

Compensation Committee

Audit Committee

Outside Director Candidate 
Recommendation Committee

ESG Committee

Audit Committee

Outside Director Candidate 
Recommendation Committee

Compensation Committee

ESG Committee

Audit Committee

Outside Director Candidate 
Recommendation Committee

ESG Committee

Audit Committee

Outside Director Candidate 
Recommendation Committee

Compensation Committee

ESG Committee

Date of First 
Appointment
Mar. 28, 2022

Mar. 28, 2022

Mar. 28, 2022

Mar. 28, 2022

Mar. 28, 2022

Mar. 28, 2022

Mar. 28, 2022

Career

‧	CEO

‧Shipyard General Manager

‧Head of Management Support Unit

‧	Current) President of the Research Society for Shipbuilding Finance 
Laws (Feb. 2012-present)

‧	Current) Professor at the Korea University School of Law 
   (Mar. 2009-present)
‧	Former) Policy advisory committee chairman at the Ministry of 

Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (May 2018-Sep. 2020)

‧Current) Vice present of the Business Management Society
   (Mar. 2020-present)
‧	Current) Professor at Dongguk University Department of Business 

Administration (Sep. 2006-present)
‧	Former) Member of the Ownership Steering committee at the 

Ministry of Economy and Finance (Apr. 2017-Apr. 2020)

‧	Current) Vice President of External Affairs at KAIST 
    (Mar. 2021-present)
‧	Current) Professor at KAIST College of Business (Aug. 1996-present)
‧	Former) Visiting professor at the University of British Columbia 

Sauder School of Business (Sep. 2007-Aug. 2008)

‧	Current) Outside Director at SK Biopharmaceuticals
    (May 2019-present)
‧	Current) professor at Sogang University School of Business (Mar. 

2007-present)
‧	Former) Public Enterprise Evaluation Committee Member for the 

Ministry of Economy and Finance (Mar. 2015-Dec. 2017)

Board Composition (As of May. 27, 2022)

TypePosition

Chairman

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director
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Business Ethics
DSME has established effective and transparent systems and 

instituted ethical regulations and organizations in order to promote 

the Ethics management that fits with the expectations and requests 

of stakeholders as well as with its vision of collective growth and 

development. Moreover, DSME boosts the compliance awareness of its 

employees and prevents legal risks by operating systems and diagnosis 

programs consistent with compliance management.

System of Business Ethics

Implementation Organization

Direction

System of Promoting Ethics Management (3Cs)

A Moral and Efficient DSME
Vision

Goal

Direction of Focus

Legal Division Duty Diagnosis Division Audit Committee

Legal Planning 
Department

Duty Diagnosis 
Department 1

Duty Diagnosis 
Department 2

Corporate Auditing 
& Consulting 

Division

‧	Ethics 
management 
planning

‧	Establishing a 
code of ethics and 
policy

‧	Ethics education 
and promotion

‧	Operating 
the ethical 
management 
implementation 
program

‧	Management 
diagnosis and 
improvement

‧	Management 
diagnosis 
planning

‧	Diagnosing 
subsidiaries

‧	Diagnosing the 
adequacy of 
organizational 
management

‧	Investigating 
and preventing 
corruption and 
irregularities

‧	Operating a 
reporting system

‧	Operating a 
management 
diagnosis system

‧	Operating an 
E-permanent 
monitoring system

‧	Evaluating the 
operations of the 
internal accounting 
control system

‧	 Accounting audits 
and operating an 
accounting fraud 
report system

‧	Auditing the job 
performance 
legality of directors

Establishing an Ethics 
management culture

Strengthening the ethical 
awareness of individuals 

and the organization

Restoring a clean DSME 
reputation

Strengthening 
preventive audits

Securing the transparency 
of processes and systems

Building and establishing a 
voluntary compliance system for 

on-site operations

Code of Conduct

Compliance Check 
Organizations

Consensus by Ethics 
Education

Code of Conduct

Providing an evaluation standard for the 
ethical conduct of employees

Compliance Check Organization

Establishing organizations and systems
for achieving ethical management

Consensus by Ethics Education

Forming a consensus of the employees and 
the stakeholders on the ethical conducts

Ethics 
Management

Sustainable 
Management

Effectiveness (Efficiency)
The sources of competitiveness 

for the main business: 
productivity, earning rates, 

actual profit

Legitimacy
The sources behind the trust 
and support of stakeholders: 

philosophy, ideology, 
justification
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Management Ethics and Compliance Risks 
DSME has enacted a code of ethics—ethical standards that the 

company must observe when engaging in business activities—along 

with Code of Ethics Implementation Guidelines—ethical standards 

that employees must observe when carrying out their tasks. All the 

employees should be familiarized with these standards on the jobs. 

Moreover, the company operates an unethical conduct reporting 

compensation system for reporting unethical and corrupt behavior 

related to company business, an ethics counseling center, a system of 

self-reporting gifts/bribes, and an e-regular monitoring system, thereby 

managing the ethics and compliance risks of employees.

Code of Ethics 

The code of ethics is the set of standards that the company must 

observe when engaging in business activities. It is a promise to 

stakeholders. The code of ethics consists of 5 categories—valuing 

clients, respecting shareholders, coexistence with partners, contributing 

to national and social development, and mutual development 

between employees and the company.

Code of Ethics Implementation Guidelines

By enacting Code of Ethics Implementation Guidelines as an ethical 

standard that employees must observe while performing their 

tasks, the company demonstrates its efforts to protect employees 

and stakeholders from various unethical risks. The Implementation 

Guidelines consist of a ban on receiving or giving money and valuables, 

entertainment, and conveniences; restrictions on golf and overseas 

trips with suppliers; restrictions on extending congratulations and 

condolences; a ban on monetary transactions; a ban on intervening 

on rights and interests and making inappropriate solicitations; a ban 

on giving inappropriate instructions; and separating the public and the 

private. These guidelines provide employees and stakeholders with 

an evaluation standard for ethical decision-making and conduct. The 

guidelines are posted on the work portal and company homepage so 

that anyone can easily check them.

Code of Ethics Pledge to Practice Ethics and Compliance

Chapter 1 Valuing Clients
1. You must concentrate your best efforts to provide the best products and timely services as expected 	
    by clients.
2. You must protect the interests and safety of clients and must not act wrongfully toward them.
3. You must modestly accept client complaints and suggestions and keep your promises to a client 
without fail.
Chapter 2 Respecting Shareholders
1. You must increase corporate value through reasonable investments and efficient management 	
    activities.
2. You must respect the rights and valid requests of shareholders and treat all shareholders fairly and 	
    equally.
3. Regarding the processing and reporting of accounting data, you must abide by relevant laws and 	
    accounting standards.
Chapter 3 Partnership with Suppliers
1. You must provide all qualified suppliers with an equal business opportunity and you must select 	
    suppliers according to fair standards and transparent procedures.
2. All transactions must be conducted fairly at mutually equal positions; special treatment or harm is 	
    forbidden under any circumstances.
3. You must work together with suppliers to achieve mutual advancement and create a fair business 	
    climate.
Chapter 4 Contributing to National and Social Development
1. You must contribute to social and national economic development by creating healthy profits 	
   and sustainable growth, by creating employment, by faithfully paying taxes, and by making social  	
    contributions.
2. You must respect the traditions and culture of the local community and work hard to advance the 	
    community.
3. You must make an effort to conserve nature, prevent pollution, and save resources.
Chapter 5 Mutual Development Between Employees and the Company
1. The company must respect the individual dignity and values of its employees and cannot unfairly 	
    discriminate for reasons of regionalism, school ties, gender, academic background, race, religion, or 	
    physical disability.
2. The company must provide a clean and safe work environment to employees, encourage individual 	
    creative thinking, and fairly provide the opportunity to grow and advance.
3. The company must fairly evaluate employees according to their skills and accomplishments and 	
    provide reasonable compensation.
4. Employees must share the company’s vision and goals and faithfully perform the duties given to 	
    each of them.
5. Employees must abide by company policies and regulations and must not harm the company’s 	
    interests by engaging in wrongful acts, such as false reporting or management misrepresentations.
6. Employees are obligated to protect the tangible and intangible assets and information of the 	
    company and cannot use them for personal purposes.
7. Employees must enter into mutually respectful and healthy relationships with colleagues and 	
    cannot request or receive money and valuables, entertainment, and conveniences from stakeholders.

Pledge to Practice Ethical Principles and Compliance

As an employee of DSME, I pledge to clearly be aware of the company’s core values and ethics 
and compliance guidelines and to comply with the following items in the course of performing my 
duties.

1.	 I have full knowledge of and comply with foreign and domestic laws and company regulations 	
	 relating to my duties, including the Improper Solicitation and Graft Act, and I will not instruct, 	
	 abet, or overlook conduct that violates such laws and regulations.

2.	 I will faithfully carry out the duties entrusted to me in good faith, and I will prioritize the 	
	 interests of the company if there is a conflict of interest between the company and myself.

3.	 I will not provide inappropriate money, valuables, or entertainment to stakeholders, including 	
	 government officials and client companies; in Korea or overseas for the business and interests 	
	 of the company.

4.	 I will not provide or request any pecuniary advantage from suppliers and potential vendors 	
	 regardless of whether it is tangible or intangible, including money and valuables, gifts, 	
	 sponsorships, entertainment or conveniences.

5.	 I will respect individual employee personalities and human rights; I will not spread rumors 	
	 related to the company or individuals; and I will not engage in words or actions that tarnish the 	
	 reputation of the company.

6.	 I will not leak or use, for purposes other than business, important company information, 	
	 business secrets, management materials, and the personal information of employees and 	
	 stakeholders without permission.

7.	 I will actively participate in and cooperate with the policies, guidelines, education, and action 	
	 programs implemented by the company to establish an order of ethics and compliance.

8.	 If I become aware of any corruption or irregularities by staff or if I am offered to engage in 	
	 corruption or irregularities by an employee or stakeholder, I will immediately notify the 	
	 company (management diagnosis organizations or any relevant organization).

9.	 If there is an investigation into conduct suspected of having violated the code of ethics or the 	
	 practical guidelines for the code of ethics, I will fully cooperate in the form of submitting 	
	 relevant materials and testimony.

(98.1%) 

2021 Pledge Completion

4,155
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The Ethics and Compliance Program 

Pledge to Practice 
Ethical Principles and 

Compliance

Ethics Counseling 
Center

Self-Reporting Gifts/
Bribes

Unethical Conduct 
Reporting System

Workplace Bullying 
and Sexual 
Harassment 

Reporting Center

Contractual Duties 
of Ethics and 
Compliance

Sanction System 
against Corrupt and 
Irregular partners

The e-Permanent 
Monitoring System

‧	Every January, all employees shall sign the pledge to practice ethical principles and compliance (electronic signatures using 
internal portal)

‧	A pledge that resolves and promises to comply with laws and regulations in regard to performing duties and to habituate 
oneself to the practice of ethics

‧	A channel that allows employees to enquire about the company’s code of ethics and to request advices on the ethical 
dilemmas.

‧The internal portal’s ethics counseling center provides counseling with a choice of using one’s real name, being anonymous, 	
    or making the request public or private.

‧	A system that allows employees to voluntarily report inappropriate gifts or bribes from stakeholders after returning or 	 	
refusing them.

‧	The details of voluntary reports are used for prevention activities, such as identifying defects and managing vulnerabilities.

‧A system that allows employees to report unethical, corrupt, and irregular conduct related to company business
‧A procedure of protecting and compensating whistleblowers to encourage a proper and mature reporting/tip-off culture

‧	The center offers counseling for workplace bullying and sexual harassment, receives reports, and takes full charge of 
investigations.

‧	Undertakes procedures necessary to protect victims, punish perpetrators, and prevent recurrences

‧	Incorporates partner ethics and compliance duties into contract terms to promote putting into practice ethical 
management with partners

‧	Consistently promotes the company’s ethics standards and ethics policies to its partners and requests compliance and 
cooperation

‧	A system of imposing sanctions against corrupt and irregular partners who violate their ethical management compliance duties
‧	The level of sanctions is determined through a deliberation by the Deliberations Committee on Sanctions Against Corrupt 

and Irregular partners.
‧	Sanctions are applied in grades, from warnings to suspension of transactions (1 year, 3 years, 5 years), depending on the 

seriousness of the case.

‧A system of permanently monitoring high-risk circumstances to prevent unethical and corrupt conduct
‧	A system capable of extracting and inspecting abnormal information, even those resulting from simple mistakes.
‧	The system is applied to the key fields below using various scenarios, and new scenarios will continue to be developed 

according to need
    [Example]  - Human resources: Monitoring absenteeism and tardiness, ID use

- Finance: Monitoring corporate credit cards and use of expenses
- Procurement: Monitoring contract terms such as private contracts and exclusive contracts
- Security: Monitoring asset outflow
- Everyday monitoring

‧	Once a new scenario is identified, it is transferred to the organization supervising each business so that monitoring can be 
formed together with the management diagnosis organization

‧	Stronger risk control activities through regular inspections, improvement, and action in connection with monitoring results

Legal Affairs System

The legal affairs system performs various procedures with regard to 

company legal affairs, including legal reviews and litigation.

Management Diagnosis Program 

Type

General 	 Process
management	 diagnosis
diagnosis	
	
	 Project/
	 performance 
	 diagnosis
	

	 Organizational 	
	 diagnosis 	
	 (including 	
	 subsidiaries)	
Implementation diagnosis

Special command diagnosis 

 Main Role

‧	Diagnosing and improving the same kind 
(design/procurement/production) of 
processes for securing production cost 
competitiveness and transparency

‧	Analyzing the cause behind projects with 
losses and drawing out/applying a plan to 
prevent a repeat

‧	Reviewing and improving perfor-mance 
associations regarding projects and policies 
underway

‧	Inspecting and improving overall 
organizational operations, including indices, 
budgets, standards, and human resource 
management

‧	Inspecting and encouraging current work 
completion status by using improvement 
opinions for previously completed business 
diagnoses

‧	Management diagnosis outside of annual 
plans due to request by management/audit 
committee

Legal Review Process

Litigation Process 

Legal review 
requested by 

the onsite work 
department

Litigation 
requested by 

the onsite
work 

department

Designating the 
reviewer and 

cooperating with 
the onsite work 

department

Designating 
the counsel 

and appointing 
a legal 

representative

Conducting 
the review

Litigation 
proceeding

Sending 
the final review 

results

Reporting 
litigation 

completion
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Key Results Activities for Voluntarily Engaging in Ethical Management

The company is preventing subcontracting risks by adding questions related to legal subcontracting starting with ethic management self-inspection 

checklist questions from July 2021.

Ethics Education (or a substitute activity) for Department Members 
Presided Over by Department Heads

Employee Ethics and Compliance Courses: 9 items                          (2021) Ethics Consultations: 16                                                                              (2021)

Ethic Management Self-Inspection Check List

Title of Course
Course on the Serious Accidents 
Punishment Act

Course on ICC International Arbi-tration Rules
Course on the Serious Accidents 
Punishment Act (focusing on 
manufactured articles and envi-
ronmental substances)
Lectures 1 to 3 on the Subcontracting 
Act 

Course on the Enforcement Decree of 
the Serious Accidents Punishment Act

Ethics education for procurement posts
Course on the Unfair Competition 
Prevention Act
Course on the ESG Risk Management 
System
Legal affairs course related to contracts

Topic 

Congratulations and condolence gifts from stakeholders
Lunar New Year’s Day gifts from business-related academic 
societies
Lunar New Year’s Day gifts from public agencies
Transactions with retired employees with a corruption record
Reporting meals with stakeholders
Education support from stakeholders
Playing golf with stakeholders
Unethical conduct reporting procedure and whistle blower 
protections
Christening ceremony gifts (vouchers)
Authority to use department reward items
Giving an appreciation plaque to a public official on behalf 
of the company
Department members giving gifts to department heads
Inviting stakeholders to events 
(during a period when a contract is about to be signed)
Concerning employees who aren’t compliant with work 
closing time
Concerning the use of the vitality promotion expenses
Whether it’s possible to receive gifts from client companies 
and measures to be taken

Ethical Management Self-Inspection Check List

Read the items below carefully, and mark where relevant. (※ Practical guidelines for the code of ethics)
‧	Practical guidelines for the code of ethics [Article 8 Ban on monetary transactions] According to regulations, employees are forbidden from entering into relationships involving cash loans, loan guarantees, 

and debt repayments with stakeholders, and they are also forbidden from transactions, such as buying, selling, or leasing movable assets or real estate at bargain or high prices
‧They are forbidden from obtaining investments or shares from stakeholders. However, an exception can be made for purposes of simple investment in listed companies.
‧	Practical guidelines for the code of ethics [Article 9 Ban on intervening on rights and interests and making inappropriate solicitations] According to regulations, you may not use your position to gain 

inappropriate profits for yourself or others and you may not make any corrupt solicitations that considerably hinder the fair performance of your duty.
‧	You are allowed to solicit requests related to human resources, such as those concerning your promotion and position, from those in charge of company human resources, and you are also allowed to 

solicit the human resource requests of relatives or acquaintances, such as those concerning their recruitment, position, and promotion, from those in charge of company human resources or stakeholders.
‧You are allowed to solicit company registration, transaction requests, supply adjustment of companies operated by relatives or acquaintances from acquaintances inside and outside the company or stakeholders.
The items below are inspection items for practicing legal subcontracting. Slowly read the items below, and mark where relevant. 
‧	You don’t need to issue a revised contract even if there are added/changed conditions to the previously mutually agreed upon conditions with the supplier.
‧	You can unilaterally cancel a commission even if there are no reasons attributable to the supplier.
‧You cannot unilaterally cancel an order, such as a production plan.
‧You cannot not exercise authority over the work allocation and other changes related to workers working for suppliers.
‧	DSME workers and supplier workers are not placed together on the same work process.

 You must click on the complete button after answering the items above to complete the self-inspection activities.

〇 〇

〇 〇

〇 〇

〇 〇

〇 〇

〇 〇 〇
〇 〇 〇
〇 〇 〇
〇 〇 〇
〇 〇 〇

Method 

Internal portal
Email

Email
Phone/messenger
Phone/messenger
Email
Phone/messenger
Internal portal 

Phone/messenger
Phone/messenger
Email

Phone/messenger
Email

Internal portal 

Internal portal 
Phone/messenger

Method 
Online

Online
Online

DSME 
Education 
Broadcast
Online

Online
Online

Online

Offline

N/ANoYes

Complete

Offline ethics education

44
departments

Substitute activities conversation on ethics, 
OX quiz on ethics, delving 
into the practical guidelines 
for the code of ethics, 
department head ethics 
letters 
(including overlaps)

137
departments

176 departments completed this education

Completed 835 legal reviews in 2021 

Processed 45 unethical conduct reports 
and tips in  2021

835

45

Participants
Head of Units, Production 
executives, HSE, HR, General 
Affairs, Co-prosperity

PM, Legal
Safety & Health, 
Environmental Management, 
Technology Planning

Entire company staff

Safety & Health, 
Environmental Management, 
Technology Planning
Procurement Division
DSME R&D Institute, Design, 
Ship Marketing Engineering
ESG Office

Co-prosperity cooperation 
posts
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Encourage Challenges for 
Opportunities

DSME improves work satisfaction by actively 
encouraging employees to take on challenges and 
promote innovation, and also encourages morale 
boosts and work engagement. The company 
achieves all this through implementation of its 
core values of trust and passion and the 4 conduct 
values of communication, transparency, a sense 
of duty, and action. The company operates a Blue 
Board system for developing future generation 
employees and incorporates opinions from junior 
level employees, including company development 
proposals, into company management decisions 
with the aim of creating a sustainable company. The 
company is advancing a variety of corporate culture 
activities, such as implementing organizational 
health diagnoses at the department level each year 
to create a healthy organization. Furthermore, the 
company is pushing forward a digital transformation 
(DX) strategy to improve productivity, safety and 
quality, as well as a work revolution for innovating 
office productivity.

2nd class of young adult directors at Okpo participating in a regular CEO meeting Live broadcast of communication between management-employees

Creating a Healthy Corporate Culture
Operating a Blue Board
In line with its three major goals of company development proposals, two-

way communication bridges, and personal growth, DSME operates a Blue 

Board system to encourage organizational culture changes led by junior-

level employees. The system, which was first implemented at the Okpo 

Shipyard in 2019, has established itself as an institution that exerts influence 

over the entire company, including the Seoul office and the Siheung R&D 

campus. Young adult directors, selected through open recruitment within 

the company across all organizations, have the opportunity to express 

junior-level employee opinions without hesitation by participating in 

regular CEO meetings and management meetings, improve productivity, 

and reorganize the company welfare system through various Issued by* and 

Reviewed by** activities. Furthermore, the company is continuing its efforts 

to energize communication by hosting a communication post office event, 

employee discussions, and live management broadcasts, while younger 

employees can also actively engage in self-development with the aim of 

assuming leading roles in the future.

Blue Board Activities

 Type 
	Region	 Class
	Okpo Shipyard	 1
	 	 2
	 	 3
	Seoul Office	 1
	 	 2
	Siheung R&D Campus	 1
	 	 2

	Period of 	 Number of 	
	Activity 	 Employees
	Aug. 2019–Aug. 2020	 13
Sep. 2020–Aug. 2021	 11
Sep. 2021–present	 9
Nov. 2020–Dec. 2021	 5
Jan. 2022–present	 5
Nov. 2020–Dec. 2021	 5
Jan. 2022–present	 5

Internalizing Company Core Values in Everyday Life
Core values lead an organization in a positive direction and serve as 

the principles and standards for decision-making and conduct for 

organization members. Accordingly, internalizing core values by the 

members of an organization is extremely important. Hence, the company 

has been distributing ‘culture calendars’ since 2020 with the purpose 

of encouraging employees to accept and internalize core values in 

everyday life without feeling pressured to do so. On the basis of DSME’s 

core values of trust and passion, 4 conduct values (communication, 

transparency, sense of duty, and action) and 16 behavioral norms were 

expressed as simple keywords, everyday examples, and illustrations that 

employees could identify with. About 9,000 culture calendars for 2022 

were handed out, receiving positive feedback. Currently many of them 

sit on the top of the desks of employees, faithfully serving to internalize 

core values amidst everyday life.

The 2022 Culture Calendar Brochure

*Issued by: Activities that debate and propose cases after the blue board issues them
**Reviewed by: Activities the review a case planned for development following 	
   a service request
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Organizational Health Diagnoses
DSME is working hard to create an environment where members can 

produce excellent results while experiencing meaning, value and joy 

from their work by employing thinking and behavior based on the 

company’s core values of trust and passion. Every year, the company 

carries out activities for identifying the level of health, strengths, and 

shortcomings of each organization through ‘organizational health 

diagnoses’ that involve the involvement of all office and engineering 

employees. The diagnosis items focus on the three top level items of ▲

core values, ▲outcomes, and ▲systems & behaviors, and the 6 bottom 

level items of ① establishing and sharing goals, ② work flow and 

procedure, ③ organizational structure and authority, ④ motivational 

management, ⑤ human capital development, and ⑥ communication 

and dialogue. This way, the company is able to diagnose the level of 

value internalization for employees and determine the effectiveness of 

organizational functions. 

Spreading a Culture of Positivity with Encouragement 
and Compliments
DSME is working hard to inspire a sense of accomplishment and pride 

in employees, encourage constant innovation through the spread of 

best practices, and propagate a culture of positivity by operating a 

‘rewards system for the entire company’ that involves uncovering and 

rewarding employees who made a contribution toward improving and 

advancing company values, as well as a ‘compliment breeze’ program 

that involves employees thanking and complimenting each other. The 

rewards system includes the DSME Person of the Year Award, which 

rewards the best employee and organization of the year, and the DSME 

Person of the Month Award for the best monthly performer. In 2021, 10 

DSME Person of the Year Awards (2 grand prizes, 7 best prizes, and 1 

best team award) were given, and 20 DSME Person of the Month Awards 

were awarded. Additionally, the Hall of DSME Stars, displayed on the 

company portal website transparently shares the specifics involved in 

awarding employees. The compliment breeze program began as a relay 

of compliments between employees in 2020, but in 2021, the route of 

making compliments was diversified beyond the relay method, and 

89 employees were chosen as so-called ‘compliment thumbs-ups.’ 

Furthermore, a small amount of funds was saved for donations every 

time a compliment was made, with the purpose of supporting students 

in difficult financial circumstances in the region. Accordingly, the 

company was also able to engage in social contribution activities.

Prior to 2020, the health levels of each organization were expressed as 

figures and delivered to employees, but since 2021, the company has 

been focusing on improving a voluntary and practical organizational 

culture by shedding light on organizational strengths and shortcomings 

rather than on a simple comparison of numbers. The company also 

operates company-level organizational health improvement programs, 

including an outcome interpretation guide, a toolkit for activities aimed at 

independently changing departments, and department head coaching.

Diagnosis Structure

Promotional Example for the DSME Person of the Year Award 2021 Compliment Breeze Donation Ceremony

StructureStrategy

CommunicationPeople

RewardProcess

Example of Diagnostic Results for 2020

Example of Diagnostic Results for 2020

Trust

Passion

Outcomes

(Core value)
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Mar. 2020 Workshop

DSME Technology 
Forum

Digital Transformation Implementation
Since 2020, DSME has been implementing the DSME DX (Digital 

Transformation) strategy capable of innovating existing business 

operation strategies and dramatically improving productivity, safety, 

and quality throughout the company. To this end, the company has 

built up its DX advancing roadmaps for 6 core fields and implemented 

tasks planned for 6 different fields in 2021. More than 1,000 employees 

have completed DX education programs consisting of basic, practical, 

and expert courses, including AI, big data, RPA, IoT, AR&VR courses, 

thereby leading the way toward changes in their respective fields.

In 2022, the first three years of the 1st stage of DSME DX will have been 

completed. With a focus on spreading and applying DX throughout 

offices and production sites, the company is planning on completing a 

total of 18 tasks in 6 core fields, as well as establishing the 2nd stage of 

DX advancing strategy for 2023-2025.

History of Activities

Main Results

DX Training Results 

Apr. 2020

Inauguration of the 1st DX 
implementation association

July 2020 Workshop

Sharing DSME DX strategy 
blueprints

July 2020 Outside Activities

DSME-POSCO smart technology 
exchange

Sep. 2020 CEO’s 2nd ReportOct. 2020 1st Class of DX Experts

Start of expert training by 
commissioning KAIST

Nov. 2020 Outside Activities

DSME-POSCO smart 
technology exchange

Jan. 2021 DX Workshop

2020 evaluation by the DX 
implementation association

Apr. 2021 Head of HQ Forum

Sharing and discussing 
2021 plans

May 2021 Setting up a Digital Production Center

Smart production center, and test trial control 
center on the 4th floor of Production HQ PDC #1

July 2021

Inaugurating the 2nd DX 
implementation association

Sep. 2021 2nd Class of DX Experts

Start of expert training by 
commissioning KAIST

Nov. 2021 DX Workshop

Consensus and feedback 
from executives

MAY 2020 1st Report to CEO

Core Field Main Tasks Current Status

Digital Management 
‧Simulation/data-based decision-making system 
‧Management automation following working environment and legislative changes

Development completed 
and being applied

Digital Engineering 
‧AI based design automation 
‧Building a digital thread foundation

Development completed 
and being applied

Digital Platform
‧Building a real-time communication and cooperation platform for inside and outside the company  
‧Building a platform for AI and data analysis

Development completed 
and being applied

Digital Manufacturing
‧Smart yard control system  
‧Developing and expanding application of an intelligent cooperative production robot

Development completed 
and being applied

Digital Product
‧Advancing smart ship solutions  
‧Building a digital twin and autonomous-navigation testbed

Development completed 
and being applied

Digital Culture
‧Developing and training DX human resources  
‧Expanding DX-based management by promoting DX innovation activities

Completed

Type Notes

AI
(Python)

Basic 2,005 Online (May 2021–Dec. 2021)

Bridge I 96 Online

Practical 56 Korea SW Industry Association

Bridge II 35 Online

Expert 40 KAIST (Oct. 2021–Feb. 2022)

AR&VR Basic 983 Online (May 2021–Dec. 2021)

Type Notes

Big Data
(R)

Basic 1,559 Online (May 2021–Dec. 2021)

Basic I 48 Online

Practical 28 Korea SW Industry Association

RPA
Basic 599 Online (May 2021–Dec. 2021)

Practical 25 DINC Cooperation (Oct. 2021)

IoT Basic 1,017 Online (May 2021–Dec. 2021)

DX Implementation System

DX Advancement Association

Standing Committee
Assistant Administrator

Digital 
Management

Digital 
Manufacturing

Digital 
Platform

Digital 
Engineering

Digital 
Product

Digital 
Culture

Project Management Office

Implementation Organization

Implementation System

Main Decision-making Organization
Operation Cycle 
Main Roles

DX Advancement Association
Weekly	
‧	Strengthening the driving force for DX 

throughout the company and supporting 
discussions and decision-making on major 
issues

‧		Discussing and deciding major pending 
issues through regular weekly meetings and 
assistant administrator meetings

Number of Employees Number of Employees 

Advancing DSME DX
Prepared content

DSME DX implementation
direction and strategy
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Office Productivity Innovation – Work Revolution
DSME is working hard to create a company and an environment where 

employees are eager to work by improving institutions and systems. 

Beginning with the ‘Work Redesign’ program in 2020, which removed 

inefficiencies throughout office work, including job assignments, 

meetings, and a culture of reporting and instructing, the company 

subsequently implemented the ‘Work Revolution’ program in 2021. 

Work Revolution focuses on office automation to maximize office 

productivity through a host of system improvement/development 

activities. Furthermore, in order to raise the level of experience 

for actual employees in regard to work productivity, tips for using 

common software were promoted and provided so that employees 

could personally apply them to their work.

Work Revolution was advanced separately in two categories: structure/

cognition and system. In particular, for the system category, the 

company portal that employees had mainly used was rebuilt and 

a cloud document management system was adopted to increase 

convenience by way of editing, saving, and sharing documents in 

real time on the internet. Also, a cooperation system was adopted 

to pursue a diversity of cooperation styles between employees. 

Additionally, a constant mix of education and promotional activities 

provided help in establishing and utilizing the new system.

In 2022, the company is planning on transitioning to the ‘Work 

Revolution Plus’ program, which focuses on improving processes 

involving company core tasks, and continuing to create training 

and application cases to serve employee adjustment with regard to 

revitalizing cooperation systems and cloud work environments.

Work Revolution Activity Results	          	               (2021)

Issuing the viewing of 
work tips together

3times

Live broadcast of the 
new document man-

agement system

8times

Activities to improve the 
culture of reporting

3divisions

A visiting service using 
MS cloud

75departments 

Card news

10times

Cases utilizing 
MS cloud for work

20departments

Structure/Cognition

System
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Information Security
Information Security Control System
As a major industrial technology company, DSME carries out a variety of policies and activities to secure important information, including national 

core technologies, and to comply with relevant international standards, and foreign and domestic laws. The company has acquired and maintained 

the ISO/IEC 27001 certification—the international standard for information security control systems. The company has also designated a chief 

information security officer (CISO) and runs a reporting and information security committee. Through its security declaration, DSME clearly shares 

with employees the information assets and policy that it is required to secure.

In 2021, the company established a security management department to boost its security policy along the lines of information asset security and 

hacking prevention. This way, the company transferred security tasks performed by a system subsidiary to a regular permanent organization within 

the company and also reorganized its security-related regulations. In addition, the company is reinforcing its security activities through system 

investment and upgrades, as well as simulation training against malicious emails.

CEO

Security Chief (Head of Security 
Management Department)

Information Security 
Committee

‧Intelligence Service/Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy
‧Public Prosecutors’ Office/National Police Agency
‧Security related associations

Defense Industry Security 
(Naval & Special ship)

Physical Security (General 
Affairs Department)

Government Offices/Associations

Information Security 
Affairs Committee

Current Work Organization Current Work Organization Current Work Organization Current Work Organization

Security administrator (organizer) Security administrator (organizer) Security administrator (organizer) Security administrator (organizer)

Security officer Security officer Security officer Security officer

Control Organization

Control System
Main decision-making organization
Operation cycle
Chairperson and main roles

Application scope of  the Information 
Security Management System

Information Security Committee
Operated by a chairperson-supervised group meeting of executives 
Chair: CEO
Main roles
- Deliberating the adequacy and effectiveness of key policies for security management
- Deliberating accident processing following an industrial security report (reward, punishment)
- Deliberating transfer or reception of national core technologies 
- Deliberating the adequacy of security levels for national core technologies
- Deliberating mid-to-long term security management roadmaps
- 	Other items that require cooperation and mediation in the course of performing security 

management duties

Information Security Affairs Committee
Operated frequently when issues arise
Chair: CISO 
(Chief Information Security Officer)
Main roles
- 	Reviewing/deliberating key policies 

and issues for security management
- 	Other items delegated by the Infor-

mation Security Committee

Practicing Systematic 
Risk Management

DSME is practicing risk management activities in 
preparation for potential future risks by performing 
activities that identify risks that threaten the 
sustainability of the company and removing 
risk elements based on foreign and domestic 
issue analysis and stakeholder communication. 
One area of concern is the increasing number 
of hacking incidents and cyberattacks aimed at 
seizing technologies and data directly connected 
to corporate survival. In response to these hack 
incidents and cyberattacks, the company is running 
an information security management system 
that will ensure its future survival. Additionally, 
to improve the credibility of company financial 
statements and field a legal response related to 
external audits and accounting, DSME has formed an 
independent organization dedicated to an internal 
accounting control system, thereby performing the 
overall reorganization of internal accounting control 
and operating systems and advancing accounting-
related processes and systems for the entire 
company.

The Information Security Management System manages the security of design and production technology information
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Trend of Employee Responses After The 
Malicious Email Response Training

*Infection rate: Running files containing malware or entering in personal 	
  information

Q4 2021 Q1 2022

Q4 2021

Rate of opening 
emails

Infection 
rate*

Q1 2022

24%

9%

20%

4%

4% decrease

5% decrease

Security Risk Management
DSME identifies hacking incidents, resulting from hacking (spam) 

emails and employee security data leaks, as major risks and is 

strengthening employee training and awareness to prevent these leaks 

from happening. The company is making preparations against hacking 

(spam) emails by reorganizing its spam reporting process and through 

simulation training against malicious emails. The company is working 

hard to raise employee security awareness by designating the first 

Monday of each month as a day of security for the entire company and 

by getting employees to read security training materials without fail. 

Furthermore, the company is sharing the results of the independent 

training regarding response to malicious emails with employees in 

order to raise security awareness.

Current State of Information Security
Since 2022,  DSME has been 

operating the DSME Cybersecurity 

Control Center to carry out active 

security control ,  detect real 

time intrusion threats, and take 

systematic action together with 

professional security businesses. 

By establishing a mid-to-long 

term information security strategy 

through security consulting, the 

company continues to actively 

invest, improve institutions, and reorganize systems in order to prepare 

against the continuing increase of cyberattacks.

Security Accident Prevention Activities in 2021

Malicious email response training

Raising awareness using card news/
Haeoreum-teo (internal newsletter)

CEO’s mesage

2times

6times

1time

Current State of the Security System

Operating an internet firewall, intrusion detection/prevention, and a spam blocking system to prevent cyber intrusion incidents, and fundamentally 
block unauthorized computerized equipment from connecting to the company network
Document encryption, security over printouts, and media control are applied to prevent internal information assets from leaking. Virus vaccines, the 
blocking of unauthorized programs, and physical network separation for defense industry zones (separation between the business network and the 
internet network) are applied to prevent intrusion incidents.
Building the DSME Cybersecurity Control Center to carry out security control at all times—24 hours a day, 365 days a year—through an outside 
professional business.
Operating a real-time, integrated security control system that automates and visualizes information leaks and outside intrusion control tasks in order 
to maximize security control tasks.
Applying the same policy across all workplaces (including subsidiaries and in-house suppliers) connected to the network and blocking malware/
ransomware distribution sites by means of self-monitoring

Item

Network

Client

Integrated security 
control

Subsidiaries and 
suppliers

1. Assets under protection
- 	Confidential corporate information, national core 

technologies, and personal information
- 	Important task information created and managed in 

the course of carrying out duties
- 	Facilities, media, and equipment of the information 

system for supporting tasks
- 	The physical place related to carrying out duties and 

the work environment related to the equipment

Key Content of the Security Declaration 

2. Asset security policy 
- 	Building and implementing a security management system for protecting 

tangible and intangible assets
- 	Establishing and implementing administrative, physical, and technical security 

policies regarding tangible and intangible assets
- 	Establishing and implementing an education plan for improving the power of 	

all employees to implement security policies
- 	Establishing and implementing basic measures for security accident management, 

business continuity (disaster prevention) management, and fulfilling legal bases.Security Declaration

Current ICT Security System Status

Security Card News
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Raw Material Sourcing Risks
In 2021, the entire shipbuilding industry faced risks emerging from 

steel plate prices, the most important material in the industry, after 

recording huge losses due to skyrocketing steel plate prices. Thick 

plates—the steel plates used in the shipbuilding industry—require 

a high-level of technology during production, but more importantly, 

they command exponentially increasing transport costs with longer 

transport distances. Thus, it is difficult to develop an alternative supply 

chain other than using a limited supply chain with monopolistic 

locations in Korea and neighboring countries. The company is currently 

doing its best in negotiations to minimize the harm from skyrocketing 

prices by negotiating quarterly and half-yearly with two large steel 

mills in Korea. Apart from the steel mills, the company is also doing its 

utmost to build future-oriented, strategic cooperative relationships by 

developing new products, such as high manganese steel. Moreover, 

the company will engage in close negotiations with clients, with 

the purpose of reasonably dispersing the risk of soaring/falling raw 

materials prices by expanding its linked price agreement for key raw 

materials.

Conflict Minerals Risk
Although the company does not directly import conflict minerals, these 

minerals might be included among procured parts and materials due 

to the characteristics of the composite assembly industry. By jointly 

taking part in international initiatives, such as RMI (Responsible Minerals 

Initiative), with KOSHIPA, the company has begun discussions on its role 

regarding the creation of responsible future supply chains as a member 

of the international community. The company will make sure to share 

the decisions and goals of the company with stakeholders as soon as it 

comes to a conclusion.

Accounting Reform Project
The company continues to implement accounting reform project in 

order to improve accounting transparency and the congruence of 

financial information. Accounting reform project is being implemented 

in three stages: In 2021, the company focused on the stage for 

Advancing Production Cost Settlement-activities advancing the 

production cost settlement process and system-and strengthened 

record management and system verification for production cost 

settlement, along with providing useful production cost information 

using actual cost tracking. In 2022, the company is accelerating 

activities that improve the effectiveness of accounting information 

based on financial accounting records. Pushing forward accounting 

reform project across the company is hugely contributes to consistency 

in accounting practices as well as effectiveness for internal accounting 

controls, creating the synergistic effect of improving the efficiency of 

accounting tasks and preventing business risks.

Internal Accounting Control
Following the amended Act on External Audit of Stock Companies 

enforced in November 2018, DSME reestablished a set of internal 

accounting control regulations, formed an independent internal 

accounting control organization, reorganized its control and 

overall operating system and related processes. Thus, by means of 

independent evaluations every business year, the company develops 

preventative activities and institutional improvements. The company 

carries out inspections of the operative conditions of internal 

accounting control twice or more every business year, examining at 

all times the effectiveness, and undergoes a substantive audit by an 

outside auditor, as well as an evaluation by the Audit Committee, an 

organization independent from the company. Furthermore, evaluation 

results are reported by the CEO to the general meeting of shareholders, 

the BOD, and the Audit Committee.

‧	Report to the internal accounting administrator 
by establishing a direction for operating and 
inspection, including an improvement plan for the 
shortcomings of the previous year.

‧Perform twice a year to secure the effectiveness of 	
	 control items, excluding the inspection period
‧	Inspecting whether changes to the control items 

in the first half of the year were adequately 
incorporated.

‧	Reviewing and assessing whether the design of 
the controls created is adequate

‧	Inspecting whether changes in organizations and 
processes have been adequately reflected

‧Additional review of the internal accounting 	
	 organization and relevant executives.

‧	A third party verifies the control performance 
process and its results by checking actual proof 
using samples automatically extracted according 
to the frequency of occurrence.

‧Additional review of the internal accounting 	
	 organization and relevant executives.

‧An audit firm carries out a substantive audit of the 	
	 design/management assessment by the company
‧Reporting the results to a general meeting of 	
  	 shareholders, the BOD and the Audit Committee.

Establishing an 
inspection plan

Performing 
Change 
Management

Design 
Assessment 
of Control 
Activities

Management 
Assessment 
of Control 
Activities

Internal 
Accounting 
Control System 
Audit and Report

1

2

3

4

5

Internal Accounting Control System Operating Procedures

1 
Improving 
Accounting 
Congruence

Improving Accounting Transparency and Financial 
Information Congruence

2

Advancing 
Production Cost 

Settlement

3 
Improving the 
Effectiveness 
of Accounting 
Information

‧	Fulfilling the Legal Requirements of 
Accounting & Tax Affairs

‧	Building E-accounting System Infrastructure
‧	Systematizing the Accounting Settlement

‧	Upgrading the Production Cost 
Calculation System

‧	Reestablishing and Standardization of 
Distribution Standards

‧	Minimizing Settlement Closing Errors

‧	Advancing Profit and Loss Reports and 
Settlement Analysis

‧	Improving the Completeness and 
Timeliness of Financial Statements

‧	Providing Useful Accounting Information in 
a Timely Manner

'18.03

'20.06

'20.10

'21.08

'22.02

'22.12
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Audit Report

Samil PwC
Audit report by an independent auditor
To DSME shareholders and board members:

Audit Opinion

We have audited the consolidated financial statements of Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine 
Engineering Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries (henceforth referred to as “the Consolidated Company”, 
which comprise the consolidated balance sheet as at December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, 
and the consolidated statement of financial position, consolidated statement of comprehensive 
income, consolidated statement of changes in stockholders’ equity, and consolidated cash flow 
statement for the year then ended, and notes to the consolidated financial statements, including a 
summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material 
respects, the consolidated financial position of the Consolidated Company as at December 31, 
2021 and December 31, 2020 and (of) its consolidated financial performance and its consolidated 
cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with the Korean version of International Financial 
Reporting Standards (K-IFRS).

Basis for the Audit Opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with the auditing standards of the Republic of Korea. Our 
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the 
Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the 
Consolidated Company in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit 
of the consolidated financial statements in the Republic of Korea, and we have fulfilled our other 
ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence 
we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for Consolidated 

Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial 
statements in accordance with those requirements of the K-IFRS relevant to preparing such 
consolidated financial statements, and for such internal control as management determines is 
necessary to enable the preparation of the consolidated financial statements that are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the 
Consolidated Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters 
relating to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management 
either intends to liquidate the Company or to cease operations.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Consolidated Company’s 
financial reporting process.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements of the 
consolidated companies as a whole are free from material misstatements, whether due to fraud 
or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high 
level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with the auditing 
standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from 
fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably 
be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated 
financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with the auditing standards, we exercise professional judgment 
and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:

· Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, 	
	 whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, 	
	 and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 	
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March 14, 2022 

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul 

Samil PwC CEO Hoon-soo Yoon 

	 opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than 	
	 for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 	
	 misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
· Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 	
	 procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 	
	 opinion on the effectiveness of the Consolidated Company’s internal control. 
· Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, 	
	 including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the 	
	 underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
· Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting 	
	 and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to 	
	 events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Consolidated Company’s ability to 	
	 continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required 	
	 to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial 	
	 statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are 	
	 based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future 	
	 events or conditions may cause the Consolidated Company to cease to continue as a going 	
	 concern.
· Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, 	
	 including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the 	
	 underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
· Obtain sufficient and suitable audit evidence related to the financial information of the company 	
	 or business activities within the group to express an opinion about the consolidated financial 	
	 statements. We are responsible for the command, supervision, and performance of the group 	
	 audit and entirely responsible for the audit opinion.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned 
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in 

internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with 
relevant ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all 
relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and 
where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters 
that were of most significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current 
period and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report 
unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare 
circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the 
adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest 
benefits of such communication.
The engagement partner who carried out the audit that served as the basis of this audit report is 
CPA Dae-hyun Ju.

This audit report is valid as of the date of the audit report (March 14, 2022). Therefore, an event 

may have a material impact on the accompanying consolidated financial statements of the 

Consolidated Company between the date of the audit report and the time when the report is 

read, and consequently, this audit report may be modified.
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GRI Standard Index

Topic	 Indicator	 Content	 Pages	 Notes

Stakeholder	 102-40	 List of stakeholder groups	 15	 	

Engagement	 102-41	 Collective bargaining agreements	 38	 	

	 102-42	 Identifying and selecting stakeholders	 15	 	

	 102-43	 Approach to stakeholder engagement	 12	 	

	 102-44	 Key topics and concerns raised	 12	 	

Reporting 	 102-45	 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements	 08	 	

Practice	 102-46	 Defining report content and topic Boundaries	 02	 	

	 102-47	 List of material topics	 12	 	

	 102-48	 Restatements of information	 n/a	 	

	 102-49	 Changes in reporting	 n/a	 	

	 102-50	 Reporting period	 02	 	

	 102-51	 Date of most recent report	 02	 	

	 102-52	 Reporting cycle	 02	 	

	 102-53	 Contact point for questions regarding the report	 02	 	

	 102-54	 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards	 02	 	

	 102-55	 GRI content index	 60~61	 	

	 102-56	 External assurance	 62~63	

GRI Universal Standards (GRI 100)
Topic	 Indicator	 Content	 Pages	 Notes

Organizational	 102-1	 Name of the organization	 05	

Profile	 102-2	 Activities, brands, products, and services	 05	

	 102-3	 Location of headquarters	 05	

	 102-4	 Location of operations	 08	

	 102-5	 Ownership and legal form	 44	

	 102-6	 Markets served	 08	

	 102-7	 Scale of the organization	 05	

	 102-8	 Information on employees and other workers	 05, Factbook	

	 102-9	 Supply chain	 08, 39~40, 56	

	 102-10	 Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain	 n/a	

	 102-11	 Precautionary Principle or approach	 54~56	

	 102-12	 External initiatives	 14, 26~29	

	 102-13	 Membership of associations	 65	

Strategy	 102-14	 Statement from senior decision-maker	 04	

	 102-15	 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities	 06~07	

Ethics and	 102-16	 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior	 46~49	

Integrity	 102-17	 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics	 48	

Governance	 102-18	 Governance structure	 44~45	 	

	 102-21	 Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental,and social topics	 15~16	

	 102-22	 Composition of the highest governance body and its committees	 44~45	

	 102-23	 Chair of the highest governance body	 44~45	

	 102-24	 Nominating and selecting the highest governance body	 44~45	

	 102-30	 Effectiveness of risk management processes	 11	 	

	 102-32	 Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting	 44	 	

	 102-33	 Communicating critical concerns	 45	 	

	 102-34	 Nature and total number of critical concerns	 45	 	

	 102-35	 Remuneration policies	 45	
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Topic	 	 Indicator	 Content	 Pages	   Notes

Economic	 	 201-1	 Direct economic value generated and distributed	 09	 No reports by country

Performance	 	 201-2	 Financial implications and other risks and	 26~29
	 	 	 opportunities due to climate change	

Indirect economic 	 203-1	 Infrastructure investments and services supported	 41~42	

Impacts	 	 203-2	 Significant indirect economic impacts	 09, 41~42	

Procurement	 	 204-1	 Proportion of spending on local suppliers	 40

Practices

Anti-corruption	 	 205-2	 Communication and training about  	 48~49
	 	 	 anti-corruption policies and procedures

Topic	 Indicator	 Content	 Pages	 Notes

Energy	 302-1	 Energy consumption within the organization	 29

Water	 303-5	 Water consumption	 Factbook

Emissions	 305-1	 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions	 29	

	 305-2	 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions	 29	

	 305-7	 Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX),	 Factbook	
	 		 and other significant air emissions	

Waste	 306-1	 Waste generation and significant waste-related impacts	 Factbook

	 306-2	 Management of significant waste-related impacts	 Factbook

Economic Performance (GRI 200)

Environmental Performance(GRI 300)

401-1	 New employee hires and employee turnover	 Factbook

401-2	 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are	 Factbook
	 not provided to temporary or part-time employees	

401-3	 Parental leave	 	 	 Factbook

403-1	 Occupational health and safety management system	 31~34	

403-2	 Hazard identification, risk assessment,	 Factbook
	 and incident investigation	

403-3	 Occupational health services	 31~34	

403-4	 Worker participation, consultation, and communication	 31~34
	 on occupational health and safety	

403-5	 Worker training on occupational health and safety	 31~34	

403-6	 Promotion of worker health	 31~34	

403-7	 Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and	 31~34	
	 safety impacts directly linked by business relationships

403-8	 Workers covered by an occupational health and	 31~34
	 safety management system	

103-1	 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary	 13

103-2	 The management approach and its components	 13

103-3	 Evaluation of the management approach	 13

 404-1	 Average hours of training per year per employee	 36

404-2	 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition	 35
	 assistance programs

404-3	 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance	 Factbook
	 and career development reviews

412-2	 Employee training on human rights policies or	 38
	 procedures

413-1	 Operations with local community engagement,	 41~42
	 impact assessments, and development programs

Employment

Occupational 
Health and 
Safety

Management
Approach

Training and 
Education

Human rights
Assessment

Local 
Communities

Social Performance (GRI 400)
Topic	 Indicator	 Content	 Pages	 Notes
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Independent Assurance Statement

Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering Co., Ltd. (“the Company” or “DSME”) commissioned 
DNV Business Assurance Korea, Ltd. (“DNV”, “we” or “us”), part of DNV Group, to undertake 
independent assurance of its DSME Integrated Report (the “Report”).

Based on non-financial data, sustainability activities and performance data of 2021 generated 
from the Company, DNV has assessed the adherence to the Reporting Principles for defining 
report content set forth in the GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards 2020 and assessed the 
quality of sustainability performance information. DNV has found that the material topics which 
are identified by the Company’s materiality assessment process are linked to relevant topic-
specific disclosures of GRI Standards 2020 as follows;

Without affecting our assurance opinion, we also provide the following observations:

Stakeholder Inclusiveness
The participation of stakeholders in developing and achieving an accountable and strategic 
response to sustainability. 
DSME defined clients, shareholders and investment institutions, employees, suppliers, 
community members, government, and the business world as their major stakeholder groups. 
The communication activities with the selected stakeholders and their key issue of interest are 
described in the report. DSME has conducted a survey on each stakeholder and the raised issues 
were reflected in the materiality assessment process. The final selected material topics are 

Our Opinion: On the basis of the work undertaken, nothing came to our attention to suggest that 
the Report does not properly describe DSME’s adherence to the Assurance Principles described 
below. In terms of reliability of the performance data, nothing came to our attention to suggest 
that these data have not been properly collated from information reported at operational level, 
nor that the assumptions used were inappropriate. We believe that the Report adopts the ‘Core’ 
option of the GRI Standards.

No. Material Topic GRI Disclosure

1
Opportunities in Eco-
Friendly Products & 
Clean Technology

Non-GRI

2 Human Capital 
Development 401-2, 404-1~3

3 Access to 
Communications 201-1, 203-1, 204-1

No. Material Topic GRI Disclosure

4 Product Safety & Quality Non-GRI

5 Labor Management 412-2

reported in conjunction with the related stakeholders in the report.

Materiality
The process for determining the issues that are most relevant to an organization and its 
stakeholders. 
DSME has conducted the materiality assessment to prepare the Report. The relevant 18 issue 
pool has been derived by reviewing the issues from international initiatives and global ESG-
related survey/assessment institutions, and benchmarking in the same industry. And the final 5 
material topics were selected by analysing the impact of business and stakeholder’s interest. DNV 
confirmed the relevant material topics prioritized from the process are addressed in the report.

Sustainability Context
The presentation of the organization’s performance in the wider context of sustainability. 
DSME has established an ESG Committee and constituted the dedicated organization to 
enhance the role of ESG. DSME introduces the sustainability activities in aligned with the UN 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) connected to their business area and shows the Value 
Creation Process in terms of Economic, Social and Environmental aspects of business activities 
in the report. DNV expects that DSME could report measurable targets for mid- and long-term 
sustainability aspects in the future reporting and the progress. And DNV recommends that 
the company’s sustainability issues identified from the value chain analysis and materiality 
assessment will be managed in conjunction with company’s sustainability key tasks.

Completeness
The depth of information that has been identified as material to the organization and its 
stakeholders is reported. 
DSME provides stakeholders with in details on how to response material topics, and their 
major activities and performances during the reporting period. The reporting boundary is set 
to include sustainability activities and outcomes from all business sites in Korea such as head 
office (Okpo shipyard), Seoul office and Siheung R&D campus. DNV confirmed that the Material 
topics selected through the materiality assessment are not missed in terms of the spatial and 
time boundaries.
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Competence and Independence
DNV’s established policies and procedures are designed to ensure that DNV, its personnel and, where applicable, others 
are subject to independence requirements (including personnel of other entities of DNV) and maintain independence 
where required by relevant ethical requirements. This engagement work was carried out by an independent team of 
sustainability assurance professionals. This engagement work was carried out by an independent team of sustainability 
assurance professionals.

DNV - Business Assurance
DNV Business Assurance Korea Ltd. is part of DNV Group, a global provider of certification, verification, assessment and 
training services, helping customers to build sustainable business performance.
www.dnv.co.kr/assurance

June 15, 2022 
For and on behalf of DNV Business Assurance 

Korea Ltd.
Seoul, Korea

Report Quality
The accuracy and comparability of information presented in the Report, as well as the quality 
of underlying data management systems.
DNV has sampled data and tested accuracy and reliability of the sustainability performance data 
of the Company. We interviewed the responsible for the subject data handling and reviewed 
the data gathering process with the supporting documents and records. Based on the test, 
the intentional error or misstatement is not noted. Data owners were able to demonstrate to 
trace the origin of the data and to interpret the processed data in a reliable manner. The data 
was identifiable and traceable. The Company reports the sustainability performance of the last 
five years and can be compared over time. Any errors or unclear expressions found during the 
verification process were corrected prior to the publication of the Report.

Scope and Approach
We performed our work using DNV’s assurance methodology VeriSustain™ Principles which 
is based on our professional experience, international assurance best practices including the 
International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000 (“ISAE 3000”), and the Global Reporting 
Initiative Sustainability Reporting Standards (“GRI Standards”).
We evaluated the Report for adherence to the principles of stakeholder inclusiveness, materiality, 
sustainability context, completeness. We used the GRI Quality of Information Principles (Accuracy, 
Balance, Clarity, Comparability, Reliability and Timeliness) as criteria for evaluating performance 
information, together with DSME’s data protocols for how the data are measured, recorded and reported.
The engagement excludes the sustainability management, performance and reporting practices 
of DSME’s subsidiaries except DSME, associated companies, suppliers, contractors and any 
third-parties mentioned in the Report. We did not interview external stakeholders as part of this 
assurance engagement. Economic performance based on the financial data is cross-checked 
with internal documents, the audited consolidated financial statements and the announcement 
disclosed at the website of Korea Financial Supervisory Service (http://dart.fss.or.kr) as well as 
DSME’s website (www.dsme.co.kr). The review of financial data taken from these sources is not 
within the scope of our work.
We planned and performed our work to obtain the evidence we considered necessary to provide 
a basis for our assurance opinion. We are providing a ‘limited level’ of assurance.
Limited depth of evidence gathering including inquiry and analytical procedures and limited 

sampling at lower levels in the company were applied. The baseline data for environmental and 
social performance are not verified, while the aggregated data at the corporate level are used for 
the verification.

Basis of Our Opinion
The assurance was carried out from May to June 2022. We undertook the following activities as 
part of the assurance process:
• Challenged the sustainability-related statements and claims made in the Report and assessed 	
	 the robustness of the underlying data management system, information flow and controls;
• Site visits to DSME HQ in Geo-Je, Korea to review process and system for preparing sustainability 	
	 data and implementation of sustainability strategy.
• Conducted interviews with representatives from the various departments;
• Conducted document reviews, data sampling and interrogation of supporting databases and 	
	 associated reporting system as they relate to selected content and performance data;
• Reviewed the process and the result of materiality assessment.

Responsibilities of the Directors of DSME and DNV
The Directors of DSME have sole responsibility for the preparation of the Report. Our statement represents our 
independent opinion and is intended to inform all stakeholders. DNV was not involved in the preparation of any 
statements or data included in the Report except for this Assurance Statement. DNV’s assurance engagements are based 
on the assumption that the data and information provided by the client to us as part of our review have been provided 
in good faith. DNV expressly disclaims any liability or co-responsibility for any decision a person or an entity may make 
based on this Independent Assurance Statement.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions Verification Statement

Verification Target
Korean Foundation for Quality (hereinafter “KFQ”) has conducted the verification of “2021 
Report on Quantity of emitted Greenhouse gas and Energy Consumption (hereinafter 
‘Inventory Report”) for DSME CO., Ltd. (hereinafter ’the Company’)

Verification Scope
KFQ’s verification was focused on all the facilities which emitted the greenhouse gas 
during the year of 2021 under the Company’s operational control and organizational 
boundary.  

Verification Criteria
The Verification is based on ‘Rule for emission reporting and certification of greenhouse gas 
emission tranding Scheme (Notification No. 2021-278 of Ministry of Environment)’

Verification Procedure
The Verification has been planned and conducted as the ‘Rules for verification of 
operating the greenhouse gas emission trading scheme’, and the level of assurance for 
verification shall be satisfied as reasonable level of assurance. And it confirmed through 
the internal review whether the process before the verification conducted effectively.  

Verification Limitation
The verification shall contain the potential inherent limitation in the process of application 
of the verification criteria and methodology.

Verification Statement on 2021 Greenhouse Gas Emisson Report

Verification Opinions
Regarding to the data of the Greenhouse Gas Emission and Energy Consumption from the 
report through the verification, KFQ provides our verification opinions as below;

Report Year Emission of Scope1 Emission of Scope2 Total Annual Emission

2021 101,295 195,471 296,766

(unit : ton CO2eq)

June 8th, 2022
Korean Foundation for Quality (KFQ) CEO Ji-Young Song

1)	The Inventory Report has been stated in accordance with ‘Rule for emission reporting 	
	 and certification of greenhouse gas emission tranding Scheme’

2)	The result of Material discrepancy satisfied the criteria for an organization that emits 	
	 more than 500,000 tCO2-e shall not exceed 5% from total emission as per “Greenhouse 	
	 Gas and Energy Target Management Scheme”

3)	Thus, KFQ conclude that the Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Energy Consumption 	
	 of the Company in 2021 is correctly calculated and stated in accordance with ‘Rules for 	
	 verification of operating the greenhouse gas emission trading scheme’.
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Major Associations And Societies To 
Which DSME Belongs

Departments Which Contributed To 
The Preparation Of This Report

Business Management Department
Utility & Equipment Support Department
Technology Planning Department
Corporate Culture Department
External Public Relations Department
Legal Planning Department
Security Management Department
Business Planning Department
Co-prosperity Planning Department 
Safety & Health Planning Department
Duty Diagnosis Department 2
Human Resources Department 1
Human Resources Department 2
Finance Planning Department
Procurement Planning Department
Legal Planning Department
Investment & Planning Department
Naval & Special Ship Business Planning Department
Quality Planning Part
Process Innovation Department
Environmental Management Department
Accounting Management Department

Planning, Leading the Report 
ESG Office

Blue Board

English Translation Supervision 
Ship Business Management Department 2
Project HSE Management Department

Korea Offshore & Shipbuilding
Association

The Society of Naval Architects of
Korea

Korea Defense Industry
Association

KEF Corporate Safety and Health
Committee

Korea LNG Bunkering Industry
Association

The Korea Gas Union

Korea Listed Companies
Association

Korea AEO Association

Korea Industrial Technology
Association

The Korea Association for
Industrial Technology Security

Korea Project Management
Association

The Korean Welding and Joining
Society

Korea Association of Robot
Industry

Korea Customs Logistics
Association

The Korean Society of Ocean
Engineers

Korea Hydrogen Industry
Association
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Environment

Resource Circulation Performance*

GHG Emission and Energy Usage 

*Activities controlling final disposal by increasing the recycled material from waste by managing the actual recycled amount and the final disposal amount, 
  starting from when the waste was generated to final disposal
**Performance for 2017 is based on a system prior to the one implemented in 2018 

Category	 	 2017**	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

Final disposal rate	 Government target	 -	 37.52	 37.52	 46.78	 46.78

(Achievement: Less than 	 Company	 54.22	 46.78	 47.22	 28.66	 23.85

the government target)	 performance

Final disposal rate	 Government target	 -	 24.24	 24.24	 25.02	 25.02

(Achievment: More than	 Company	 21.38	 24.26	 25.44	 52.47	 60.83

 government target)	 performance

Category	 Unit	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

CO2	 tCO2eq	 403,190	 428,183	 442,312	 358,736	 294,680

CH4	 tCO2eq	 409	 346	 378	 279	 205

N2O	 tCO2eq	 1,619	 1,721	 1,920	 1,388	 1,881

Total emissions	 tCO2eq	 405,217	 430,250	 444,610	 360,403	 296,766

Percentage of direct emissions	 %	 38	 38	 42	 36	 34

Percentage of indirect emissions	 %	 62	 62	 58	 64	 66

Energy usage	 TJ	 7,146	 7,614	 7,749	 6,434	 5,416

Sales (separate)	 100 million KRW	 106,340	 95,998	 83,176	 70,416	 44,855

GHG emissions per KRW	 tCO2eq/100 million KRW (sales)	 3.81	 4.48	 5.35	 5.12	 6.62

Energy usage per KRW	 TJ/100 million KRW (sales)	 0.067	 0.079	 0.093	 0.091	 0.121

444,610430,250405,217 360,403
296,766

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

153,982 163,495     186,736	 128,236    101,295

251,235 266,755     257,874	 232,167 195,471

7,7497,6147,146

6,434
5,416

Unit

%

%

%

%

GHG Emissions (Scope 1 & 2) (Unit: tCO2eq)

Scope 1

Scope 2

Energy Usage (Unit: TJ)
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Environmental Pollutant Emission 

Category	 	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

Toxic substance usage	 	 	 	 0.001	 	

Chemical emissions 	 	 1,878	 2,046	 1,796	 1,187	 671		

COD(mg/l)	 	 0.369	 0.378	 0.381	 0.25	 0.160	

SS(mg/l)	 		 0.112	 0.088	 0.069	 0.041	 0.035	

Seawater quality within the company	 COD: 1.4		 COD: 1 	 COD: 1 	 COD: 0.9 	 COD: 2 	

	 	 DO: 8.3	 DO: 8.5	 DO: 8.6	 DO: 9.7	 DO: 7.9	

Air quality within	 PM10	 47		 51	 49	 42	 21	

the company	 Sox	 0.004		 0.005	 0.004	 0.004	 0.004	

	 O3	 0.031		 0.03	 0.03	 0.03	 0.029	

	 Nox	 0.013		 0.02	 0.015	 0.013	 0.014	

BTEX and TPH test results for 	 Adequate		 Adequate	 Adequate	 Adequate	 	

soil contamination	 	 	 	 	 	  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	  	

	 	 	 	 	 	

Water usage	 	 2,676,786		 2,941,804	 2,777,285	 2,639,266	 2,297,929	

Total wastewater 	 	 1,189,734		 1,100,593	 1,123,724	 997,475	 771,445	

Recycled wastewater	 	 286,527		 308,471	 225,642	 261,975	 162,025	

Total treated wastewater	 26,574	 28,138	 28,444	 27,121	 19,294

Total waste generated	 	 88,628		 82,033	 78,917	 71,443	 53,195	

Waste by disposal 	 Recycled 	 30,473		 28,278	 27,156	 26,251	 20,137	

method	 Incinerated	 21,903		 20,142	 19,636	 16,218	 8,129	

	 Buried 	 11,494		 10,552	 7,990	 6,977	 4,890	

	 Other/physicochemical	 24,758		 23,062	 24,135	 21,996	 20,040

	 treatment	

Environmental Management System, 
Energy Management System Certificates

Place and date: For the issuing office:
Seoul, 28 November 2019 DNV GL - Business Assurance

18F, Kyobo Bldg., 1, Jong-ro, Jongno-gu, 
Seoul, Korea

   

Jang Sup, Lee
Management Representative

Lack of fulfilment of conditions as set out in the Certification Agreement may render this Certificate invalid.
ACCREDITED UNIT: DNV GL Business Assurance Korea Ltd, 18F Kyobo Bldg., 1 Jong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea. TEL:+82 2 723 7593. 
dnvgl.kr/assurance

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
CERTIFICATE
Certificate No:
49130-2009-AE-KOR-KAB

Initial certification date:
13 December 2002

Valid:
28 November 2019 - 27 November 2022

This is to certify that the management system of

Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine 
Engineering Co., Ltd. Okpo shipyard
3370, Geojedae-ro,Geoje-si, Gyeongsangnam-do, 53302, Korea
and the sites as mentioned in the appendix accompanying this certificate

has been found to conform to the Environmental Management System standard:
ISO 14001:2015

This certificate is valid for the following scope:
Design, Manufacture/Building, Installation and Servicing of Ships, Naval 
ships, Submarine & special Vessels, On-shore/Off-shore Structures, 
Industrial Machineries and Plants

Certificate of Registration
ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - ISO 50001:2018

This is to certify that: Daewoo Shipbuilding
& Marine Engineering Co.,Ltd.
OKPO Shipbuilding yard
3370
Geoje-daero
Geoje-si
Gyeongsangnam-do
53302
Republic of Korea

Holds Certificate No: ENMS 717082
and operates an Energy Management System which complies with the requirements of ISO 50001:2018 for the
following scope:

The construction and installation of shipbuilding and offshore.

For and on behalf of BSI:
Chris Cheung, Head of Compliance & Risk - Asia Pacific

Original Registration Date: 2014-10-14 Effective Date: 2019-11-06
Latest Revision Date: 2019-11-06 Expiry Date: 2022-11-05

Page: 1 of 1

This certificate was issued electronically and remains the property of BSI and is bound by the conditions of contract.
An electronic certificate can be authenticated online.
Printed copies can be validated at www.bsigroup.com/ClientDirectory or telephone +82 2 777 4123.

Information and Contact: BSI, Kitemark Court, Davy Avenue, Knowlhill, Milton Keynes MK5 8PP. Tel: + 44 345 080 9000
BSI Assurance UK Limited, registered in England under number 7805321 at 389 Chiswick High Road, London W4 4AL, UK.
A Member of the BSI Group of Companies.

Unit

ton

ton

mg/l

mg/l

mg/l

mg/l

㎍/㎥

ppm

ppm

ppm

ton

ton

ton

ton

ton

ton

ton

ton

ton

 Inadequate result 
for one location 

(154K substation) 	 
→ Completed the 

detailed soil survey  
and soil remediation
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Social

Safety Performance

Health Performance

*Calculated using mortality rate per 10,000 workers(Serious incident deaths per 10,000 population)
**LTIR: Lost Time Incident Rate, TRIR: Total Recordable Incident Rate, which includes minor incidents where no lost time occurred Based on 200,000 work hours

Category	  	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

Number of incident	 	 400	 515	 513	 504

victims	 Direct employees	 280	 355	 326	 298

	 Partners	 120	 160	 187	 206

Incident rate	 	 1.24	 1.61	 1.84	 2.28

	 Direct employees	 2.77	 3.64	 3.45	 3.04

	 Partners	 0.54	 0.72	 1.02	 1.68

Number of fatal 	 	 2	 0	 0	 0

incident victims	 Direct employees	 1	 0	 0	 0

	 Partners	 1	 0	 0	 0

Fatal incident rate*	 	 0.62	 0	 0	 0

	 Direct employees	 1.98	 0	 0	 0

	 Partners	 0.91	 0	 0	 0

LTIR (Lost Time Incident Rate)**	 0.02	 0.04	 0.09	 0.14

TRIR (Total Recordable Incident Rate)**	 0.26	 0.20	 0.19	 0.29

Category	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

Normal maintenance rate	 81	 87	 87.9	 87
(Number of people practicing normal health
management/number of workers*
100, managing high blood pressure, diabetes,

hyperlipidemia)	

Health checkup rate	 100	 100	 100	 100

Rate of people who treated their illness after

given a general diseases diagnosis	 100	 100	 100	 100

Unit

Persons

Persons

Persons

%

%

%

Persons

Persons

Persons

%

%

%

%

%

Unit

%

%

%

HSE Management System Certificate

Number of Incident Victims

Incident Rate

Fatal Incident Rate

Place and date: For the issuing office: 
Seoul, 28 November 2019 DNV GL – Business Assurance 

18F, Kyobo Bldg., 1, Jong-ro, Jongno-gu, 
Seoul, Korea 

Jang-Sup Lee 
Management Representative 

Lack of fulfilment of conditions as set out in the Certification Agreement may render this Certificate invalid. 
DNV GL Business Assurance Korea Ltd is accredited by Korea Accreditation Board (KAB) as an Occupational Health and Safety Management System 
certification body (Accreditation number: KAB-OC-27). 
ACCREDITED UNIT: DNV GL Business Assurance Korea Ltd, 18F Kyobo Bldg., 1 Jong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea. TEL:+82 2 724 8413. 
dnvgl.kr/assurance 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
CERTIFICATE 
Certificate No: 
38030-2008-AHSO-KOR-KAB 

Initial certification date: 
29 November 2001 

Valid: 
30 November 2019 - 29 November 2022 

This is to certify that the management system of 

DAEWOO SHIPBUILDING & MARINE 
ENGINEERING CO., LTD. 
3370, Geojedae-ro, Geoje-si, Gyeongsangnam-do, 53302, Korea 
and the sites as mentioned in the appendix accompanying this certificate 

has been found to conform to the Occupational Health and Safety Management System 
standard: 
ISO 45001:2018 

This certificate is valid for the following scope: 

Design, Manufacture/Building, Installation and Servicing of 
Ships, Naval ships, Submarine & Special Vessels, 
On-Shore/Off-Shore Structures, Industrial Machineries and 
Plants  

(Unit: Persons)

(Unit: %)

(Unit: %)

400
513515 504

2018 2019 2020 2021

2018 2019 2020 2021

1.61

1.24

1.84
2.28

2018 2019 2020 2021

00.62 0 0
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Employee Statistics

*Total retirement rate: based on the number of annual retirees including regular, honorary, and voluntary retirement Voluntary retirement rate: based on the number of 	
  annual voluntary retirees In 2017, there were many retirees, including 336 regular retirees and 300 honorary retirees.

Category	 Unit	 Main Item	

Employee 	 Persons	 By employment type  Full-time 

employment	 	 	 	 Male 

	 	 	 	 Female 

	 	 	 Part-time or temp 

	 	 	 	 Male 

	 	 	 	 Female 

	 	 	 Total

	 	 By field 	 Executives 

	 	 	 	 Male 

	 	 	 	 Female  

	 	 	 Office worker

	 	 	 	 Male 

	 	 	 	 Female 

	 	 	 Production Technician

	 	 	 	 Male 

	 	 	 	 Female 

	 	 	 Other 

	 	 	 	 Male 

	 	 	 	 Female 

	 	 By gender 	 Male 

	 	 	 Female 

	 	 By region 	 Seoul 

	 	 	 Geoje 

	 	 	 Siheung 

	 	 	 Overseas 

Employee 	 %	 Retirement rate	 Total retirement rate*	

retirement	 	 	 Voluntary retirement rate*

2017
10,144 
9,839

	 305 
82 

	 38 
	 44 

10,226 
37 

	 37 
- 

4,041 
3,743 

	 298 
6,066 
6,059 

	 7 
82 

	 38 
	 44 

9,877 
	 349 
	 467 
	 9,705 
	 - 
	 54 
	 9.6
	 3.1

2018
9,797 

	 9,505 
	 	 292 

141 
	 	 52 
	 	 89 

9,938 
36 

	 	 36 
- 

3,892 
	 3,608 
	 	 284 

5,869 
	 5,861 
	 	 8 

141 
	 	 52 
	 	 89 
	 9,557 
	 381 
	 328 
	 9,427 
	 149 
	 34 
	 3.8
	 2.0

2019
9,461 

	 9,165 
	 	 296 

306 
	 	 199 
	 	 107 

9,767 
47 

	 	 47 
- 

3,814 
	 3,523 
	 	 291 

5,600 
	 5,595 
	 	 5 

306 
	 	 199 
	 	 107 
	 9,364 
	 403 
	 329 
	 9,215 
	 189 
	 34 
	 4.3
	 1.4

2020
9,032 

	 8,730 
	 	 302 

414 
	 	 332 
	 	 82 

9,446 
45 

	 	 45 
- 

3,776 
	 3.479 
	 	 297 

5,211 
	 5,206 
	 	 5 

414 
	 	 332
	 	 82
	 9,062 
	 384 
	 397 
	 8,823 
	 194 
	 32 
	 5.9
	 0.7

2021
8,628 

	 8,330 
	 	 298 

181 
	 	 105 
	 	 76 

8,809 
43 

	 	 43 
- 

3,661 
	 3,368 
	 	 293 

4,924 
	 4,919 
	 	 5 

181 
	 	 105 
	 	 76 
	 8,435 
	 374 
	 402 
	 8,196 
	 175 
	 36 
	 5.5
	 1.1

Employee Remuneration and Pay System 	

DSME uses wage payments and salary raises that allow 

employees to lead a stable lifestyle while considering in 

full internal factors such as job competence, expertise, 

and accomplishments, along with external environmental 

factors such as inflation and increased minimum wages. The 

company also maintains a performance-based remuneration 

system evaluated on managerial and individual job 

performance.

(Based on Dec. 31 of every year)

Category

Fixed 
salary

Variable 
salary

Office worker

Monthly 
salary, variable 
allowance

-

Production 
Technician

Base pay, variable 
allowance, monthly  
bonus

Regular bonus

Payment cycle

Monthly

Quarter

Whenever 
occurring

Monthly

Whenever
occurring

Holiday bonus, holiday vacation bonus, 
summer vacation bonus

Overtime payment, payment for unused 
monthly leave

Incentives, performance bonuses, 
payment for unused annual leave
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Education Indicators

Employee Human Rights Protection Education

Category	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

Education expenses 	 19.29	 32.48	 33.80	 27.16	 22.12 

                             Office jobs	 70	 61	 70	 70	 72

                             Production jobs	 25	 37	 29	 25	 12

                             Other	 5	 2	 1	 5	 16

Education expenses per employee	 18.5	 32.2	 34.1	 28.2	 24.6 

                             Office jobs	 31.1	 47.7	 56.3	 45.4	 44.0 

                             Production jobs	 7.9	 20.2	 17.2	 12.7	 8.7 

Educational investment rate	 0.02	 0.03	 0.04	 0.04	 0.05

Percentage of time operating	 14.20	 16.20	 15.40	 15.00	 15.10

education programs

Rate of time operating the	 59	 73	 84	 95	 85

training institute	

Number of courses	 43	 45	 38	 45	 31 

                            Collective education	 37	 39	 31	 37	 23 

                            Internet education	 2	 3	 4	 4	 5 

                            Other	 4	 3	 3	 4	 3 

Number of people who finished training	 2.9	 3.7	 3.1	 2.9	 4.2

Education opportunities per employee	 2.8	 3.7	 3.1	 3.1	 4.7

Education hours per employee	 41.6	 42.9	 32.5	 41.3	 45.0

Number of education hours	 43	 43	 32	 39	 40

Education hours/Production hours	 8.10	 8.60	 6.90	 13.30	 20.11

Education satisfaction rate (5-point scale)	 4.43	 4.44	 4.56	 4.49	 4.41

Category	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

The number of people who completed the	 9,915	 9,613	 8,943	 8,471

sexual harassment prevention + 

workplace bullying prevention course

Course completion rate	 99.8	 98.4	 94.7	 96.2

Unit

billion KRW 

%

%

%

KRW

KRW

KRW

%

%

%

Persons

Persons

Persons

Persons

10 thousands people

time

H

MH

%

point

Unit

Persons

%

Main Benefits  
Category

Housing 
support

Family 
support

Leisure

Other

Details

Loans linked to the financial sector in 
accordance with housing purchases 
and leases
Dorms and public rental apartments to 
reduce the burden of housing costs for 
employees
Education expenses for children in 
preschools, middle and high schools, 
and universities 
Hospitalization/surgery costs, dental 
prosthetic costs for employees and 
their dependent families
All employees are covered by group 
insurance in order to reduce the 
burden that could occur due to disease 
or incidents (insurance against death, 
cancer, incidents)
Vacation and vacation expenses for 
family congratulations and condolences 
involving spouses and relatives
Yearly health checkups (comprehensive 
health checkups every other year)
Daycare centers (3 centers)
Long-term service leave and expenses 
to boost the morale of long-term 
service employees
Self-development allowances and 
voluntary lectures attendance for 
competency development
Condos and recreational facilities

Commuter buses (Okpo Shipyard, 
Siheung R&D Campus)
Fund for hardships, rehabilitating 
children with disabilities, physical and 
cultural activities
Program for getting employees to 
obtain company stock with the 
aim of supporting wealth building, 
management participation, and 
instilling a sense of ownership

Main Program 

Housing 
loans

Dorms/company 
housing

Child education 
expenses

Medical 
expenses

Group
insurance

Expenses for
family events

Health checkups

Childcare facilities
Long-term service

Self-development

Lodgings/
recreational facilities

Commuter buses

Company labor 
welfare fund

Employee stock 
ownership 
association
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Performance Evaluations

A System for Achieving Balance Between Work and Life

Category	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

Number of employees up for performance evaluations	 3,840	 3,913	 3,746	 3,671	 3,650 

Number of employees who received performance evaluations	 3,733	 3,831	 3,672	 3,593	 3,580

Percentage	 97	 98	 98	 98	 98	

90-day leave (120 days for plural births) before and after childbirth for female workers (guaranteed 45 days or more after childbirth)

Paid leave when the spouse of an employee gives birth

A system for both childcare and work with the purpose of resolving career interruption, adjustment after returning to 
work, reduced income due to leave, and reduced work hours for employees with children aged 8 or in the second grade of 
elementary school and lower

Leave for a maximum of one year per child for workers with children aged 8 or in the second grade of elementary school and 
lower, in order to guarantee a stable environment for childcare and a balance between work and family

A flexible work hour arrangement wherein expectant mothers and female employees with children in the third grade of 
elementary school and lower can choose when they come in for work (normal: 08:00-17:00 -> optional: 09:00-18:00)

DSME operates various human resource programs for achieving a balance between work and life for its employees.
DSME supports a balance between work and family by operating mandatory systems, such as maternity leave, paternity leave, reduced work 
hours during the childcare period, and childcare leave, along with non-mandatory systems, such as staggered office hours for maternity protection.

Unit

Persons

Persons

%

Category

Total childcare leave

	 Male

	 Female

Users who took advantage of 
the reduced work hours during 
the childcare period system
	 Male

	 Female

Users who took advantage of 
staggered office hours for 
maternity protection

Corporate Culture Programs for Creating a Healthy Organization

Revitalizing Two-Way Communication

CEO communication

Improving the degree of 
company understanding 
and creating a positive 
company image by 
publishing company 
media (the Haeoreum-teo 
newsletter)

A two-way on/offline 
communication channel 
for restoring trust

Stronger communication 
using videos

Conversation with executives (monthly)

Luncheon with the CEO

CEO communication on Management 
Bulletin Board (2021: 7 CEO messages, 
11 speeches)

CEO speeches in accordance with 
circumstances/issues (year-ending/New 
Year’s speeches, newsletters, statements, 
various speeches)

Periodical (weekly)

Family newsletter (Once a year)	

Management status card news (quarterly)

Correspondents meeting (monthly, 
8 production workers, 10 office and 
engineering workers)
- Specifying issues & identifying employee 	
  opinion
- 	Taking in employee opinion regarding  	
  CEO statements and text messages
- Analyzing junior employee morale and 	
  perceptions

Better video and image PR content
- Producing job documentaries
- Producing D-Vlogs
- Producing inspiring videos

Unit

Persons

Persons

Persons

Persons

Persons

Persons

Persons

Notes

Evaluation of candidates: 

employees who worked 

9 months or more

Maternity leave

Paternity leave

Reduced work hours during the 
childcare period

Childcare leave

Staggered office hours for maternity 
protection

2020

139

115

24

35

15

20

21

2021

188

159

29

44

29

15

25
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11 members from the 2nd class and 9 
members from the 3rd class of Blue Board 
members at Okpo, along with 5 each from 
the 1st and 2nd classes at Siheung/Seoul 
took part in the regular CEO-Blue Board 
Directors’ Meeting (monthly), and a meeting 
with management

- (Improving diagnosis items) establishing 
an organizational function and behavior 
diagnosis structure, and identifying the 
level of core values and direct/indirect 
motivation
- Diagnosis through the company portal 
and sharing the results
- Coaching after diagnosis/planning an 
improvement program/operation (diagnosis
→feedback→prescription)
- Planning/running an organizational 
culture coaching program for department 
heads
- Publishing organizational culture insights

DSME Person of the Month Award

DSME Person of the Year Award

Hall of DSME Stars

Compliment Breeze Program

Producing and distributing the 2022 DSME 
Culture Calendar

Category	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021	

People who finished reemployment support training	 428 	 357 	 289 	 337 	 366 	

Category	 	 	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

Environmental preservation	 Number of participants	 10,194	 7,057	 2,844	 721	 51 

activities (conducting regional	 Number of cases	 380	 289	 141	 36	 10

cleanup activities)	 Accumulated hours	 13,730	 10,029	 4,116	 874	 112.5 

Other social welfare activities	 Number of participants	 3,809	 4,375	 3,624	 2,111	 1,167 

(including volunteering for the	 Number of cases	 225 	 230	 236	 171	 129

disabled)	 Accumulated hours	 18,780	 19,089	 17,060	 8,719	 6,275

Current State of the Labor Union

Voluntary Social Contribution

Category	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

Worker percentage under the collective agreement	 59.80	 59.90	 59.80	 58.90	  57.10

Employees who are candidates for union membership	  6,066 	  5,869 	  5,736 	  5,478 	  4,925

Percentage of union members	 100	 100	 100	 100	 100

Unit

%

Persons

%

Unit

Persons

Unit

Persons

Number

Hour

Persons

Number

Hour

Reemployment Support

DSME provides education and training for future career planning, employment intermediation, and finding employment/doing startups 
by diagnosing the career and aptitude of employees in a way that allows them to reduce their anxiety over leaving work, form a positive 
perception for the latter half of their lives, and design their lives after leaving work from a long-term perspective.

Innovations for a Healthy Organizational Culture

(As of Dec. 31 2021)

The DSME Blue Board

Organizational health 
diagnoses and follow-up 
coaching activities

Establishing and 
revitalizing a rewards 
system for instilling pride

The Compliment Breeze 
Program for spreading a 
appreciative work culture

Activities for internalizing 
core values
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Quality Inspection Indicators

Item 

Process 
inspection

Nondestructive 
inspection

Quality issues

Indicators

Reinspection 
rate

Hit rate

Reinspection 
rate (RT)

Reinspection 
rate (UT)

Rate of 
delayed 
measures

                  2017

	 Target	 Performance

	 0.23	 0.16

	 -	 -

	 2.2	 1.49

	 0.65	 0.44

	 -	 -

            2018

	 Target	 Performance

	 0.16	 0.19

	 -	 -

	 1.5	 0.77

	 0.45	 0.29

	 -	 -

       2019

	 Target	 Performance

	 2.5	 0.83

	 95.3	 97.84

	 1.15	 0.75

	 0.58	 0.32

	 1.6	 1.3

     2020

	 Target	 Performance

	 1.46	 0.63

	 96.7	 98.23

	 1.66	 1.77

	 0.67	 0.36

	 1.59	 5.31

   2021

	 Target	 Performance

	 1.21	 0.75

	 97.37	 98.22

	 1.58	 1.71

	 0.54	 0.17

	 1.59	 5.36

Customer Quality Satisfaction 

Category	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

	 6.4	 7.3	 7.9	 7.8	 8.0

Quality Management System Certificate

Unit

%

%

%

%

%

Unit

Point
Customer quality satisfaction 
(10-point scale)

KR Certification Center : 36, Myeongji ocean city 9-ro, Gangseo-gu, Busan, Korea 46762 / tel : 070-8799-8901, fax : 070-8799-8913

KOREAN REGISTER
MEMBER OF INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES

Certificate ofApproval

Certificate No. :W 1188

Daewoo Shipbuilding＆ Marine
Engineering Co., Ltd.
Head Office :3370, Geoje-daero, Geoje-si, Gyeongsangnam-do, Korea

KR hereby certifies that the Quality Control System for fusion welding of metallic materials of the above
organization has been assessed and found to be in compliance with the requirements of the Control System
standard and scope of certification detailed below.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM STANDARD
KSB ISO 3834-2:2006 ISO 3834-2:2005

SCOPE OF CERTIFICATION
Design, Manufacture/Building, Installation and Services of ships, Naval ships,
Submarine, Special Vessels, On-shore/Off-shore Structures, Industrial
Machineries and Plants

Locations : Head Office
Auditor : IM Changmu, KIM Yangsun, Kim Young-soo, PARK Jinyong
Date of Issue : 2021.11.25

Subject to the continued satisfactory operation of the organization's Quality Control System for fusion
welding of metallic materials Management System, this certificate is valid to 2024.11.24
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Governance

Category	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021	 Standard

Shareholders and investors	 466	 1,822	 1,678	 1,440	 1,153	 Interest costs

Government	 5,433	 477	 -24	 -83	 -276	 Corporate tax

Community	 -	 10	 	 12	 50	 Donations

Suppliers	 48,430	 47,851	 41,950	 38,088	 28,101	 Key raw materials purchasing costs

	 	 	 	 	 	 (purchases)

Employees	 9,073	 9,561	 9,709	 8,830	 7,471	 Employee salaries

Total	 63,402	 59,721	 53,313	 48,287	 36,499	

Category	 	 2017	 2018	 2019	 2020	 2021

Nominal Value	 	 5,000	 5,000	 5,000	 5,000	 5,000

Total number of ordinary shares issued	 106,656,288	 107,205,752	 107,205,752	 107,290,669	 107,290,669

Share price	 Annual high	 21,000	 37,850	 37,000	 29,350	 40,300

(as of the closing price)	 Annual low	 13,900	 15,350	 23,950	 11,200	 22,650

	 Closing day	 13,900	 34,150	 27,850	 27,400	 23,050

Foreign ownership	 	 3.28	 10.89	 12.44	 8.99	 5.38

2021 Domestic Stock Market
Company Share Price Trends

Company Share Price Trends

Beginning its rise at the end of November 2020 and continuing on 
into early 2021, the KOSPI for the first time exceeded 3,000 points as 
of the closing price on January 7. Although a trend of adjustments 
continued in February and March due to the sudden rise, it again 
entered into a large upswing in June and recorded its all-time high 
(July 6, 3,305.21P) as of the closing price in July. However, it then 
continued a downward trend including falling below 3,000 due to 
the lack of investor confidence going into the 4th quarter as a result 
of unfavorable global factors, such as the prolonging of COVID-19, 
concerns over inflation/rise in interest rates, and the bankruptcy crisis 
of the China Evergrande Group. On closing day (Dec. 30), the KOSPI 
finished at 2,977.65P, already having lost most of its gains in 2021.

The upward trend began in earnest at the end of April amidst 
favorable signs including container ship orders and an increase of 
eco-friendly ship orders. The price then reached its highest (May 11, 
40,300 KRW) as of the closing price in May when expectations for 
getting orders, including hopes for a super cycle, reached an apex, 
after which there was a trend of adjustments following the sudden 
rise, followed by a huge drop after the second quarter (August) 
earnings shock due to appropriations for large scale steel plate costs. 
Subsequently, the uncertainty over financial structure improvements, 
including the merger review delay and the possibility that the merger 
might fail, maintained the downward trend, with all of the gains 
obtained throughout the year returned at the closing of the market. 
(Dec. 30, 23,050 KRW)

Stakeholder Distribution

Board Operation 

Category

Board meetings

Number of resolutions

Outside director attendance rate

2017

22

65

90.3

2018

19

38

89.6

2019

14

27

91.7

2020

12

23

97.9

Notes

including the temporary board

Average director attendance

Unit

Time

Case

%

Information Security Management 
System Certificate

Unit

KRW

Share

KRW

KRW

KRW

%

Unit

100 million KRW

100 million KRW

100 million KRW

100 million KRW

100 million KRW

100 million KRW

2021

13

25

96.2
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Category 

Consolidated Statements of Financial Position Summary

Assets	 Current assets

	 	 Cash and cash equivalents

	 	 Accounts receivable and other receivables

	 	 Contract assets

	 	 Inventory 

	 	 Short-term financial instruments

	 	 Others

	 Non-current assets

	 	 Long-term financial instruments

	 	 Long-term trade receivables and other receivables

	 	 Tangible assets

	 	 Intangible assets

	 	 Others

	 Total assets

Liabilities	 Current liabilities

	 Non-current liabilities

	 Total liabilities

Equity    	 Shareholders of the parent entity

        	 	 Share capital

        	 	 Other paid-in capital

        	 	 Hybrid securities

        	 	 Elements of other shareholders’ equity

        	 	 Retained earnings

    	 Non-Controlling interests

    	 Total equity

Total liabilities and equity

Consolidated Statement of Income Summary

Sales

Operating profit (losses)

Profit for the period (losses)

Profit attributable to	 Shareholders of the parent entity

    	 Non-controlling interest

Earnings per share	 Basic earnings per share (losses)

	 Diluted earnings per share (losses)

          2017

As of Dec. 31 2017 

6,651,301,609,437

205,795,485,057

442,748,537,763

743,358,870,769

82,504,070,440

5,176,894,645,408

4,795,451,113,301

414,023,831,130

183,238,184,026

4,003,428,004,728

37,313,899,343

157,447,194,074

11,446,752,722,738

6,143,041,665,624

2,313,049,732,370

8,456,091,397,994

3,393,421,150,280

538,281,440,000

368,803,021,423

2,284,775,000,000

293,725,092,058

(92,163,403,201)

(402,759,825,536)

2,990,661,324,744

11,446,752,722,738

From Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 2017

11,101,818,030,373

733,003,720,153

645,758,362,568

621,492,030,973

24,266,331,595

7,141

4,995

          2018

 As of Dec. 31 2018

7,350,036,433,186

351,189,667,631

706,860,654,231

4,372,351,838,852

1,345,634,251,171

74,778,237,847

499,221,783,454

4,568,485,087,866

415,987,056,665

195,914,774,336

3,822,851,871,102

39,774,021,246

93,957,364,517

11,918,521,521,052

5,356,772,734,337

2,721,527,214,620

8,078,299,948,957

3,840,221,572,095

541,028,760,000

17,386,408,848

2,332,832,256,181

301,970,110,176

647,004,036,890

3,840,221,572,095

11,918,521,521,052

From Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 2018

9,644,383,546,545

1,024,831,703,646

320,051,707,063

344,721,579,646

(24,669,872,583)

2,998

2,094

        2019

As of Dec. 31 2019

6,871,061,134,451

2,012,238,821,503

369,428,201,126

2,210,899,261,583

1,159,031,229,805

417,252,295,834

702,211,324,600

4,405,017,665,738

419,350,979,434

91,716,759,584

3,694,459,007,133

24,722,096,776

174,768,822,811

11,276,078,800,189

4,807,538,069,313

2,713,644,182,335

7,521,182,251,648

3,754,896,548,541

541,028,760,000

17,386,408,848

2,332,832,256,181

305,238,079,158

558,411,044,354

3,754,896,548,541

11,276,078,800,189

From Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 2019

8,358,744,818,823

292,760,934,105

(46,485,191,069)

(46,485,191,069)

  (655)

(655)

     2020

As of Dec. 31 2020

5,953,237,429,075

1,343,559,258,347

675,748,812,902

2,175,885,782,235

963,311,053,440

69,893,554,199

724,838,967,952

4,367,537,424,720

398,691,182,430

77,524,312,305

3,667,874,699,831

895,560,066

222,551,670,088

10,320,774,853,795

5,162,708,937,003

1,289,095,255,838

6,451,804,192,841

3,868,970,660,954

541,453,345,000

16,929,207,575

2,332,832,256,181

302,488,535,110

675,267,317,088

 

3,868,970,660,954

10,320,774,853,795

From Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 2020

7,030,175,197,162

153,437,091,215

86,572,614,374

86,572,614,374

 

583

524

         2021

As of Dec. 31 2021

6,481,079,243,776

1,778,939,684,909

345,121,592,212

1,936,517,059,375

1,139,095,854,036

310,692,716,217

970,712,337,027

4,142,130,311,297

155,392,145,414

103,932,421,700

3,469,402,806,831

1,207,778,907

412,195,158,445

10,623,209,555,073

7,464,467,860,107

941,158,242,076

8,405,626,102,183

2,217,583,452,890

541,453,345,000

16,929,207,575

2,332,832,256,181

327,644,791,270

(1,001,276,147,136)

2,217,583,452,890

10,623,209,555,073

From Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 2021

4,486,585,681,366

(1,754,651,375,507)

(1,699,829,429,734)

(1,699,829,429,734)

(16,072)

(16,072)

Financial Statement (Unit: KRW)
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TCFD

TCFD Recommendations Report	 Report page

Governance	 a) Describe the board’s oversight of climate-related risks and opportunities.	 Integrated Report 2022 P. 26~29

	 b) Describe management’s role in assessing and managing climate-related risks and opportunities.	 Integrated Report 2022 P. 26~29

Strategy	 a) Describe the climate-related risks and opportunities the organization has identified over the short, medium, and long term.	 Integrated Report 2022 P. 26~29

	 b) Describe the impact of climate-related risks and opportunities on the organization’s businesses, strategy, and financial planning.	 Integrated Report 2022 P. 26~29

	 c) Describe the resilience of the organization’s strategy, taking into consideration different climate-related scenarios, including a 2°C or lower scenario.	 Integrated Report 2022 P. 26~29

Risk management	 a) Describe the organization’s processes for identifying and assessing climate-related risks.	 -

	 b) Describe the organization’s processes for managing climate-related risks.	 -

	 c) Describe how processes for identifying, assessing, and managing climate-related risks are integrated into the organization’s overall risk management.	 -

Metrics and Targets	 a) Disclose the metrics used by the organization to assess climate-related risks and opportunities in line with its strategy and risk management process.	 Integrated Report 2022 P. 26~29

	 b) Disclose Scope 1, Scope 2 and, if appropriate, Scope 3 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and the related risks.	 Integrated Report 2022 P. 26~29

	 c) Describe the targets used by the organization to manage climate-related risks and opportunities and performance against targets.	 Integrated Report 2022 P. 26~29
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SASB

Topic	 Measurement Index	 Unit	 2021	 SASB Code

Energy management	 Total energy consumed	 TJ	 5,416	 RT-IG-130a.1

	 Percentage grid electricity	 %	 75.4	

	 Percentage renewable	 %	 0	

Employee health and safety	 Total recordable incident rate (TRIR*)	 %	 0.29	 RT-IG-320a.1

	 Fatality rate	 %	 0	

	 Near miss frequency rate (NMFR**)	 %	 21.62	

Fuel economy & emissions in use-phase	 Sales-weighted fleet fuel efficiency for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles	 gal/1,000ton-mile	 n/a	 RT-IG-410a.1

	 Sales-weighted fuel efficiency for non-road equipment	 gal/hr	 n/a	 RT-IG-410a.2

	 Sales-weighted fuel efficiency for stationary generators	 W/gal	 n/a	 RT-IG-410a.3

	 (a) Sales-weighted emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) for marine diesel engines	 g/kWh	 n/a	 RT-IG-410a.4

	 (b) Sales-weighted emissions of particulate matter (PM) for marine diesel engines	 g/kWh	 n/a	

Materials sourcing	 Description of the management of risks associated with the use of critical materials	 n/a	 Integrated Report 2022 P. 56	 RT-IG-440a.1

Remanufacturing design & services	 Revenue from remanufactured products and remanufacturing services	 USD	 n/a	 RT-IG-440b.1

Activities metrics	 Number of units produced by product category	 Vessels or units	 A total of 40 ships	 RT-IG-000.A	

	 	 	 18 LNG carriers	

	 	 	 5 container ships	

	 	 	 9 tankers	

	 	 	 1 fixed platform	

	 	 	 2 submarines	

	 	 	 5 surface vessels	

	 Number of employees	 Persons	 A total of 8,809 persons	 RT-IG-000.B	

	 	 	 8,628 Full-time workers (97.9%)	

	 	 	 181 Part-time or temporary workers (2.1%)	

*TRIR: Total Recordable Incident Rate (based on 20,000 work hours); Incident rate for all treatments
**NMFR: Near Miss Frequency Rate (based on 20,000 work hours); Frequency of near miss incidents that could have occurred due to worker negligence but did not lead to a direct incident.
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